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NON-STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS

and forms of citations have been used in this report.

Refers to the Supreme Judicial Court of
Maine unless otherwise indicated.

Supreme Court

Public Laws of Maine are cited by legisla-
tive year and chapter number.

P.L. 1969, c. 23

Private and Special Laws of Maine are cited
by legislative year and chapter number.

P.RS.L. 1969, c.22

Resolves of the Legislature are cited by
legislative year and chapter number.

Resolves, 1969, c.21

Public Laws of Maine which are compiled in
Maine Revised Statutes Annotated will gen-
erally be cited by reference to the Title
and Section numbers of Maine Revised Stat-
utes Annotated.

32 M.R. S. A. 1751

When followed by  Supp.!, a citation in
the above form refers to the Cumulative
Pocket Supplement for use in 1968-9 of
Maine Revised Statutes Annotated.

 Supp -!

Even though collected in Maine Revised
Statutes Annotated, public laws may be
referred to by legislative year of enact-
ment and chapter number:

When year of enactment is material.
When year of amendment is material.
When statute is referred to for first
time .

For the sake of brevity, the following non-standard abbreviations
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CHAPTER FIVE POLLUTION*

..."Public convenience or health",...require that the refuse matter
and impurities in large cities should be deposited and dissipated in the
sea, which is the great receptable provided by nature for the offscour-
ings of the land. 1

The mills and manufactories upon our rivers and streams, though they
have banished the former denizens of these waters, furnish a compensation
irnmeasyrable as compared with all the fish that have ever floated in their
bosom.

We have lost a million dollars worth of scallops. We have lost our
recreation. We have lost everything due to pollution...Now, why, for
God's sake, can't we clean up this mess'?...when I go to t' he end of my
wharf and I look over and see chicken fea!hers, and see entrails go by,
I damn you up and down. Why? Why? Why?

When there were few of us we could dump our sewage into the rivers
or the sea with confidence that nature would t:ake care of it. But in the

crowding modern world, that simple way of disposing of our waste turns
our streams into sewers and requires the posting of beaches and flats
against taking either a shellfish or a bath.4

INTRODUCTION

Until relatively recently, the capacity of the ocean to receive un-

limit'ed wast'e was not questioned. As the despoilment of the land in-

creased, so did the amount.' and type of waste going into the ocean.

Robert J. Gingras, University of Maine School of Law, 1970, has made
a major contribution to this chapter.

l. Franklin Wharf v. Portland, 67 Me. 46, 54 �877! . Compare, "Since we
want to keep our air and our rivers and our lakes pure, it seems in-
evit:able that we must dump large quantities of our waste into the
ocean. But we must be careful to convert them first into forms which

will do the least possible damage to the water or the life therein'� "
 Dr. Lee A. Dubridge, President's Science Advisor, U.S. News and
World Report, January 19, 1970, p. 48.! .

2. Address, Gov. Samuel Cony, February, 1865. Public Laws and Resolves
of Maine, 1863-65, p. 451.
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The most dramatic cries of "halt" have been raised against the national

policy of dumping radioactive waste into the ocean and most recently,

against the practice of disposing of poison gas in ocean areas beyond
5

the territorial sea. Prophets of doom have predicted the eventual demise

of the ocean with the resultant extinction of mankind as the oxygen pro-
6

ducing capacity of the ocean is extinguished. Any meaningful appraisal

of the limits of the ocean to absorb pollutants and the predictable con-

sequences of a continuing, ever increasing use of the ocean for this pur-

pose, however, is guite obviously beyond the scope and competence of this

report. A consideration of the extent of this pollution in Maine, its

effects from an economic and conservation point of view, and the adequa-

cy of Maine law to rectify or alleviate any misuses being made of the

ocean in Maine are the major topics to be dealt with in this chapter.

It cannot' be doubted that from a short-range economic point of view,

it may make sense to dump waste material into rivers or oceans. It is

a cheap way to dispose of it. The flow of a river will carry the waste

downstream from the source of the pollution to the sea. The ebb and

3. Proceedings: Conference on Pollution of Penobscot River, Upper Bays
and Tributaries. Belfast, Maine, April 20, 1967, p.245, 251.

4. Symposium, The Maine Coast Prospects and Perspectives, �966! Charles
W. Elliot, "As Maine Goes, Which Way?" p, 4.

5. New York Times, July 4, l969, p. 4:2.

6. See Myers, Edward A., Saving The Sea Around Us, Maine Sunday Telegram,
December l4, l969, p.7D; New York Times, December 12, 1969, p.21.
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flow of the tide will further dissipate the pollution,  or dissipate it

in the first instance, if dumping is directly into the ocean!, although

the tidal action may bring in pollutants as well as carry them out to

sea. This cheap mode of disposal is "economical," however, only so

long as the rate of dumping does not exceed the waters' capacity to re-

ceive, dissipate and biologically degrade the added material. Since

that capacity is now generally exceeded, the cost-benefit' to the town,

industry or individual so disposing of waste must be balanced against

the cost to others, and to society at large.

A primary consideration is health, which cannot always be neatly

separated from aesthetic considerations with regard to odor and filth.

Economic disadvantages may also be felt immediately by down stream man-

ufacturers, who require clean water for their industrial processes. It

has been suggested, and not facetiously, that the quality of water would

be materially improved if every manufacturing enterprise was required
6a

to place its water intake below its plant instead of above it. Added

to health and manufacturing needs are other considerations for living

resources--the most significant of which are human. Pollution and degra-
7

tion of streams and seashore prevent the recreational use of these

ar'eas, depress land values and tax revenues,

6a. Bardach, J., Harvest of the Sea, �968! p.237.

7. The East' End Beach on the Eastern Promenade in Portland was closed

because of pollution several years ago, according to Lewis Mumford
only San Francisco Bay equates this area in beauty; the loss due to
pollution is immeasurable in dollar amounts alone.
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8

and kill fish and vegetation which provide sustenance to many and a

livelihood to quite a few. Reports of fish kills do not include the

valuable shell fish resources which are lost when flats are closed be-

cause of contamination.

As noted in Volume I, p.77, pollution is now emerging as a first

priority consideration on the local, state, and national levels. The

legal machinery and the financial backing has not caught up with this

great new sense of dedication and awareness. The principal pollution

problems inMaine may be classified as people pollution, agricultural

pollution, and industrial pollution; the latter category could be fur-

ther subdivided into food processing waste, industrial waste and chemi-

cals, etc., and the feared future pollutants, oil, heat from nuclear

power plants, and radioactivity. These categories are not' mutually ex-

elusive and are obviously quite overlapping and interdependent but are
9

all part of the pollution problem.

8. See Pollution Caused Fish Kills, 1968, U.S. Department of the Inter-
ior, Federal Water Pollution Control Administration. This report
lists fish kills during 1968 in the Prestile Stream, the Androscog-
gin River, an unnamed brook at Turner, and the Nedomak River at Wal-
doboro,

9. A feeling for the problem may be gained from the following state-
ments and facts: Several of Maine's major tidal rivers are unusable
for any purpose other than sewage.  Chairman of the Environment Im-
provement' Commission, Donaldson Koons, Maine Sunday Telegram, March
23, 1968, p.l3D!; For 12 to 13 miles below the Bangor Dam, at low
tide, there is no free oxygen left in the Penobscot River.  Portland
Sunday Telegram, August' 7, 1966, p.3D!, The Presumpscot River receives
27 million gallons of industrial wastewater and 658,000 gallons of
raw sewage each day at Westbrook alone.  Portland Sunday Telegram,
December 31, 1967, p.lD!, The presence of pesticides has been found
in Maine' s marine shell fish and crustacea. The residue in lobster
alone increased from virtually zero in 1966 to .635 parts  Cont'd!



10
Note that Maine has not actually experienced significant pollution

from the last three sources; their dxamatic nature, combined with the

fact that there is no established industry or municipality whose budget

depends on the continuance of such pollution, make them far simpler to

deal with by preventative action than are the "established" sources.

Before discussing specific types and sources of pollution, statu-

tory provisions and the common law with regard to pollution of fresh

and tidal waters will be set' forth.

9.  cont'd! per million in 1968.  Portland Press Hexald, September 11,
1968, p.26!; 70,000 acres of inshore flats and waters of the Maine
coast, representing 20% af the area available for t' he support of the
traditional bivalve shell fish population -- clams, guahogs, mussels
and oysters -- and 50% of the total shell fish supply in terms of
productivity have been closed because of bacterial pollution.  State-
ment of Robert L. Dow, Research Director, Maine Department of Sea
and Shore Fisheries, before Special Sub-Committee on Air and Water
Pollution of the Senate Committee on Public Works, Hearing on Fed-
eral Watex' Pollution Control, Portland, Maine, June 2, 1965!; In
July of 1968, an international "incident" occurred when residents
of Centerville, New Brunswick, dammed up an international river
polluted beyond their endurance by a Maine potato plant.  Report
on the Governor 's Committee on Pollution Abatement, February, 1969! .

10. See p. 482 for report of amount' of spillage from pipeline operation.
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11
1 STATUTORY REGULATION OF POLLUTION

EARLY LEGISLATION

As early as 1841 "corrupting or rendering unwholesome or unpure, the
12

water of a river, stream or pond..." was designated a public nuisance.

Another measure of long standing provides severe penalties for knowingly

and willfully poisoning, defiling, or in any way corrupting a water sup-
13

ply used for domestic purposes for man or beast. The penalties are in

fact so severe, that courts have not convicted under its provisions. As
14

pointed out in State v. Blaisdell the penalties provided for violation

are more severe than those punishing manslaughter, mayhem, or assault.

Indust'rial pollution was being fought in courts in the latter nine-
15

teenth century to the now familiar refrains of payrolls versus pollution,

but no administrative machinery for the regulation and abatement of pol-

lut'ion was enacted until the 1940's Unlike the carte blanche given to

11. Statut'es relating to t' he Environmental Improvement Commission may be
found in 38 H.R.S.A. 361 et seq.

12. R,S. c.164, Ql �841! . Most of the original language has been retain-
ed in ll M.R.S.A. 2802.

13. P.L, 1891, c.82. See Statutes of Maine 1885-1895, Freeman's Supple-
ment, p.504. Penalties incorporated in the original act provided for
a fine not exceeding $1,000 or by imprisonment not' exceeding one year.
The present provision found in 38 M.R.S.A. 571 provides for a fine of
not more than 95,000 or by imprisonment for any term of years.

14. 118 Me. 13, 105 A. 359 �919! .

15. See Lockwood v. Lawrence, 77 Me. 297 �885! .
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16

industrial pollutors by Governor Cony later Maine governors recognized

pollution as a problem to be dealt with rather than an index of prosper-
17

ity.

MODERN ERA

The modern era of statutory control coincided with public outcry
18

caused by the polluted condition of the Androscoggin River. In 1941

the Sanitary Water Board was created to deal with this problem, but was

also given the broader duty to study, investigate, and make recommenda-

tions to pollutors of the streams and waters of the State as to ways and

means of eliminating "all substances and materials which pollute or tend
19

to pollute." The $400 annual appropriation and the lack of any effect-

ive control machinery in the authorization assured that no effective

pollution control would result from this legislation. This "policy

without punch" approach in dealing with the protection of water quality

has been evident in legislation until relatively recently.

In 1945, the Sanitary Water Board's duties were expanded by legis-

lation providing that:

16. Compare fn. 2.

17. See Inaugural Address of Governor William Tudor Gardiner, January
3, 1929, Laws of Maine, 1929, p.900; Inaugural Address of Governor
Horace Hildreth, January 2, 1947, Laws of Maine, 1947, p.1270.

18. According to the Maine Legislative Record, House, February 5, 1941,
p.150-1, the pollution load on the Androscoggin was 63,957,630
gallons of sewage and industrial waste per day.

19. P.L. 1941, c.209.
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No person, firm or corporation shall hereafter discharge
into any stream, river, pond, lake or other body of water,
oz water course, or any tidal waters any waste, refuse or
effluent from any manufacturing, processing or industrial
plant or establishment so as to constitute a new source of

therefor from the sanitary water board; provided, however,
that no application for a license shall be required here-
under for any manufacturing, processing or industrial plant
or establishment, now or heretofore operated, for any such
discharge at it's present general location, such license
being hereby granted.20

The "grandfather clause" incorporated into this statute granted

free license to existing polluters to continue their polluting activity

regardless of effect on the receiving waters. Under the same act, the

Board could deny a license for any new discharge if it determined that

such discharge would cause an increase in pollution in a manner "incon-
21

sistent with the public interest", but the ambiguity of the term "pub-

lic interest" combined with a lack of any specific guidelines as to t' he

quality of water that ought to exist in the receiving waters, lack of

public support, staff and appropriations deficiencies rendered a poten-

tially effective licensing tool virtually useless as a method of pollu-
22

tion control.

20. P.L. 1945, c.345, g3. See State v. Glidden, 228 H.C. 664, 46 S,E,
2d 860 �948! for a "grandfather clause" in a pollution statute that
was declared unconstitutional. Xn that case, all corporations
chartered before March 0, 1915 were exempted.

21. P.L. 1945, c.345,

22. The licensing statute has been termed little more than a means of
cataloging new sources of pollution. O. Delogu, Effluent Charges:
0 Method of Enforcing Stream Standards, 19 Maine L. Rev. 29, 32,
�967! .
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Impetus.was given to the statutory regulation of pollution by a
23

1950 Re ort on Water Pollution in the State of Maine. The authors of

this sux'vey noted the rapid rate of deterioration of the state's natural

resources, and documented the existing sources of pollution affecting

surface waters of the state and the general poor water quality of major

rivers and streams. Recommendations included immediate action on a

pollution control program and a classification according to highest com-

mon use of each river, stream and coastal area. The Legislature reacted
2%

to t' he report by creating the Water improvement Commission in 1951

 replacing the Sanitary Water Board! and charging it with making recom-

27
Present pollution statutes are based on legislation enacted in 1953

which established four water classification standards and directed the

23. This repox't was a joint effort of the Department of Health and Wel-
fare, Division of Sanitary Engineering in collaboration with the
Department of Agriculture, Depax'tment of Sea and Shore Fisheries,
and t' he Sanitary Water Board, which was made possible under appro-
priations under the Water Pollution Control Act of 19'48, �2 Stat,
1155 �948! .

24. See Vol. I, p.73 for present composition of this agency now known
as the Environmental Impx'ovement Commission.

25. P.L. 195l, c.383.

26. P.KS.L. 1951, c.192.

27. P.L, 1953, c.403.

mendations to

coastal flats

though it was

function were

the Legislature for classification of rivers, streams and
25

based on reasonable standards of quality and use Al-

authorized to employ a staff, funds allocated for this
26

again minimal.
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Commission to make recommendations to the Legislature for appropriate

classifications of each lake, river, stream and tidewater area within

the State.

After adoption of the classifications, it became "unlawful...to

dispose of any sewage, industrial or other waste, either alone or in

conjunction with another or others, in such manner as will lower the

quality of the said waters, tidal flats, or section thereof, below the
28

minimum requirements of such classification..." An amendment gave the

29

tion restrictions, and sewage was added to the list of effluents which
30

required a license for any new source of pollution.

The language to "lower the quality of said waters" was amended in

1961 to read:

28. Id $2.

29. P. L. 1967, c. 528.

30. P. L. 1953, c. &3, g3.

Commission power to issue enforcement' orders, and appropriate legal act-

ion to secure compliance. Originally, enforcement was hampered because

unless a pollutor submitted to the jurisdiction of the Commission volun-

tarily, he was not subject to its orders This defect was not remedied

until 1968; now, after due notice and a hearing, a person or corporation

may be subject to the orders of the Commission whether ox not he appears.

A 1953 amendment added municipalities to entities covered by the pollu-
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...either alone or in conjunction with another or others,
in such manner as will, after reasonable o ortunit for
dilution and mixture, lower the quality of an si nificant
~se ent of said waters, tidal flats or seotion thereof,
affected b th's d'schar e.  Underlined indicates new

The underlined phrases were probably intended to make it possible

to prosecute for the downgrading of a relatively small portion of a

stream rather than making it necessary to have the pollutant lower the

quality of the whole stream, but to preclude prosecution for a condition

existing only at the discharge outlet. As a practical matter, the in-

definiteness of these phrases has made it virtually impossible to deter-
32

mine when there has been a classification violation.

Just as with industrial pollution  operating prior to August 8, 1953!

a "Grandfather Clause" exempts outfalls or facilities of municipal sewers
33

which existed on September 1, 1959. Otherwise, a license is required

for any new source of pollution in salt or fresh, classified or unclass-
3b

ified waters.

These"Grandfather Clauses' constitute a basic impediment t'o effective

pollution control. Theoretically, any change in process which increases

t' he quantity or polluting quality of the discharge constitUtes a new

source of pollution, and requires a license from an industry or municipal-

ity, even though covered under the Grandfather Clause. In actuality, it

31. P.L. 1961, c. 305, g4.

32. Interview with Robert Fuller, Assistant Attorney General, March 1969,
See also State Water Im rovement Commission v. Morrill, Ne. 231 A.
2d 037 �967! .

33. P. L 1959, 58.

3b. Id.
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has been impossible to document the quantity and quality of the discharge

as it existed. in 1953 in an action brought in the '60s and '70s. Sim-

ilarly, the sanction given to municipalities to operate any outfall or

facility in existence on September l, 1959 means in effect that any num-
35

ber of new houses or new industries connected to a municipal sewer

which has not increased its number of outfalls may discharge any addit-

ional amount or type of sewage with impunity without being subject to

the license requirement. Because of the language and the exemptions,

most pollution cases are brought under the license procedure rather than
36

under violation of the classification standards,

In 1963, the Legislature for the first time established four separ-

ate classifications for tidal waters, and simultaneously assigned such
37

classifications to the major portions of the tidal waters in the State.

Though it thus made its verbal commitment' to pure water, fresh and tidal,

note that the Legislature at no point has surrendered control over classi-

fication to an independent agency. Classifications are legislatively pre-
38

scribed, and thus remain part of the political process.

35. But see 1963-4 Attorney General Report, p.90, to the effect that a
sewer district could not be forced to accept into a sewer system, for
treatment, industrial waste not compatible with the present system of
treatment. The opinion warned that the matter was still an open quest-
ion and at some future -date might be the subject of litigation by one
or more industrial plants.

36. Interview with Robert Fuller, Assistant Attorney General. It has been
estimated that 70K of the total number of pollutors fall under the
Grandfather Clause.  Maine Times, August 1, 1969, p.l3.!

37. P.L. 1963, c.274.

38. See 38 N.R.S.A. 365-7 for classification procedure.
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39

In 1967, in response to federal pressures and signs of the times,

the Maine Legislature again st'rengthened its pollution control statutes

and set up a comprehensive time table for any waters classified or re-

classified on or after January, 1967, so that compliance with the new
40

classification would be achieved by October 1, 1976.

At the same session the classificat'ions of many bodies of water
41

were revised upward with t' he intent of improving the quality of water

in Maine; in the short haul., these reclassifications actually had the

opposite effect, because the old classification was repealed and corn-
42

pliance with the new classification was not required until 1976. This

39. See Water Quality Act of 1965, �9 Stat. 903 �965!!; Clear Water
Restoration Act of 1966,  80 Stat. 1246 �966!! . See Hines, 52 Iowa
L. Rev. 799 �967! for review of federal legislation.

40. 38 M.R.S.A. 451, as amended by P.L. 1967, c.475. A] though there are
specific provisions for certain waters the general time table pro-
vides:

A. Preliminary plans and engineers' estimates shall be completed
and submitted to the Water and Air Environmental Improvement
Commission on or before October, 1969.

B. Arrangements for administration and financing shall be com-
pleted on or before October 1, 1971. This period, in the case
of municipalities, shall encompass all financing including
obtaining of state and federal grants.

C. Detailed engineering and final plan formulation shall be com-
pleted on or before October 1, 1972.

D. Review of final plans with the [Water and Airj Environmental
Improvement Commission shall be completed and construction
commenced on or before October 1, 1973.

E. Construction shall be completed and in operation on or before
October 1, 1976.

41. E.g., P.L. 1967, c.19, c.180.

42. The problem was explained thusly in the Kilmister-Fuller Report f'See
fn. 45.
EXAMPLE: A stream is classified C as of December 3l, 1966. In 1967

the Legislature upgrades it to 8-2. Industry A, which was
operating prior to August 8, 1953 and thus does not  Cont'd!
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defect was ameliorated by the 104th Legislature.

t.'his new timet.'ab1e  or any previously promulgated time

timetable for any particular industry, municipality, etc.

Despite

tables!, the

municipality, sewer district, person, firm, corporation or other legal

entity can reasonably complete any or all of the steps at an earlier
44

date.

need a discharge license, is discharging to the stream and
meeting the C classificat'ion. Aft'er the reclassification,
Industry A triples production, with the result that its dis-
charge load violates both the B-2 and C classifications.
Under existing law, Industry A, if it meets the t:imetable,
cannot be prosecuted for violating the new B-2 classification,
and cannot be prosecuted for violating the old C classifica-
tion, since that has been repealed.  Industry A could, on
these facts, be prosecuted for increasing its pollution load
to the stream without first obtaining a license. However,
the prosecutor would have to show that: the discharge was
great'er, in terms of pollution, than that existing on August
8, 1953. It is impossible, in most cases, to determine what
an indust'ry was discharging fifteen years ago.

42.  Cont' d!

43. 38 N.R,S,A. 451, $1 as amended by P.T,. 1969, 499 gll provides that
However, a reclassification adopted on or after January 1,
1967 shall not be deemed to exempt any municipality, sewer
district, person, firm, corporation or other legal entity
from complying with the water quality standards of the last
previous classification, as such standards existed on Decem-
ber 31, 1966, and enforcement act:ion may be maintained for
noncompliance therewit'h; provided, however, that in the
event that a time schedule for compliance with the standards
of such last previous classification was in existence on
December 31, 1966 and the municipality, sewer district, per-
son, firm, corporation or other legal entity was on that
date in compliance with such time schedule, then no such en-
forcement action may be maintained, nor shall any furt'her
compliance with such time schedule be required.

44. 38 M.R.S.A. 451  Supp.! .

may be accelerated if after hearing the Commission determines that any



overnor's Committee on Pollution Abatement

Refinements and strengthening of public laws in the 1G4th Legisla-

ture �969! were in a large measure the result of recommendations made
45

by the Governor's Committee on Pollution Abatement. An appraisal of the

effectiveness of the anti-pollution laws from the Kilmister-Fuller Report

was cited by both the majority, and minority members of the Governor' s

Committee. The Section read:

We can say from our experience that existing anti-pollution
laws are, for the most part, adequate to protect Maine's
waters, if they are vigorously enforced. Our problems, as
will be seen, arise in areas where existing legislation is
ambiguous, is vague, or is inconsistent in its application.
The weapons for enforcement exist; but sometimes they are
not aimed properly.46

The authors of the Report further noted that all pollution statutes

are beginning to be rigidly tested in the courts and that to uphold and

enforce the law, adequate technical evidence gathered by the Environment-

al Improvement Commission as well as reinforcements for the Attorney Gen-
47

eral ' s sta f f were needed.

Speaking to the vagueness of the language in the statutes, it had

been recommended that 38 N.R.S.A. 413 should specify that "Any changes

45. See Report of Cormittee on Pollution in Maine: Suggestions for Nore
Ef fective Environmental Preservation, February, 1969. Included as
Appendix C is the document herein referred to as the Kilmister-Fuller
Report. This report, requested by the Attorney General, contains an
appraisal of the effectiveness of pollution statutes and recommenda-
tions for their improvement by the two assistant Attorneys General
assigned the task of enforcing Maine law in this area.

46. Id. at p.C-l.

47. Id.



in character or increase in volume of an existing discharge, whether

licensed or unlicensed, shall be deemed a new source of pollution for

purposes of this section."  The recommendation was not accepted by the

Legislature! . The same report highlighted the problem of enforcement

connected with the phrases "reasonable o ortuni for dilution and mix-
8

ture" and "an si ificant se ent." No specific proposals were made

with regard to this language other than the area permitted for diffusion

should be defined with clarity and perhaps should vary with classifica-

tion.

Perhaps as a result of these comments, the Legislature made a furth-
49

er amendment -- which adds inconsistency to confusion; compare paragraph

one of the new section 45l which now reads:

...it shall be unlawful for any person, corporation,...to
dispose of any sewage, industrial or other waste, either
alone or in conjunction with another or others, in such
manner as will, after due consideration for seasonal, cli-
matic, tidal and natural variations and after reasonable
opportunity for dilution, diffusion, mixture or heat trans-
fer to the atmosphere, within mixin zones reasonably estab-
lished by the commission in the manner provided by this
section, lower the ualit of said waters, outside such
zones, below the minimum requirements of such classifica-
tion, and notwithstanding any licenses which may have been
granted or issued under sections 413 to 415.50

and paragraph four which reads "where no mixing zones have been establish-
5l

ed..."

48. See 38 M.R.S.A. 45l  Supp.! .

49. Conversation with Assistant Attorney General Robert Fuller, January
25, ].970.

50. 38 M.R.S.A. 451 as amended by P,L. 1969, c.431,

51. Id.
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CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS

Criteria for the classification of tidal and fresh waters in Maine
52

are set forth in Chart No. 1 and No. 2. Nore significant than details

of statutory language is the still inadequate scientific knowledge upon

which to base legislation. There are no ascertained standards for allow-

able thermal pollution, radioactivity, and such elements as viral contam-

ination.

The Jordan Company's appraisal of the pre-1969 water classification

standards in Maine included the following points: the problem of interpre-

tation of such phrases as "non-injurious to health", "adequate removal of

waste", "harmful to fish" etc; the varying interpretations given to the

wording of the federal standards; and the dubious validity of the Depart-

ment of the Interior's policy of never reducing the classification of a

body or stream of water. This over-all description of Maine classifica-
53

tion standards has not been materially invalidated by 1969 legislation.

The finite criteria of the existing classification system
are based solely upon dissolved oxygen and coliform criter-
ia. There are other forms of pollution, however, which can
render a water unfit for certain uses. Biological pollution
may be caused by viral contamination. Liquid and sulfitic
derivatives are toxic to fish and aquatic life and create
unnatural color conditions. Nutrients cause algal growth
and create nuisance conditions. While there are many un-
knowns concerning the type and extent of treatment for these
pollutants, they do suggest that a reexamination of the
State's water quality criteria is needed.54

52. See 38 M.R.S.A. 368 for specific classification of inland waters,
$369 for coastal streams; $370 for tidal waters, and $371 for Great
Ponds  which are all classified B-l unless otherwise specified! .

53. Vol. I, Maine Water Resource Plan, p.50-52.

54. Id. at p.52. pH range was added by P.L. 1969, c. 431.
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All of this suggests the inherent' inefficiency, if not total unworkabil-

ity, of legislating specific standards for specific waters. The job is

one for experts, able to adapt promptly to new scientific advances; not

for a part-time Legislature.

Legislative specification of specific standards  e.g., pH, dissolved

oxygen! and legislative assignment of classifications to specific waters

is jurisprudentially unsound because of its inefficiency, ignoring any

possible political influence on the decisions so made. But such influ-

ence  using the term "political" broadly! is also present.

Zven when waters have been classified as to their "highest common
55

use" their purity has not been immune from violation by the demands of

"economic development." Two examples of this phenomenon are the legisla-

tive lowering of certain waters in Hancock County from B-2 to unclassi-
56

fied for activities of Denison Mining Ltd. and the now infamous Prestile
57

Stream for which the Legislature lowered the classification from B-1
58

and B-2 to D.

55. See p. 427,

56. P.L. l963, c.420, g2.

57. See Graham, Frank Jr. That Mess On The Prestile, American Heritage
Vol. XXI No. 2, February, 1970, p.106.

58. P.L. 1965, c. 42. Certain portions have subsequently been reclassi-
fied to C.  P.L. 1967, c.l8! . This was not the first lowering of
the classification of the Prestile. In 1959, the Maine Supreme
Court had ruled that a similar lowering of classification did not
violate the Boundary Waters Treaty between the United States and
Canada inion of the Justices, lS5 Me. 141,152 A.2d 173 �959! .! .
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LICENSE PROCEDURE

The procedure for obtaining a license for a new discharge of pollu-

tants includes public hearings upon the application and a determination

by the Environmental Improvement Commission that the proposed discharge,

either of itself or in combination with existing discharges, will not

lower the classification of the receiving body of water or t' he classifi-

cation which the Commission expects to recommend for unclassified waters.

The Commission may place reasonable terms and conditions with respect
59

to the discharge on any license so granted. The quality of very few

of Haine's waters at present meets classification standards. While the

EIC cannot demand compliance until 1976, it does have the discretionary

power to deny a license for a discharge which would further pollute a
60

stream already below classification. The EIC has not always done so

but like the Legislature, has on occasion been inclined to give an in-

dustry of even marginal economic benefit to a community a license to

discharge.

61

ENFORCEMENT

Each Legislature brings a new change in the details of enforcement

procedure. In general, however, enforcement responsibilities are

S9. 38 M.R.S.A. 414 as amended by P.L. 1969, c. 499 $10. Prior to the 104th
Legislature, conditions could be placed only on licenses for discharge
into fresh waters.

60. See Maine Times, October 10, 1969, p.2.

61. See 38 N.R.S.A. 451-4 as amended by P.L. 1969, c.422, 431, 499.
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divided between t' he EIC  as the initiator! and the Attorney General  as

an enforcer! .

Commission Enforcement Orders

Under $451, the EIC can call a hearing on any alleged violation of

the water pollution statutes, after notice and hearing, the EIC may

issue an appropriate order. Under the same general procedure, EIC may

issue orders implementing or accelerating the statutory timetable, and

resolving various other matters. Since EIC orders are appealable  $415!

they presumably are final  assuming jurisdiction! if not' appealed. Al-

though its members have expertise, t' he Commission is limited in the num-

ber of cases it can handle, inasmuch as it meets only twice a month.

 The Commission is composed of part-time members who are compensated a

nominal $10 a day for meetings or hearings and receive expenses, but
62

earn their livelihood elsewhere.!

ZIC orders are not self-implementing. Even if the order is to cease

and desist from a specified violation, there is no automatic penalty im-

posed on a violator who has, after the violation came to EIC's attention,

been adjudicated by EIC to be in violation. Actual enforcement of the

statute is effected against the recalcitrant pollutor only by court

action, which is available..

Civil Liabilit

There is statutory civil liability for various pollution violations;

injunctions and damages may be available. The express provisions of the

62. 38 M.R. S.A. 361 as amended by P. L. 1969, c. 499.



statutes giving rise to civil liability are:

38 M.R.S.A. $416, Para.3  deposits of wood products, petroleum
pr oduc ts!:

Liability to the State for EIC's expenses incur'red in re-
moving petroleum products illegally discharged.

38 M.R.S.A. $416, Para.4:
EXC may apply for injunction to abate conditions inconsist-
ent with $416.

$451, Para.13*�rd from last para.!:
Attorney General's action I for injunction] enforcing EIC order.
Note:that this is conditioned on EIC having previously issued
an order', after hearing, pursuant to subsection 2 of $451.

$451, Para.l4* next to last para.!:
As above, except that in lieu of EIC order after hearing,
there may be an EIC determination of substantial and immedi-
ate danger which allows inmediate injunctive action by the
Attorney General without recourse to a EIC order'.

$453, Par'a.2:
Liability to State for costs and expenses of tracing source
of pollution, and eliminating or alleviating its impact;
action by Attorney General for State.
Note. If the discharge is protected by the statutory time
schedule from criminal prosecution, it' is also protected
from civil action for expenses under this provision.

$454
In event of any violation of the water pollution laws, or any
orders of EIC, Attorney General may sue for injunction against
further violation.

In addition, tne statute preserves certain common law remedies:

$372  Savings clause! .
Neither statutes or EIC license limits State power to abate
public nuisances  a public action to be brought by Attorney
General!;
License from EIC not' a defense to [private] action at law
for damages.

63
Stanton v. Trustees of St. Jose h's Colle e held that "action at'

law" for damages which the statute specifically preserves necessarily

63 Me. 233 A. 2d 718 �967!; See discussion of case p. 461.

* Correspond to EIC compilation of laws; printed as paragraphs 14 and
15 in 38 M.R.S.A. 451 �970 Supp.! .
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includes a civil action for injunctive relief against threatened irre-

parable injury. If the plaintiffs are entitled to bring an action at

law for damages in spite of the granting of a license, long established

principles entitle them to relief of an equitable nature if damages would
64

be inadequate. Perhaps of greater significance, the Court held in the

same case that even though the plaintiff had participated in the Commis-

sion hearing and filed an appeal from it's decision, later abandoned, the

decision of t' he Commission was not binding on them.

In addition to the civil liability sections, the water pollution

statutes impose several criminal penalties, although only by way of fine,

not imprisonment:

$416, Para. 5:
Violation of any provision of $416
Zine of $25-$200.

$417  potato dumping!:
Fine of $25-$200.

$453, first para.  any violation of water pollution laws
except of �16 or $417!:
Fine of $200-$1,000, each day of violation, a separate
offense after any time limit set by EIC.
Among the offenses covered are:

$413 � New pollution without license.
$451 Para.l and 4 - Discharge which lowers quality of

water below classification.

Failure to obey order of KIC

Rationale of Civil Plus Criminal

Injunction: Only the Attorney General may sue for an injunction to

eliminate pollution, or to compel compliance with an EIC order. This is

64. Id.



consistent with practice as to public nuisances and with the Attorney

General's role as lawyer for most State agencies. Injunction is t' he

most efficient long term weapon for persistent violat'ors, but is not neces-

sarily prompt, and does not' compensate the State for its expenses.

~Dame es: Oil clean-up expenses, and the costs of tracing the source

and eliminating any pollution, may be recovered in civil action. In

the latter case, the damage claim might well be joined with an injunct-

ion action. Expenses of this sort are particularly important in the

case of one-time, or small "nuisance" pollutors.

Criminal: The criminal law is particularly useful as a deterrent to

one-time violations, and as a deterrent to the practice of "gambling" on

"doing it' until we get caught." When each day is a separate violation,

as in $453, the odds turn against such gambles. Note that while civil

enforcement is vested in the Attorney General, nothing specific is said

concerning criminal prosecutions. We therefore infer that prosecutions

are to be handled in the normal way for misdemeanors; the cases could be
65

prosecuted at the county level.

Total: Although the various enforcement provisions are scattered

through the statute in random, incredibly ill-organized fashion, they

add up to an impressive array of potential weapons against' pollutors:

one or more types of act'ion which may be well adapted to the pollution

problem in a particular case.

65. State v. Giles, 101 Ne. 3%9, 60 A. 619 �906!; See Vol. II, p.270.



Enforcement Practices

This impassive variety of legal weapons is rarely put to use against

pollutors. As of mid 1969, no violator had been brought into court on a

license violation. An assistant Attorney General responsible for en-

forcing anti-pollution laws explained the apparent contradiction as fol-
66

lows:

Once the State starts [or threatens to start] an action,

the alleged violator starts taking measures to correct

the situation; the Attorney General's office rides herd

on the violator until it is satisfied that the source of

the violation is eliminated. "It is not a question of

the pollutor making just a token effort that will stay
67

the course of action, but a bona fide attempt."

Among the factors leading the Attorney General's office

to exercise this discretionary power to tolerate less than

immediate compliance are technological difficulties, and

the fact that pollutors are often the principal industry,

the principal employer, and the largest source of tax

revenue in the community.

The Attorney General's office reaches an informal under-

standing with pollutors on a timetable for corrective

measures; if the timetable is being met, the threat of

an enforcement suit is accomplishing the same result as

66 Interview with Robert Puller, Assistant Attorney General, March, 1969.

67. Id.



the actuality. If the pollutor becomes lackadaisical or

apathetic in attending the problem, the course of court

action is accelerated.; if any pollutor fails to meet a

step on the timetable, then the shield of immunity is
68

removed.

Considering the dearth of cases, either this method is extraordinarily
69

effective, or the informal timetable is relatively flexible. If specif-

ic agreements are being reached, it would seem possible to incorporate

them into a consent degree  a device frequently used at the federal level!

so as to facilitate prompt action if the agreement is breached.

Even assuming that these informal procedures have optimum effective-

ness against the immediate violator, the procedure adopted by the Attor-

ney General destroys any deterrent effect which the statute might have.

His practice constitutes a public notice to other pollutors that they,

too, will suffer no serious consequences if they hold off correcting

their pollution until they are caught and backed to the wall.

This is the poorest possible enforcement policy for an economic

offense, and is explicable only if the Attorney General has inadequate

personnel, or has doubt as to the validity of the statute.

68. Id.

69. See Maine Times, November 14, 1969, p.24 for specific examples of
the effectiveness of the Attorney General's office in obtaining
compliance short of courtroom confrontations.



Some e f f orts toward judicial en f orcement have been doomed by EI C ' s

failure to comply precisely with statutory procedures, coupled with the

doctrine of strict construction of statutes in derogation of the common
70

law. In Water I rovement Commission v. Hastin s the complaint was

dismissed because the EIC had failed to issue a cease and desist order

before seeking an injunction to prevent defendant from discharging un-

treated human waste into a brook classified, as B-l. Even though the

complaint was signed by the Attorney General, it was held that inasmuch

as the Commission, not the State, was the plaintiff, without the prior

order t' he action was premature, The action could not be considered a

proceeding instituted by the Attorney General to abate a public nuisance
71

since there was no allegation of nuisance. In Water I rovement Commis-
72

sion v. Marrill, t' he judicial proceeding again failed to prohibit pollu-

This failure of the Commission to comply with its own statute

should decrease as the Attorney General's office gains greater familiar-

ity with the law. But t' he haphazard drafting of the statute makes analy-

sis of the statute and its procedures a formidable challenge.

70, Me. 231 A. 2d 436 �967! .

71. 38 M.R. S.A. 372.

72. Me. 231 A. 2d 437 �967! .

tion because the order of the Commission was directed to a building rather

than a person or corporation; and the statute authorized the Attorney

General, but not the Commission to institute injunctive proceedings.
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INDUSTRIAL SITE LOCATION

Two major acts at the Special Session of the l04th Legislature

materially increased 0he powers and responsibilities of t' he Environment-
73

al Improvement Commission. The first was the Coastal Conveyance of
74

Petroleum Act which will be discussed under the Oil Pollution section

of this chapter.

The second was An Act to Regulate Site Location of Development Sub-
75

stantially Affecting Environment. The latter bill requires that any

commer'cial or industrial development �! which requires a license from

the Environmental Improvement Commission to discharge pollutants into

a waterway, or �! which occupies a land area in excess of 20 acres, or

�! which contemplates drilling for or excavating natural resources must

notify the Commission of its intent and the nature and location of such

development.

The commission shall approve a development proposal whenever
it finds that:

1. Financial capacity. The proposed development has the
financial capacity and technical ability to meet state
air and water pollution control standards, has made
adequate provision for solid waste disposal, the con-
trol of offensive odors, and the securing and mainten-
ance of sufficient and healthful water supplies.

73. Authorization for the Commission to employ a director was given by
the 104th Legislature. �8 M.R.S.A. 36l as amended by P.L. l969,
c.499! .

74. P.L. 1969, c.572. See p. 624 this volume for full text and Chapter 8.

7S. 38 M.R.S.A. 481-488 as added by P.L. 1969, c.571. See p. 623 for full
text; Chapter l0 for discussion.
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2. Traffic movement. The proposed development has made
adequate provision for loading, parking and traffic
movement from the development area onto public roads.

3. No adverse affect on natural environment. The proposed
development has made adequate provision for fitting it-
self harmoniously into the existing natural environment
and will not adversely affect existing uses, scenic
character, natural resources or property values in the
municipality or in adjoining municipalities.

Soil types. The proposed development will be built on
soil types which are suitable to the nature of the under-
taking.76

Permission may be granted on such terms and conditions as the Commission

deems "advisable to protect and preserve the environment and the public
77

health, safety and general welfare."

We have elsewhere noted the questionable nature of ad hoc land use

control, not based on a comprehensive plan. To the extent that EIC

may deny a license on the basis of pollution control alone, this would

seem to pose no problem. But absent a plan, any effort by EIC to protect

the environment generally, including its aesthetic values, might have

serious problems.

MUNICIPAL REGULATION OF POLLUTION

Municipalities have a role. albeit a limited role, in monitoring

or eliminating pollution and litter under the general police power by the

enactment' of ordinances. Municipal zoning may indirectly regulate pollu-

tion by the regulation of land use -- particularly population density.

76. 38 M,R.S.A. 484 as added by P.L. l969, c.571.

77. Id.
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Examples of direct pollution measures include an ordinance of Boothbay

Harbor pr ohibiting any

person dumping or disposing of any refuse or garbage upon
any shore or in the harbor upon any waters adjacent to the
town within one half mile from the nearest point of land,
provided that this section shall not apply to duly located
sewage systems. 78

Under Port Regulations for Boothbay Harbor there is a prohibition against

depositing

any gas or oil or bilge water containing same, ashes, dirt,
stones, gravel, mud, logs, plants or any other substance
tending to obstruct the navigation of such harbors or wa-
ters,...or to pollute the water thereof...79

and the ordinance against dumping or disposing of any refuse or garbage
80 81

on the shore. The maximum fine for the breach of these ordinances is

severely limited, although industrial pollution could be significantly

deterred by making each day's violation a separate offense. Similar

ordinances are found in other coastal communities.

WHAT PRICE CLEAN WATER?

"Environmental control and any clean-up will not come quickly or
cheaply in Naine ~i82

Enforcement under the classification system has been extremely lax.

One reason is that the Commission charged with the pollution abatement

program  i.e. the EIC! has, from the very beginning, been poorly staffed,

78. Ordinance of Town of Boothbay Harbor, April 1, 1954, Article 0 �! .

79. Id. Article 12 �! .

80. Id. Article 12  8! .

81. 30 M.R.S,A, 2151 �G!, the State statutory authorization for munici-
pal ordinances provides "a penalty of not more than $100  Cont'd! .



but even more important, poorly funded. It should be noted, however,

that as a direct result of public awareness, appropriations to the com-

mission have gradually increased from the nominal $400 appropriated for
83

1941, $28,059 for 1955, $93,000 for 1961, to the still inadequate but
84

more realistic sum of $199,030 for 1969. Since pollution tends to be

cumulative, an enforcement dollar has more impact than a clean-up dollar,

But it is also true that moneys appropriated by both Federal and State

governments for the pur'pose of assisting municipa1ities in their clean-

up effor'ts, have been grossly inadequate when compared to the job that

lies ahead.

In 1956, the 84th Congress offered financial assistance to munici-

palities for the planning and construction of sewage treatment facilities,
85

covering up to 30Yo of actual cost. In 1957, the State Legislature, fol-

lowing the federal lead, authorized the State to match such federal
86

grants in amounts covering 20%%d of cost, and $1.8 million dollars was
87

appropriated for the years 1960-64 pursuant to this legislation. The

81  Cont'd! plus costs for violation of any ordinances provided for by
this section."

82. Kilmister-Puller Report, p.C-1.

83. P.KS.L. 1941, c.209, $1.

84. P.KS.L. 1953, c.145; P.KS.L. 1959, c.161, P.KS.L. 1967, c.154.

85. United States P.L. 660, 70 Stat. 498 �956! .

86. P.L. 1957, c,388.

87. 1960  $310,000!, 1961  $310,000!, P.KS.L. 1959, c.161;
1962  $315,000!, 1963  $315,000!, P.BS.L. 1961, c.164, 200;
1964  $565,000!, P,RS.L. 1963, c.168.
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percentage of matching funds which could be granted by the State was
88

raised, in 1968 to 30%%uo �5%%uo if part of a sewage treatment system was
89

designed to serve two or more municipalities! . In 1964, a $25 million
90

dollar bond issue was authorized to provide matching funds. The 1966
91

Clean Water Restoration Act authorized substantial amounts of Federal

money to help communities pay the cost of abiding by the standards re-
92

quired under the 1965 Water Quality Act. In fiscal 1968, Maine re-

ceived $1,825,000 for sewage plant construction, as compared with the

original authorized $3,119,000; in fiscal year 1969, Maine's appropriation
93

was $1,865,000 opposed to an authorized $4,452,000. Because the State

is reluctant to spend money which generates no federal funds, only $12.1

million dollars, out of the original $25 million dollar bond authoriza-
94

tion had been allocated by 1967. In response to this problem the State

Legislature, in 1968, authorized the Commission to advance, in addition

to the 30Yo State share, an additional 30% in anticipation of reimburse-
95

ment from the Federal government. In 1969, this act was implemented

88. P. L. 1967, c. 538.

89. Id., provided such project is not eligible for assistance under 8 f!
of P. L. 660, 84th Congress as amended.

90. P. KS. L. 1963, c. 235.

91. United States P.L. 89-753, 80 Stat. 1246 �966! .

92. United States P. L. 89-234, 79 Stat. 903 �965! .

Maine Times, August 15, 1969, p.ll.

94. 1965  $700,000!; 1966  $1, 300,000!; 1967  $2, 500,000!; P.KS. L. 1965,
c. 129. 1968  $3, 125,000!; 1969  $4, 450, 000!; P. KS.L. 1967, c. 159.

95. P. L. 1967, c. 538, g2.
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96

by the authorization of a $50 million dollar bond issue. Recently,

it was announced that Maine will receive $4,981,500 from the Federal

government in 1970, instead of previously allocated amounts of less
97

than $2,000,000.

The engineex'ing firm of Edward C. Jordan, Co. has estimated that

$300 million dollars is required for a comprehensive progxam of water
98

pollution and sewerage control. Current estimates indicate that in

excess of $50 million dollars will be required in the Greatex' Portland
99

Area alone. The people of Maine have recently ratified a $50 million

dollar bond issue for pollutian control. The Federal matching share of

the $300 million would amount to approximately $100 million, if and

when appropriated. Municipalities are already committed to substantial

expenditures for pollution control. It would seem px'obable that vigor-

ous enforcement of anti-pollution laws would induce at least a corre-

sponding expenditure by industry.

96. P RS L. 1969, c 181.

97. This may be compaxed with the figure of $73.6 million estimated to
be needed by Maine to cover its five year program for water pollution
abatement  Portland Press Herald, Januaxy 31, 1970, p. 3! .

98. Maine Water Resources Plan, E.C. Jordan, Co., February, 1969, Vol.
I, p. 14.

99. Id. at p. 91.
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II COMMON LAW AND POLLUTION

Before the advent' of the water classification standards and licen-

sing procedures discussed above, judicial relief for pollution was lim-
100

ited to the common or statutorily defined law of nuisance, or based

on common law rights arising from riparian ownership. These remedies

are still available and pollution may sometimes be abated by this type

of action, when an action cannot be successfully maintained under a water

classification or license violation.

Navi ation and Public Nuisance

As stated in Chapter Three, an action for the abatement of a public

nuisance may only be brought by the State, unLess a member of the public
101

can show he has suffered peculiar damages. If a waterway is polluted

to such an extent that it interferes with navigation, then the interfer-

ence is such a nuisance It is partially under this theory that the Army

Corps of Engineers is now

S ta te: se dimentati on f rom

pursuing certain pollution cases in New York
102

the pollutors is obstructing navigation.

101. See Vol. II, p.262 et seq.

102. New York Times, January 15, 1970, p.l, See 1899 Refuse Act �3 U.S.
C. A. 407!,

100. Si son v. Seav , 8 Me. 138 �831!; Washburn v. Gilman, 64 Me. 163
�873!; Gerrish v. Brown, 51 Me. 256 �863!; Kennebunk Water District
v. Maine Turn ike Authorit , 145 Me 35, 71 A, 2d 520 �950! . See
also R,S. Ch.164, $1, 1841. In Texas Gulf Sul hur Co. v. Portland

601 �932! it was heLd that defendant was liable under P.RS.L. 1909,
c.301 which specifically prohibited the throwing of any ashes into
waters of Portland Harbor. Even though this statute was found in
the Special Laws of Maine, it was held to be of public and general
character and applicable to all persons. "There is no restriction
of locality which prevents it from being public and obligatory on all
citizens."
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Since navigation is a public right, a private person may bring an

action for interference with navigation only where the interference has

worked an inconvenience on him that is not shared to the same degree hy
103

the general public. Xn Franklin Wharf v. Fortland, t' he outfall of a

municipal sewer which filled up the flats adjoining plaintiffs wharf

was held to be both a public and a private nuisance. The Court held

that the deposit was a private nuisance because the plaintiff was pe-

culiarly damaged in being denied the rights to have the water at his

dock at its natural depth, and thus the right to normal ingress and
104

egress. The Franklin case cited Haskell v. New Bedford to the effect

that "the owner of land bordering upon the sea, may lawfully throw refuse

matter into it, providing he does not create a nuisance to others. Ju-

dicial sanctioning of municipalities using the ocean for sewage has also
105

been evident.

Because of t' he Colonial Ordinances and the public servitude on the

shore, the riparian owner of property on tidal water has usually been

able to recover damage for pollution only if such pollution affects

access to his property.

103. 67 Me. 46 �877! .

104. 108 Mass. 208, 214 �871! .

105. See Atwood v. Ban or, 83 Me. 582, 22 A, 466 �89l! which held that
the city had the right to extend the municipal sewer over plaintiff's
flats to a point' below low water mark; and that the city would be
liable only for the improper construction or maintenance of the
sewer.
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FRESH WATER STREAMS

"A river is more than an amenity, it is a treasure "--Justice

All watersheds affect our coast.

To protect the delicate ecological balance of its coastal
estuaries and enhance the economic values of its coastal
areas it is obvious that coastal water resources planning
should receive an emphasis commensurate with that given
inland waters. It is equally apparent that' coastal waters
cannot be considered, by themselves but are directly related
in flowing rivers, streams, and runoff from coastal land
areas. 108

To fully evaluate the common law legal principles pertaining to

pollution in salt water, it is necessary to consider applicable prin-

ciples pertaining to pollution in all rivers that lead to the sea. This

in turn necessitates a consideration of the nature of public and private

rights in the discharge of domestic, agricultural, or industrial waste

into Maine's fresh water rivers. Our survey of' the law in this area has

not been exhaustive, but is restricted to those aspects that have a

direct bearing on marine resources.

Ri arian v. Non-Ri arian Uses

The common law of Maine is said to embrace the English rule of

"natural flow" under which each riparian landowner has the right to

have the water flow past his land substantially undiminished in quantity

106. New Jerse v. New York, 283 U.S. 336 �930!

107. Ronald Speers, Commissioner Inland Fisheries and Game, at Environ-
mental Task Force hearing, Augusta, November 7, l969.

108. Vol. I, State Water Resource Planning, p.32.



and unimpaired in quality. Strictly applied, the natural flow rule is

almost completely unworkable for it would keep riparian owners from

using any water for industrial, agricultural, or domestic purposes. As

Chancellor Kent observed this "would he unreasonable and contrary to
109-

the universal sense of mankind..."

The name of the doctrine is as non-utilitarian as it's strict appli-

cation. In fact, as the cases summarized below will demonstrate, Maine

water law draws one basic distinction, between riparian and non-riparian

uses; and the outcome of a case will depend on which uses are competing.

Maine doctrine may be summarized as follows:-

1, As between a riparian and a non-riparian use: The riparian

use will win, whether upstream or downstream from the com-

peting non-riparian use. This result seems to follow re-

gardless of the relative utility of the two uses, and re-

gardless of the reasonableness  in fact! of the non-ripar-

ian uses.

2. As between two riparian uses: There will be a balancing of

utilities and relative hardship for any non-domestic use;

that use which the court finds to have the greater utility,

if it does not "unreasonably" burden the other use, will

win.

For domestic uses, a riparian may exhaust the water supply altogether

and not' merely diminish it, For non-domestic uses on or in connection

with riparian land, all riparians are said to have correlative rights.

109. 3 Kent Commentaries 440 �d Ed. 1832! . See Discussion Hanks, The
Law of Water in New Jersey, 23 Rutgers I . Rev. 621 629 �968! .
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The cases seem to hold that no right whatsoever exists to use water for

purposes unconnected with the land, or to use water on non-riparian

land. Thus a diversion off the riparian land, or use of the stream for

effluent originating on non-riparian land, is actionable per se on com-

plaint of a lower riparian. The complainant may obtain injunctive relief

for the technical violation of his right, 'otherwise, t' he defendant's ad-
110

mittedly non-injurious use might ripen into a prescriptive right.

ill
The early Maine case of Blanchard v. Baker, held that a diversion

of water which was not returned to the stream was actionable even though

there were no actual damages; the Court said, however, that a riparian

owner has the right to avail himself of a river's momentum for power;

he may also make a reasonable use of the water itself for domestic pur-

poses; for watering cattle, or even for irrigation purposes if it is not
112

unreasonably detained or essentially diminished.

113

In Lawrence v. Lockwood the Maine Supreme Judicial Court said

"For domestic, agricultural and manufacturing purposes, to which every

riparian owner is entitled, there may be consistent with that right,

some diminution, retardation, or acceleration of the natural flow" In

the Lockwood case the Court resolved competition between two industrial

110. Hanks, 23 Rutgers L. Rev. 628 et seg.

ill. 8 Me. 253 �832! .

112. Id. at p.266.

113. Lockwood v. Lawrence, 77 Me. 297 �885! .
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114
uses by two large factoz'ies operating on the banks of the Kennebec

River. The lower riparian owners sued for an injunction against the

uppez riparian owners depositing waste material into the river which

prevented proper operation of plaintiff's factoz'y. The Supreme Judicial

Court stated the relative rights of riparian ownezs as follows:

Every pzopz'ietor upon a natural stream is entitled to the
reasonable use and enjoyment of such stream as it flows
through or along his own land, taking into consideration
a like reasonable use of such stream by all other proprie-
tors above or below him. The rights of the owners are not
absolute but qualified, and each party must exercise his
own reasonable use with first regard to the like reasonable
use by all others who may be affected by his acts. Any
diversion or abstraction which substantially and materially
diminishes the quality of water, so that it does not flow
as it has been accustomed to, or which defiles and. corrupts
it so as to essentially impair its purity, thereby prevent-
ing the use of it for any of the reasonable and proper pur-
poses to which it is usually applied is an infringement of
the rights of other owners of land through which the stream
flaws, and creates a nuisance for which those injured are
entitled to a remedy.llew

114. 77 Ne. 297 �885! . The Lockwood case involved, a textile company in
Waterville employing more than 1,000 persons whose operations wez'e
hindered by refuse material, sawdust edgings, shavings, and other
debris discharged from defendant's saw mills at upstzeam locations.
The lumber company employed theiz labor and capital through the
whole valley of the Upper Kennebec and its tributaries. Its oper-
ations preceded by many years the establishment of the textile plant.
The textile plant averzed that they were entitled to the "natural
flow of the river, and to have it come to their factories in its na-
tuzal purity."  p.302! . The Court spoke to the problem of economic
intez'eats, the problems of determing liability when several pollu-
tors contributed to the aggzegate level of pollution, and the re-
sultant liability. In allowing an injunction against one saw mill
because the pollution attzibutable to this source was ascertainable
and denying it against another because it could not be ascertained
that its pollution was responsible, the Court said:

And we are equally satisfied that, while it is of great conven-
ience for them t'o dispose of their waste, and considerable expense
and great inconvenience would be occasioned by any other dispo-
sition of it, it is not absolutely necessary to the operation of
their mills that it should thus be deposited in t' he stream.  Id.
at' p. 319! .

l15. Id. at p. 316.
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Obviously, the reasonableness of any particular use or the amount

of water which may be diverted for consumptive use cannot be accurately

ascertained in advance. It requires the qualitative balancing of two

variables. That is, the use of one riparian proprietor is not unreason-

able as to another riparian proprietor's use until the harm to one out-

weighs t' he utility to the other The riparian proprietor who values his

watercourse for its aesthetic or recreational qualities alone will find

it difficult, if not impossible, to convince a Court that a riparian fac-

tory's use of the same waters, which may substantially affect water qual-

ity or quantity, is unreasonable. An examination of the condition of

many of Maine's non-tidal rivers and streams would suggest that Courts
116

have had the tendency to find reasonable that which is profitable.

Even if the use of an upper riparian owner is unreasonable as

against a lower riparian owner, the right to such use may be obtained by

prescription, or eminent domain. Conversely, a lower riparian owner's

will rarely if ever give use to a cause of action in an upper riparian

owner nor a presumptive right as against him, since no right of the upper
ll7

riparian owner is normally invaded by downstream use; although a dam

illegally backing up water on the upstream land is an obvious exception.

116. But see Berman v. Parker, 308 U.S. 26, 33 �95LI!; Nameka on H dro Co.
v. Federal Power Comm., 216 F. 2d 509 � Cir. 1954!; Scenic Hudson
Preservation Conference v. F P.C., 354 F. 2d 608 �nd Cir. 1965!;
Udall v. F.P.C., 387 U.S. %28 �967!  High Sheep Mountain ease.! .

117. Crosb v. Besse, %9 Ne. 539 �860!; Masonic Association v. Harris,
79 Ne. 250, 255, 9 A. 737 �887!; Lockwood v. Lawrence, supra;
Kennebunk Water District v. Maine Turn ike Authorit, 1%7 Me. 149,
84 A. 2d, 433 �951! .
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Unreasonable As A Natter Of Law

The Lockwood case, a competition between riparian uses, should be

contrasted with another pollution case, Kennebec Water District v. Naine
118

Turn ike Authorit . The Water District sought to recover damages for

injury to its claimed property right to take water from a brook for

public distribution; it' claimed that the defendant constructed its turn-

pike across 0he brook in such a way that the water was rendered so turbid

as to be unfit for distribution. The Court mentioned the rule laid down

in Lockwood, that "the rights of the owners are not absolute but c[uali-

fied, and each party must exercise his own reasonable use with just re-

gard to the like reasonable use by all others who may be affected by the
119

ants;" but held that "reasonable use" means reasonable ~ri arian use,

while a non-riparian use is unreasonable as a matter of law; and it

furt'her held that diversion of water by a public water company for sale

to the public is not a riparian use and therefore  unless acquired by

purchase or grant! cannot prevail against either upper or lower riparian
120

proprietors. Considering the public interest in pure water supplies,

the outcome is appalling, if logical.

118. 145 Ne. 35, 71 A. 2d 520 �950!; 147 Me. 149, 84 A, 2d 433 �951! .

119, Id. at p,44,

120. Id.
Whether or not the [riparian owner! was making a reasonable
use of the waters of the brook depends not only upon the use
which it was actually making of the same but also...upon
whether it was using the same for a proper purpose and in
the kind of business to which the stream was subservient
unless the Iriparian owner! had the legal right, that is,
the proprietary right, to use Branch Brook as a source of
public water supply, its use of water therefrom for such
purposes was neither a proper one nor was it a use  Cont'd!
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121
In 1969, the case of Stanton v. Trustees of St. Jose h's Colle e

122
carried the line of reasoning begun in Blanchard v. Baker, and. devel-

vate college, located at some distance from a non-navigable brook, pro-

posed to build a new dormitory which would necessitate the emission. of

50,000 gallons of Liquid residue per day, The College acquired a small

parcel of land adjacent to the brook as well as easements permitting it

to lay sewer pipes from the dormitory site to the riparian parcel, to

discharge into the brook. The effluent was to be treated so as to leave

the quality of the water virtually unchanged while only slightly increas-

ing its quantity. The proposed discharge of effluent had been licensed

by the Environmental Improvement Commission.

The Court held that the plaintiffs, downstream riparian proprietors,

had a right to have the waters of the stream unchanged in quantity or

quality except by reasonable riparian uses of other riparian owners;

that riparian uses are only those uses of water which benefit adjacent

120.  Cont'd! to which the brook was subservient. Reasonableness of it' s
use depends upon its legal right to exercise the same.  Id.
at p. 45!
If the use exercised by a riparian proprietor be a riparian
use, the right to exercise it was acquired as a usufructu-
ary right growing out of and annexed to the ownership of
the riparian land. If, however, as here it -be a non-ripar-
ian use, the right' to exercise the same must be acquired by
purchase or grant from, or by the exercise of the right of
eminent domain against those whose rights it is sought to
restrict by the exercise of such use. Unless so acquired,
the non-riparian use will not be a reasonable use against
either upper or Lower riparian proprietors...  Id. at p.51-2!

121. Ne. 254 A. 2d 597 �969! .

122, 8 Me. 253 �832! .
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land; that the waste disposal use contemplated by the college, not being

for the benefit of the small riparian parcel, was not a riparian use,

and thus was unreasonable as a matter of law. The Court took note of

the license issued by t' he Environmental Improvement Commission, but

held that the agency was incompetent. to rule on rights as between pri-

vate individuals.

The Court. flatly refused to follow the rule adapted by the Massa-
123

chusetts Court in Stratton v. Mt. Hermon Bo s' School which stated

A proprietor may make any reasonable use of the water of
the stream in connection with his riparian estate and for
lawful purposes within the watershed, provided he leave the
current diminished by no more than is reasonable, having
regard for the like right to enjoy the common property by
other riparian owners. If he diverts out of the watershed
or upon a disconnected estate the only question is whether
there is actual injury to the lower estate for any present
or future reasonable use. The diversion above without evi-
dence of such damage does not warrant a recovery even of
nominal damages. L25

giving the riparian owner injunctive relief when there was no actuaL

harm to the quality of the water and only a slight augmentation of the

quantity, the Court placed technical private rights above the public

interest in sewage disposal. The fallacy is emphasized by the fact that

the EIC had approved the discharge. The case will prove to be a stumbling

block in any State effort to manage its water resources.

123. 216 Mass, 83, 103 N.E., 87 �913! .

124. Id. at p.88-89. This is the only Maine case which takes into ac-
count the term "watershed" in determining reasonable use. The
analysis is borrowed from the Mt. Herman Bo s' School case, supra.
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Reasonable Use

Nost American states have a rule differing from Maine's in two ma-

jor respects. First to maintain an action, a complainant must show

that he will actually suffer damage if the defendant continues his use.

Since non-injurious use does not give rise to a cause of action, such

use cannot ripen into a prescriptive right. Second, the diversion of

waters to non-riparian land is not illegal, provided that it meets the

tests of reasonableness. Reasonableness was defined as early as 1883
125

in the leading Minnesota case of Red River Roller Nill v. Wri ht. In

determining x'easonableness, social and economic values of competing

uses must be balanced; the condition of the stream, size of the water-

shed, the season, the amount of water withdrawn and the amount returned
126

all have to be taken into consideration.

The language of "reasonable use," and the reasoning that is used

to determine what is "reasonable," is used in Naine to balance competing

uses as between riparian corners, both of whom are using the watex in the

service of riparian land.

12'. 30 Minn. 249, 251; 15 N.W. 167, 169 �883! .
In determining what is a reasonable use, regard must be had to
the subject matter of the use; the occasion and manner of its
application; the object, extent, necessity and duration of the
use; the nature and size of the stream; the kind of business
to which it is subservient; the importance and necessity of the
use claimed by one party, and the extent of the injury to the
other party; the state of improvement of the Country in regard
to mills and machinery, and the use of water as a propelling
power; the general and established usages of the Country in
similar cases; and all the other and ever varying circumstances
of each particular case, bearing upon the question of the fit-
ness and propriety of the use of the water under consideration.

126. 23 Rutgers L. Rev. 268.



Who Is A -Ri arian Owner?

To be entitled to the use of the water, one must be a riparian owner.

A riparian owner is one whose land extends beyond the water's edge to
127

some portion of the river bed. How much back land may be considered

128

case would suggest it must be in the same watershed. Unless other-

wise stipulated or detached by previous grant, a grant of land contigu-

ous to the water on fresh water streams carries ownership t:o the thread
129

of the stream.

TYPES OF POLIUTION

SANITARY SEWAGE AND TRASH

130
Major contributors af pollution Maine are municipalities that

dump untreated sanitary waste and untreated industrial waste directly

into surface waters. Public sewers exist: in only 121 of over 400 Maine

communit:ies and the number of secondary treatment plants or their equiv-

alent is only 16. Some of these give treatment to only a portion of the

127. Wilson v. Harrisbur , 107 Me. 207, 77 A. 787 �910!; Stone v. Au us-
ta, 46 Me. 127 �858! . See Vol. II, p.205.

128. St:anton v. Trustees of St. Jose h's Colle e, Me. 250 A. 2d 597
�969! .

129. See Vol. II, p,225 et seq.

130. It has been estimated that municipalities are responsible for 10
per cent of all pollution in Maine,  Figures based on projection
that industrial pollution is equivalent to a population of nine
million according to Stanley R. Goodnow of the E. C. Jordan Co.!
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131

total effluent. The largest city in Maine does not have even a primary

treatment plant. Tertiary treatment plants are in the future. Outfalls

for municipal sewers need not be corrected until at least 1976. Stx'ict

enforcement of the law against municipalities that are not meeting water

classification standards by that time is unlikely if federal and State

financing have not been forthcoming in sufficient time and amount.

The need for x'egional consideration of sewage disposal is reflected

in the requirement that there must be a comprehensive plan for sewage

facilities to secure federal financing, and an additional 10 per cent

if the plan is appxoved by a metropolitan or regional planning group.
132

This retirement has been met in Maine largely through regional planning
133 134

corrrrrissions; presumably, Council of Governments will fulfill the

same function. The Maine Legislature has also facilitated two or more

municipalities forming sanitary districts to develop and maintain sewage
135

systems. The State P1Umbing Code is hardly relevant since it deals

131. Vol. I, Maine Water Resource Plan, p.58.

132. Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1956, P.L. 84-660, 70
Stat. 499 �956!, 33 U.S.C.A. 446d; Water Quality Act of 1965, 79
Stat. 903 �965! .

133. 30 M.R.S.A. 4501 5 as amended by P.L. 1969, c.382, $2.

134. 30 M.R.S.A. 1981-6 as added by P.L. 1969, c.382, $5.

135. 38 M.R.S.A. 1061-1067  Supp.! .

136. 12 N.R.S.A. 4801-6 as added by P.L. 1969, c.365; 12 M.R.S.A, 681-9
as added by P.L. 1969, c.494.

only with the input into sewer systems and waste disposed by septic tanks.

The new reguirement of a 20,000 square foot minimum lot size fox' the con-

struction of dwellings on land not serviced by a sewer should retard the



rate of increase of water pollution from housing developments in or near
136

water.

Aside from health considerations, it is necessary to consider the

process known as eutrophication. Nutrients from even disinfected sewer-

age, whether passing into lakes or waterways by seepage or from a treat-

ment plant, may cause the accelerated growth of algae. The growth of

algae in turn takes up the oxygen in the waters and t' he algae dies. As

the process is repeated, the lake or body of water gradually fills up

with decaying vegetation. The problem of eutrophication has not been

pronounced in tidal estuaries and coastal zones in Maine to date because

of the flushing action of the tide. Reports off the California coast
137

and Long Island, however, should provide the necessary handwriting on

the wall.

Another source of "people pollution" is the growing number of pleas-

ure boats which discharge gas and oil as well as sewage. While it is
137a

theoretically against the law for a person to discharge from a boat what

he might with impunity discharge through a municipal sewer, the policing

of this activity is relatively difficult.

Economic Value to Sewa e?

Although the thought of recycling waste has been advanced through

the space program, there is no practical technology for recycling sewage.

At the moment, the most economical use that could be made of sewage is

137. "Long Island Sound is becoming another Lake Eri.e," Ogden D. Reid,
Congressman, Westchester Co. quoted in New York Times Oct. 25, 1969,
p.31

137a. See Conference Report. Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970, March
2', 1970.
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as nutrients for acquaculture. In addition to overcoming the psychologi-

cal barrier for such utilization, there are legal barriers. The authori-

zation of depuration plants for reclaiming clams from mildly polluted
138

areas is an indication of the possibility.

THE CONTROL OP TRASH

State

Regulations as to the disposal of trash and litter are spelled out
139

in the statutes on nuisances; a special section on dumping litter on

highways includes a prohibition against depositing such debris on public,
140

bathing places or in tidal waters. Mention has been made previously of
141

a pictorial presentation of the degradation of the Maine coast by litter.

Several communities in Maine have recently been approached to become

repositories of waste material from other parts of New England, either

to be placed on the land or used as land fill. There are real health

hazards and pollution problems which might be a consequence of such act-

ivity. Recently the town of Wells at a special town meeting passed an

ordinance to prevent outside use of their land as a dumping ground. The

town manager has warned the conmunity that they should not be complacent

138. 12 M.R.S.A. 3452

139. 17 M.R.S.A. 2701 et seq; 17 M.R.S.A. 2802 et seq; See p.341, 346.

140. 17 M. R. S.A. 2251  Supp.! .

14l. McKee, J., As Maine Goes, Bowdoin College, Museum of Art, �966! .
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142
because the fine of $100 could easily be absorbed by a big business.

A State prohibition against out-of-State dumping passed the Special
143

Session �970! of the 104th Legislature.

Federal Control of Litter'

Federal law pertaining to litter augments the State's linnted capa-

of the United States without permission from the Army Corps of Engineers.

This would apply to garbage, beer cans, and various assorted trash. The

Corps of Engineers probably would not give permission for waste disposal

likely to reappear on an incoming tide. Presumably dumping of garbage

beyond the three mile limit is not prohibited under the Refuse Act. The

prohibition against ocean littering is enforced by the Coast Guard. On

nautical maps there are areas off Maine marked as dumping areas. These

are mostly designated for fill or borrow from harbor and navigation pro-
145

jects.

142. Portland Press Herald, January 9, 1970, p.18. The search for dumping
lend has not been limited to Wells, see Portland Press Herald, November

27, 1969, p.21.

143. P.L. 1969, c.~70- Complete text p.627.

144. See p. 489 infra for citation and discussion of this act.

Interview with Captain Robert A. Lee, U.S.C.G., Commander of the
Port of Portland, February l2, 1970.
Other ocean debris detrimental to fishing include shipwrecked fish-
ing vessels  Bureau of Commercial Fisheries has listed 36 wrecks
near Georges Banks! and unexploded torpedoes or shells. An area
off the Maine coast is marked off limits because of this danger.
The Maine fishing vessel Snoopy was destroyed by a German torpedo
caught in its nets while scallop fishing off the Carolina coast.
 See Dood Administrix et al. v. United States, Unpublished Opinion
on Sile Federal District Court, Portland, Maine, February 10, l969!

145.

city to prevent this type of pollution in coastal waters. The 1899 Refuse
144

Act prohibits the jettisoning of any refuse into the navigable waters
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AGRICULTURAL POLLUTION

Pollution from agricultural activities is primarily attributable

to fertilizers and insecticides that find their way into the waterways

by seepage, runoff and erosion. Similar pollution results from salt and

chemicals used on highways for snow and ice control and for defoliation.

The problems of the Forestry Comnission in the handling of spruce bud-
146

worm, and the utilization of D.D.T., were alluded to in Vol. I, p.93.

Due to the fact that shellfish are far down the food, chain the run-off

will produce a concentration of chemicals and pesticides in shellfish.

This is particularly serious for lobster which, being biologically re-

lated to insects, are particularly susceptible to insecticides.

147

The creation of the Board of Pesticide Control and the regula-
148

tions made pursuant to the Maine Pesticide Control Law have brought
149

the attention of a specific agency to bear on the problem.

146. A Maine summer resident Rachel Carson led in alerting the United
States and the world about the dangers of D.D.T. at a time when
the danger of pesticides to natural resources and the marine envi-
ronment was not apparent.

147. 22 M.R.S.A. 14S2  Supp.! .

148. 22 M.R.S.A. 1451-65  Supp.! .

149. See Vol. I, p.79 for composition of this agency.
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POWER AND POLLUTION

An equation must be established between the need for
additional power development on the one hand and the
protection of the people and the environment on the
other 150

American consumers must be prepared to pay higher
electric bills if they want environmental controls
built into new power plants and transmission lines.

Thermal Pollutian

The comparatively recent concern over thermal pollution stems from
152

the construction of atomic power plants, one of which is being built

at Wiscasset, Maine. This type of plant has also raised questions about

radioactivity pollution.

Thermal pollution did not originate with atomic power; all steam

electric plants, whether fired by fossil fuel  oil, coa1 or gas! or

nuclear reactor, discharge heat into receiving wat'ers in. the process of

condensing steam back into water for recycling in the plant. Most' of

this heat is ultimately dissipated to the atmosphere. Nuclear power'

differs from fossil fired power because of the vastly greater amount'

of heat to be dissipated in the reactor, thus triggering a new awareness

150. Remarks made by Senator Edmund S. Muskie at a hearing of the Senat'e
Sub-Committee on Intergovernmental Relat'ions, February 3, 1970,
 Portland Press Herald, February 0, 1970, p.12! .

151. Testimony by Dr. Lee A. Dubridge, President's Chief Science Advisor,
at hearing mentioned in fn.150.

152. The first nuclear power plant was built in 1957. Ten years later,
there were 16 in operation, 21 under construction, %3 on order and
12 moxe planned. In New England alone, two plants are bperating,
four are being built, two are definitely planned and an undisclosed
number of others are under consideration.  New England Marine Re-
sources Information Bulletin, No. 7, December, 1969! .
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of all forms. of thermal pollution.

The cooler the water used in the cooling process, the more efficient

the operation of the plant. This fact makes location of power plants in

coastal locations an economic factor in site selections. Waters of the

Maine coast seldom exceed 60 degrees even in summer. An additional ad-

vantage of using sea water in Maine is the temperature differential be--

tween the warmed water discharged from t' he plant and the cold receiving

water causes the warmed water to spread out in a thin layer over the

broad surface of the cold sea water, where some 80Yo of the heat is dis-

sipated to the atmosphere. The balance is then mixed and diluted with

the cold water below. According to the President of Maine Yankee, the

result after mixing will be that the temperature increase of the mass of

water will be very small -- less than one degree in the case of Maine
153

Yankee. The temperature of cooling water leaving a plant is about
154

15 to 25 degrees higher than when it entered. In terms of significant

degrees of heat added, nuclear plants do not raise condenser cooling
155

water temperature any max'e than conventional fossil fuel plants. This

153. Speech of President of Maine Yankee, W,H. Dunham, reported in the
Natural Resources Council Bulletin, June, 1969.

154. Our Nation and the Sea, Panel Report, Vol. 1, p.III-52.

155. For example the temperature rise of condenser water at Central
Maine Power Company's Mason and Wyman Steam Plants is about 24
degrees. Maine Yankee water terrrperature, at full load will be
only one or two degrees warmer.  Address by Mr. Dunham, See fn.
153 above.! The difference is that nuclear stations, because of
their design, give off larger volumes of warm water, but not sig-
nificantly warmer water.  Id.!
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is, of course, largely irrelevant since it is the total heat to be dis-

sipated into the receiving waters in a given period -- measured, for

example, in BTU's -- which will determine the effect on those waters.

Even though a plant is situated on the coast, it still must be on

or near a source of fresh water to be used in it's boilers. Thus, in

addition to heat in the ocean, thermal pollution is also evident in the

estuaries. "Everybody knows"

Changes in water temperature, particularly sudden, extreme
changes, affect everything living in the marine environ-
ment. Even if the temperature rise is not great enough
to kill fish outright, it is known to affect their metabolic
rate and altex, among other things, feeding, growth and
reproductive patterns as well as preventing normal devel-
opment of eggs. Fishes are the more conspicuous members
of a finely-balanced ecological system that includes both
plant and animal inhabitants of rivers and estuaries. Each
of them has a vital place in the food chain and damage ta
any upsets the entire system. Ecologists and biologists
believe that unlimited dumping of hot water can make a
river uninhabitable by its normal population and eventual-
ly unusable by man.156

In addition, higher water temperatures accelerate the growth of

aquatic algae and vegetation, and may prevent the production of game

fish and other species. High temperatures, even if not lethal, may be
157

a barrier to necessary movement of migrant species of fish.

Except at extreme ranges, no one is quite sure what the effects of

thermal pollution will be. There are some that would follow the power

company's terminology and term thermal discharge "enrichment" rather

156. New England Marine Resources Information Bulletin, No. 7.

l57. See Our Nation and the Sea, Panel Report, Vol. 1, p.III-52.
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than pollution. Warmer water could be beneficial for aquaculture, and

experimentations along this line have been carried out by the Department

of Sea and Shore Fisheries off Cousin's Island. Maine Yankee Atomic

Power has made a grant of $418,132 to the Darling Research Center to

study the effects of thermal pollution from the Wiscasset plant, and also

a grant of $200,000 to the Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries to study

the aquaculture potential from this discharge. In addition, a study was

ccemissioned to recommend how the thermal capacity from this plant
158

might be best utilized.

When a representative of Central Maine Power was asked how you decide

and who should decide whether there should be fish killed if necessary to

create power, his incredulous look bore testimony to the fact that the

power company is vigorously endeavoring to assume that such a phenomonen

will not' occur. But realistically there may be times when, for the neces-

sity of power, some portion of the coast, environment or water guality

may have to be sacrificed. This is not to suggest that the need for pow-

er can excuse power companies from incurring necessary expense in con-

structing plants to minimize thermal pollution, but it does mean that at

some point in time from an "irresistible public necessity" difficult de-

cisions must be made. Perhaps the commandment should not be: "Thou shall

not kill fish" but rather "No pollutant shall be allowed in the marine

environment unless its lethal effects are known and detriment to the

ecology and, to the environment will be a result of a positive choice

158. See A D. Little Report: Preliminary Evaluation of Uses for t' he
Warm Water Discharge from the Maine Yankee Plant. Recreational and
aquaculture uses appeared promising.  Report to Maine Yankee Atomic
Power Co.  August, l969!! .



based on knowledge of the consequence rather than in a reckless disregard

for marine life." From an economic point of view it would be unrealistic

to refrain from killing fish if these same fish were not important com-

mercially or essential in the food chain of some fish that were ~ An

analagous situation would be the public outcry when sea gulls are vic-

tims of oil spills juxtaposed against the statements from a biologist of

the Portland Society of Natural History that the gull population is too
159

high, and it is biologically prudent to reduce the number.

Although legislation may be forthcoming, as of this writing there is
160

no federal agency with authority to regulate thermal pollution. Maine
161

law regarding thermal pollution sets result - oriented standards.

Definite parameters had been included in draft legislation at the 104th
162

Legislature, but wexe not enacted into law. Similar legislation

setting maximum temperature of receiving waters was introduced

159. Richard Anderson. Newsletter, Feb. 1970, See also the Herring Gull-
Cormorant Control Program, State of Maine Department of Sea and
Shore Fisheries, 19S3, Repx'inted 1964.

160. The AEC, which licenses atomic plants, maintains its jurisdiction
extends to radiological hazards only--a stand. backed by recent Court'
rulings. The Federal Water Pollution Control Administration in the
Department of the Interior can become involved only after a viola-
tion has occurred in an interstate waterway. The Federal Power Com-
mission, which regulated conventional power plants, has no juris-
diction over xeactors. For some time the FWPCA has been pressing the
states to establish water criteria that would control all forms of
pollution and, specifically to set limits on the amounts water tem-
peratures can be raised. It has been recommended by some that the
temperature of streams be raised no more than five degrees, that of
lakes by no more than three.  New England Marine Resources, Informa-
tion, Bulletin 7, December, 1969! . See U.S. Making Initial Move
Against Thermal Pollution, New York Times, February 22, 1970, p.l.

161. "...nor shall such matter ox substance alter the temperature...of
these waters so as to render such waters harmful to fish  Cont'd!
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163

in the January, 1970 Special Session, but again failed to withstand

the legislative process. This quest for legislative certainty is mis-

placed, since precise t'emperatures would supplant the result-oriented

statements, and with scient'ific knowledge in its infancy, only the re-

sired result can be stated with certainty.

164
Radioactiv Pollution

The United States At'omic Energy Commission sets safety standards for

radiation levels which govern atomic power plants. Radiation from nu-

clear power plants is well below the safety standards set by AEC, but

there is concern over possible cumulative effects of long exposure to
165

even the accepted radiation levels. The Maine Legislature thus has

prohibited the discharge of any radioactive substance into Class A waters;

in ot'her fresh water bodies the radio-nuclide concentrations may not ex-

ceed the United States Public Health's standards for drinking water. Xn

all marine classifications, discharges are prohibited which would result

in t' he radio-nuclide concentrations in edible fish or other aquatic life
166

rendering them dangerous for human consumption.

161.  Cont'd! fish or other aquatic life." ."...in such amounts or at such
temperatures as to be injurious to edible fish or shellfish or to
the culture or propagation thereof." 38 M.R.S.A. 363, 364 as amend-
ed by P.L. 1969, c.431.

162 ' L.D. 1166.

163. P.L, 1969, c.581.  See L.D. 1770,'L.D. 1828! .

164. Portland and Searsport are the only two ports in Maine authorized to
handle radio-active cargo but none is being shipped through them.
 Interview with Captain Robert A. Lee, U.S.C.G., February 12, 1970! .

165. New England Marine Resources Information, Bulletin No. 7, See re-
marks by Commissioner of Health and Welfare, Vol. I, p.69.

166. 38 M.R,S.A. 363, 364. as amended by P.L. 1969, c. 031.



INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION

WET PROCESS

Early industrial development in Maine was primarily oriented around

the basic resources of water and timber. The lumber industry of the

l800 's depended on the rivers to convey timber to coastal areas for

shipping throughout the world. The same water resource gave rise to the

textile industry which utilized the resource not only for power but also

for processing. Rapid changes in technology after World War II led to

the creation of a new industry in northern Maine for the processing of

raw potatoes into prepared foods such as frozen french fries, potato

puffs, and canned potatoes. Similar technological improvements led to

the advancement of poultry production and processing in central Maine.

The fishing industry historically has been significant in the economy,

and the processing and canning of seafood is also a factor to be taken

into account in water resource management. Recently the electronics in-

dustry has grown in Maine; shipbuilding and furniture-making have tra-
l67

ditionally contributed t'o Maine's industrial base.

Most of Maine's industry, therefore, is "wet process," using water

in the productive process to carry off waste products. Their large

amounts of waste water adversely affect the waters into which the wastes

are discharged. One pulp-and-paper mill may produce organic water pol-

lutants equal to the sewerage from a city of over 1,500,000; a poultry

or potato processing plant, or a tannery may produce an organic load

l67. Vol. I, Maine Water Resources Plan, p. Vl.
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168

equal to that of a city of 50,000 persons.

A poultry processing plant on the Penobscot River was responsible

for the outpouring of indignation quoted at the beginning of this chap-
169

ter. Atmospheric pollution - smells � generally coincide with water

pollution by the paper industry, fish processing plants, and rendering

plants which make fish meal as a supplement or a substitute for grain

for poultry and live stock. Perhaps because they are not notoriously

smelly, few people have appeared at hearings of the Environmental Improve-

ment Commission to protest shrimp processing plants' disposal of waste
170

into tidal waters.

In reaction to Haine's historic involvement with the lumber industry,

there are specific prohibitions in the statutes against depositing or
17l

discharging wood waste products into inland or tidal waters; for a sim-

ilar reason there is a specific prohibition against the depositing of

168. Id. 41-42.

169. The Coast Guard has reported many violations of the Refuse Act in
the disposal of chicken feathers on navigable waters.  Interview
with Captain Robert A. Lee, U.S.C.G.! .

170. See Portland Evening Express, December l8, 1969, p.l, which reported
petition of a fish company to discharge 1,000 lbs. of waste a day
into Portland Harbor. Of this amount, 500 lbs. would be shrimp spawn
and 500 lbs. shrimp feelers. Host of the company's solid waste was
to be trucked away or dumped at a farm outside Portland. The fish
company could have discharged the same amount of waste through the
municipal sewer with impunity. Technically, even though licensed by
the Environmental Improvement Corrrnission, the discharge would be a
violation of t' he "Refuse Act."  Interview with Capt. Robert A. Lee! .

171. 38 M.R.S.A. 416  Supp.! .



potatoes or any parts thereof into any water or watercourse or the bank
172

of same if such deposit might tend to pollute such water.

Present classification standards for marine waters contain prohib-

itions against deposits of sludge or solid refuse or substances which

impart color, turbidity, taste or odor det'rimental to the usage of the
l73

classification.

Theoretically, federal money does not go directly to industry to

clean up its pollution unless the money comes as a special "experimental

grant," but in many instances industry receives an indirect' subsidy by

state and federal money appropriated for municipal sewers and treatment

plants designed for or through which the effluents of a particular indus-

try are discharged.

174

OIL

Perhaps no single commodity has greater potential for profit or a

great possibility for destruction to the environment than oil. Oil has

recently been very much in the news in Maine in several contexts.

Oil in Gulf of Maine

Despite the State's grant of prospecting rights to one company,

there is no known oil deposit under waters reasonably close to Maine.

172. 38 M.R.S.A. 417 as amended by P.L. 1969, c. %31, $5.

173. 38 M.R.S.A. 364 as amended by P,L. 1969, c. 431, g3.

174. See Conference Report: Water Quality Improvement Act of l970, 91st
Congress, 2d Session.
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The Oil and Gas Conservation Development Act, however, was passed in
175

anticipation of producing offshore wells.

There is a variety of proposals for a free trade zone at Machiasport

for the refining of' foreign crude oil, and for a refinery complex not

tied into a free trade zone; raw materials could be foreign crude, crude

from the new finds on the Alaskan Oil banks, or crude oil from the Gulf

of Maine.  Different legal problems covering each of these contingencies

are discussed. in Volume II, p.376! . The oil refinery complex is being

promoted as an opportunity to relieve the economic depression in Washing-

ton County, give lower fuel prices for New England, and produce more tax

revenue from development of the oil refinery and related industries.

The euphoria of the economic advantages to the community were some-

what dampened by the President of Atlantic World Port in discussing an
l76

investigation made for his company. He predicted that there would be

an oil refinery in Naine within three years; that his company might con-

sider building a refinery if no other oil company did; and that pollution

could be controlled but oil spills would be unavoidable As far as in-

creasing local employment, he predicted that it would require about

2,000 persons to build a refinery, but almost all of these would be

trained construction workers from outside the state. Once built, modern

175. 10 N.R.S.A. 2151-2166 as added by P.K. 1969, c.301. See Vol. IV on
Naine Mining Laws for discussion of provisions of this bill relating
to pollution.

176. Report of remarks by Mr. Robert Monks discussing Machias Bay-Envir-
onmental Management-Arthur D. Little Co., December 1969, IDraft! .

 National Pisherman, Narch, 1970, p. A.!
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refineries require only about 200 people to operate. These people must

be highly trained, so the local labor force would probably not be tapped.

He went on to say that it is unlikely that other industry would move

into the area; most light industry avoids being located near a refinery.

He said that no other area on the coast would want an oil refinery. He

also questioned the savings to the consumer. Fuel oil is brought into

New England at the same price as other marketing locations, but in New
177

England there is a higher markup.

The feasbility of Machiasport is dependent on availability of crude,

which in turn is dependent on transportation from the Alaskan oil fields,

discovery in the Gulf of Maine, or increased quotas for foreign oil.

Oil from Alaska would depend on transport via ice-breaker tanker; on its

test run along the route, the Manhattan's hull was ruptured in a collis-

ion with an iceberg. Atlantic Richfield is reported to be studying the
178

feasibility of transporting the oil by special tanker submarine.

Oil I ort uotas

The whole question of import quotas and the high cost' of fuel oil

in New England is being surveyed by the New England Regional Commission

and Congress. Import quotas and the development of oil refinery facili-

ties in New England are closely interrelated.

177. National Fisherman, March, l970, p. &. See also remarks by Congress-
man Peter Kyros that crude oil delivered in Port'land actually sells
at a leaver price in Montreal than in Maine  Report to Maine, Febru-
ary, 1970! .

178. Id. See also Portland Evening Express, December 17, 1969, p.2l.
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Lon I s land

King Resources has recently purchased the former Navy oil stoxage

depots on Long Island and successfully petitioned the Portland City Coun-
179

cil to rezone the area to authorize its use for oil storage facilities.

 Now that it is zoned industrial, an oil refinery would be a conforming

use.! The decision to rezone was a difficult one. The City of Portland

badly needs to expand its economic base. Long Island at the moment is

not an economic contributor to Portland and there is every indicat'ion t'hat

the area will deteriorate further if its economic prospects are not re-

vitalized. But oil coming to Maine is being judged against the backdrop

of the Torrey Canyon and Santa Barbara. Gardiner Means, Chairman of the

Conservation and Planning Committee for Machissport, has stated that it'

would take the spillage from the well in Santa Barbara 13 years to fill
180

up one of the new supertankers. Despite tremendous advances in tech-

nology, there is no guaranteed successful way to handle massive oil

spills on a rough sea and a strong tide.

OIL ALREADY IN MAINE

The most obvious answer to all of the above is that regardless of

what happens at Machiasport, Long Island, or the oil quotas, oil is al-

ready in Maine. Portland is already t' he second largest oil handling

179. Council Meeting, June 16, 1969.

180. Remarks made at Coastal Conference at Southern Maine Vocat.ional
Technical Institute, July 19, 1969 '
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port on the East' Coast. There are 13 oil terminals receiving petroleum

products in Portland harbor. There are W6 companies operating coastal

vessels or barges carrying petroleum products in Naine waters> 55 ports

in Naine handle oil products although Portland and S arsport are the
181

only major oil ports. During 1969, 438 tankers brought 142 million

barrels of crude oil which were unloaded at the South Portland Pipe
182

I inc. Oil has been sent through this pipe line to the refineries in
183

Montreal since 19LI1, when it was opened as a wartime measure. Other

oil terminals in Portland harbor handle about 22 million barrels. Of

this amount, only 175 barrels have been spilled, only about one-ten-
180

thousandth of lg. It has been estimated that all cargo moving through

Maine ports contribute over $30 million annually to the economy of
185

Maine.

181. Oil and Hazardous Naterials Contingency Plan for Prevention, Con-
tainment and Cleanup for the State of Naine: p'repared as a Public
Service by the Portland Harbor Pollution Abatement' Committee, Jan-
uary, 1970.]

182. Portland Press Herald, January 31, 1969, p.52.

183. 90 billion gallons � 68 billion crude and. 22 billion refined pro-
ducts � have gone through this pipeline since 1901.  Conversation
with Mr. Edward Ianglois, Manager, Maine Port Authority, March 12,
1970! .

18%. Portland Press Herald, January 31, 1969, p.53.

185. This figure includes flour, wood pulp, liquid coal tar, hides and
general cargo. See p. 495 for oil's contribution to this figure.



Against the economic benefits must be balanced the cost of cleanup
186

vividly illustrated by the 946,303.%6 spent to clean up an August 9,

1969 spill from the Ksso Guilford. The monetary value of the oil spilled
187

was approximately $10.00. The several thousand gallons of chemicals

used to disperse and alleviate the spill were more detrimental to marine

life than the oil. Situations like this have led the Department of the
188

Interior t'o banning the use of certain chemicals for oil spills.

State Oil Handlin Controls

Prior to 1970 regulation of oil pollution and spillage in Maine was

limited to a State statute against nuisance, the inadequate authority of

the Environmental Improvement Commission, and authority exercised rightly

or wrongly by municipalities.

The intentional placing or depositing of oil and petroleum based

products directly or indirectly into inland or tidal waters of the State
189

is defined as a public nuisance. The EIC classifications for tidal

waters require:

There shall be no floating solids, settleable solids, oil
or sludge deposits attributable to sewage, industrial waste
or other wastes, and no deposit of garbage, cinders, ashes,
oils, sludge or other refuse.

186. Bill on file in Coast Guard Base in South Portland.

187. Interview with Captain Robert A. Lee, U.S.C.G.

188. Portland Press Herald, August 18, 1969, p.13.

189. 17 M.R.S.A. 2790.

190. 38 M.R.S.A. 364 as amended by P.L. 1969, c.431.
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A pollution control provision under the EIC statutes further specifies:

There shall be no discharge of grease, oil, gasoline, kero-
sene or related products into the inland waters for into
the marginal sea] of this State. Any person, corporation
or other party that discharges, or permits to be discharged,
grease, oil, gasoline, kerosene or related products into
the inland waters jor marginal sea! of this State shall re-
move same from said waters...191

Statutes administered by t' he Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries indi-

rectly relate to oil spillage by providing a penalty for discharging any

substance on flats under cultivation which may directly or indirectly in-
192

jure the shellfish thereon; and provide for closing of contaminated
193

flats,

New Le islation � Coastal Conve ance of Petroleum

The January-February, 1970 Special Session of the Legislature passed
194

the Coastal Conveyance of Petroleum Act. The Environmental Improve-

ment Commission was designated to make regulations for the transfer of

oil and petroleum products between vessels and on shore facilities and
195

between vessels within the jurisdiction of the State. It was furth-

er charged with securing the prompt containment and removal of any

191. 38 N.R.S,A. 416 as amended by P.L. 1969, c. 431. Phrases in brackets
struck out by P.L. 1969, c.572.

192. 12 N.R.S.A. 435l.

193. 12 H.R.S.A. 3503.

194. 38 M.R. S.A. 541-557 as added by P.L. 1969, c. 572. Complete text p. 624

195. See also Draft Provisions for Regulation of Oil Terminals and Re-
fineries, drawn up by the Conservation Subcommittee of the Nachi-
asport Conservation and Planning Committee, received by Governor
Kenneth M. Curtis and referred t'o the Environmental Task Force and
the EIC on November 3, 1969. Presumably some of the suggestions
contained therein will be incorporated into EIC regulations.
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pollution occasioned thereby, and providing procedures to make restitu-

tion to persons damaged by such oil pollution. To finance the operation

of the Commission in carrying out these functions, the Maine Coastal Pro-

tection Fund was established which is to be financed by license fees and

penalties. The license fee for the transportation of oil is to be based

on a levy of 1/2 cent per barrel of petroleum products or their by-pro-
196

ducts transferred by the applicant during the licensing period. The

constitutionality of the levy will be discussed in the Chapter on Taxes,

infra.

The Act declares that "The powers and duties of the Commission under

this sub-chapter shall extend to the areas described in Section 543
197

above and to a distance 12 miles from the coast line of the State."

There is some doubt as to the power of Maine's Environmental Improvement

Commission beyond the United States' territorial sea.

198

The Act imposes absolute liability on those who spill oil. Per-

sons damaged by such pollution will be paid from the Coastal Protection

Fund. The pollutor will be liable to reimburse the Fund. Pollutors

under the license procedure repay only amounts over 015,000 minus any

payments received under any Federal program. The first $15,000 is paid

196. 39 N.R,S.A. 551 �!  A! as added by P.L. 1969, c.572.

197. 38 N.R.S,A. 544 as added by P,L. 1969, c.572. See fn. 201 for text
of $543.

198. 38 M.R.S.A. 552 as added by P.L. 1969, c.572.
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by the Coastal Fund, providing that the spill or discharge is promptly
199 200

reported. There are no upper limits of liability set under this act.

The reimbursement to third parties from the Coastal Protection Fund

is predicated on damages suffered to real estate or personal property

or loss of income as a result of a discharge of oil, petroleum products
201

prohibited by Section 543. This section would seem to give the possi-

bility of relief to fishermen whose livelihood is disrupted by oil pol-

lution, either by killing fish or shellfish or by destroying the corn-

mercial value of such fish because of a residual flavor of oil. As dis-

cussed in Chapter 3, p.239, 261, fishing is a public right; the individ-

ual fisherman has been held to have no cause of action for injury to

this common right.

199. 38 M.R.S.A. 551 �!  B! as added by P.L. 1969, c.572.

200. For an excellent discussion of this problem see Mendelsohn, A. I.,
Maritime Liability for Oil Pollution--Domestic and International
Law. �8 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1 �969!! . National Fisherman, March,
1970, p.30A, summarized the present status of the law by reporting
that the United States Senate has signed, subject to Senate ratifi-
cations, an international convention recommending that shipowners
carry the financial responsibility for oil spills at the rate of
$125 per grass registered ton. Maximum liability per spill will be
$14 million. This schedule adopted by the Intergovernmental MazitinM

Consultative Organization in Brussels in late November still
must be ratified by eight Governments of the 36 nation United Na-
tions Agency. Oil companies with more than half the total tanker
tonnage of the world fleet started an insurance plan early in Octo-
ber known as the Tanker Owners Voluntary Agreement concerting Lia-
bility for Oil Pollution POVALOP]. It calls for tanker owners to
compensate governments for controlling and eliminating oil spills
at a rate of $100 per registered gross ton to a spill maximum of
$10 million. The agreement was developed and signed by the worlds
seven largest companies � British Petroleum Co., Gulf Oil Corp.,
Mobil Oil Corp., Royal Dutch Shell Group, Standard Oil Co. of Cal-
ifornia, Standard Oil of New Jersey and Texaco. Others have joined
since.
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Assuming that "loss of income" covers the fishing resource:

What is the measure of damages if a living resource is actually

obliterated?

Will loss of income for more than one year be reimburseable?

What about the processor of fish whose income is dependent

on this resource?

FEDERAL REGULATION OF OIL POLLUTION

There is nothing more deserving of the label "refuse" than oil
spilled into a river.202

Even before the recent anxiety about oil in Maine, the United

States Coast Guard had been carryingon avigorous enforcement policy on

201. 38 M.R.S.A, 543  as added by P.L. 1969, c.572.! Pollution and c r-
h

The di.scharge of oil, petroleum products or their by-products
into or upon any coastal waters, estuaries, tidal flats, beach-
es and lands adjoining the seacoast' of the State, or into any
river, stream, sewer, surface water drain or other waters that
drain into the coastal waters of the State is prohibited.

d .... ».92 ~b

Any person claiming to have suffered damages to real estate or
personal property or loss of income directly or indirectly as
a result of a discharge of oil, petroleum products or their by-
products prohibited by section 503 may apply within six months
after the occurrence of such discharge to the commission stating
the amount of damage he claims to have suffered as a result of
such discharge. The commission shall prescribe appropriate
forms and details for such applications. The commission may,
upon petition, and for good cause shown, waive the six months
limitation for filing damage claims.

202. ted States v Sta a 0 1, 384 U.S. 22%, 230 �966! .

* Ed. Note-. See Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970, signed by President
Nixon, April 3, 1970.
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203

oil spills in Maine waters, particularly in Casco Bay. Oil tanker move-

ments and the pipeline operations have been carefully scrutinized, both

to prevent' oil spills and to quickly clean up careless or unavoidable

discharges. Pumping of bilges, ballasts, or other cleaning water con-

taining oil, apparently the most common cause of oil spills to date, has

been closely monitored. The effectiveness of Coast Guard enforcement has

been hampered by the absence of adequate Federal legislation to accomplish

the task. Pollution from oil had been covered by the Oi3 Pollution Act of

1924 which prohibited the discharge of oil from vessels into any coastal
20'

waters. The Act was deficient in that discharge was not defined; the

prohibited act was limited to coastal waters; there was no liability in

203. According to the General Manager of the Maine Port Authority, there
is no nationwide, much less worldwide uniformity on regulations per-
taining to oil movements in harbors or the degree with which exist-
ing regulat'ions versus oil pollution are enforced.  Conversation
with Mr. Edward Langlois, February 18, 1970! . The Port of Portland
is known as a tough port, and ship owners, sometimes painfully, have
been made aware of the careful monitoring of oil discharges and
spil3ages in the Casco Bay area. In addition to the vigorous en-
forcement of federal regulations by the Coast Guard, another con-
tributing factor to this "get tough climate" is the Portland Har-
bor Pollution Abatement Committee  PHPAC!, an unofficial organiza-
tion which is concerned with control of oil spi3.ls, emergency plan-
ning, education, and research and testing of pollution abatement
equipment.

This committee is financed by contributions from oil
terminal operators in the area. It is composed of representatives
of the petroleum industry, the U.S. Coast Guard, the Portland and
South Portland Fire Departments, City Councillors from t'hese cities,
ship's agents, the Greater Portland Chamber of Commerce, the Maine
Port Authority  the general manager of this authority serves as
chairman of the PHPAC!, and civic and business leaders. In 1968
the Committee received a $60,350 grant from the Federal Water Pol-
lution Control Administration to conduct tests on 1! mechanical and
pneumatic oil barriers, 2! oil recovery units, 3! disposal of oil
recovered from spills.  See Maine Ports, State of Maine 1969-70,
p.50! . The activities of this committee were reported at a December
15-17 conference in New York City sponsored by the FWPCA  Cont'd!
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the case of an emergency or an unavoidable accident", and the legislation

contained no provisions to penalize seepage from oil tanks.

Congress made things worse by the Clean Water Restoration Act of
205

1966; now grossly negligent or willful spillage is required, making

the Act virtually unenforceable. New water legislation is pending in
206

Congress.

In the meantime, the strongest weapon in the Federal arsenal against

pollution is an 1899 Act which makes it unlawful

to throw, discharge, or deposit, or cause, suffer or pro-
cure to be thrown...any refuse matter of any kind or de-
scription whatever other than that flowing from streets
or sewers and passing therefrom in a liquid state into
any navigable waters of the United States,...207

208
and provides for a fine not exceeding $2,500 nor less than 9500. The

Act, however, does not require the pollutor to clean up the oil and the
209

fine is cheap in comparison to clean up costs.

203.  Cont'd! and the American Petroleum Industry.  Portland Press Herald
January 31, 1970! . The committee has compiled information bulletins
describing its work. Inquiries about its operations and its findings
continue to pour in from all over the world -- the latest being of-
ficials from St. Petersburg in the wake of their latest oil spillage
disaster.  Conversation with Nr. Edward Langlois, February 18,
1970! .

204. 43 Stat. 604, 33 U,S,C.A. 431 et seq See � What constitutes a vio-
lation of the prohibition, in the Oil Pollution Act of 1924 � ALR
Fed. 794! .

205. 80 Stat. 1246.

206. S. 7, H R. 4148.

207. 30 Stat. 1152, 33 U.S.C.A. 407.

208. 33 U.S.C.A. 411.

209. See p. 483.
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210

Oil has been held to be "refuse" under the 1399 Act and a rela-

tively recent 5-4 decision by the Supreme Court of the United States
211

ruled that gasoline comes under the prohibition versus "refuse." The

dissenting judges felt that this penal statute should be more strictly

construed and that "If the federal government finds that there is suffici-

ent obstruction or pollution of navigable waters caused, by the introduct-

ion of commercial oil or other nonrefuse material, it is an easy matter
212

to enact appropriate legislation."

The 1899 Act has been used extensively in Portland Harbor to libel

ships that spill oil. In 1968 an action was brought under the Refuse Act

against a tannery for polluting the Saco River by oil which had inadvert-

ently been discharged through an outlet pipe. The charge was dropped be-

cause: �! In case of shore installations that pollute navigable waters,
213

a crime must be charged, in the Saco case t'here was an inability to prove

intent. �! The oil passed through a sewer. If intent could be proved, how-

ever, it is possible the tannery might' be criminally liable if oil were

found to be insoluble industrial waste within the terms of the Act on the

basis of the United Supreme Court' opinion that

All matter in suspension is not saved by the exception clause in
$13 [33 U.S.C.A. 407j . Refuse flowing from "sewers" in a "liquid
state means to us sewage.-214

210. United States v. Ballard Oil Co., 195 F. 2d 369 �nd Cir. 1952! .
211. United States v. Standard Oil,- 384 U.S. 224 �966! .

212 Id. at p.237.

213. 33 U.S,C.A. 407, 411 establish criminal liability; 33 U.S.C.A, 413
established civil liability against vessels and vessel owners. See
Portland Press Herald, December 27, 1968.

214. United States v. Re ublic Steel, 362 U.S, 482, rehearing denied
363 U.S. 858 �960! on remand 286 F. 2d 875.



OIL ACTIVITX INCREASING � The State of Maine
has issued this map to show that the search for oil
already is under way to the north and east under
permits given by Canada. Maine has given a permit
to King Resources for oil exploration in 3.3 million
acres off the coast in the shaded area, Official
protests have been registered against Canadian
permits embracing the Georges Bank area ofi Cape

Cod. The heavy line is the Portland-Montreal pipe-
line. Portland handles the second largest volume of
oil of East Coast ports, 167 million barrels last year.
Down east on the Maine coast a dot indicates the
proposed Machiasport refinery. Less than 55 miles
from Eastport Canada has an oil refinery in New
Brunswick. Dots at the right are locations of oil
drill test hOles in Canadian waters.

Reprinted, Portland Press Herald, April 15, 1970.
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* Taken from Carl N. Shuster, Jr., The Nature of a Tidal Marsh. The
New York State Conservationist, August-September 1966. Reprinted
as Information Leaflet, New York State Conservation Department,
Division of Conservation Education.
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215
IU POLLUTION AND LIVING RESOURCES FROM THE SEA

Reference was made previously to massive fish kills in two Maine

streams  See p. 422! . Other headlines attest' to the effect of industrial

and sanitary pollution on fish. "Water Pollution Worries Atlantic Sal-
216

mon Rearers"; "Pollution Drives Tasty Herring Away, Mid-coasters Corn-
217 218

plain"; "Taking Shellfish From Great Bay Barred by N.H." "Hard To

Believe" reported dumping of cans of sardines rejected for human con-

sumption from t' he Port Clyde Canning Company pier; the cans became per-

forated and were washed ashore near the pier and other beaches and added
219

the stench of rotting sardines to the visual pollution.

215. See Dow, Robert L , Effects of Insecticides on Marine Species  April
1964 retyped April 15, 1967!; Hazards of Coastal Mining Opera-

tions to Marine Resources, Dow, Robert L., Groggins, Philip L. and
Huarst, John W.,  September 1963!; The Need for Specific Sanitary
Requirements for Various Species of Shellfish  paper presented by
Dow, at U.S. Public Health Service National Conference on Shellfish
Sanitation, September 1954, Washington, D.C.!;Sources of Pollution
Affecting the Shellfish Industry and Coastal Recreation  Statement
by Dow, Robert L., before the Special Subcommittee on Air and Water
Pollution of the Senate Committee on Public Works hearings on Fed-
eral Water Pollution Controls, Portland, Maine, July 2, 1965.! .

216 Portland, Press Herald, April 1969, story by David Blakee, Cana-
dian Press Writer reported a salmon culture station 14 miles north
of Fredericton, N.B. on the St. John River had been subjected to an
unidentified source of pollution which had resulted in massive fish
kills.

217. Maine Sunday Telegram, November 2, 1969, p.22A.

218. Portland Press Herald, April 17, 1969. Restrictions were imposed
after an oil barge hit a pier and the resultant seepage had render-
ed shellfish dangerous for human consumption.

219. Maine Times, August 8, 1969.



Approximately 100 separate shellfish areas in Maine, covering over

70,000 acres, are closed because of pollution, with an estimate of over

$1.8 million annual income lost from the resources of these flats. This

represents a greater monetary value than is harvested from the flats which
220

are open. Some of this production is salvageable by processing clams
221

 and possibly oysters! through depuration plants. This method has been

sanctioned, however, only for clams taken from mildly polluted areas.

One area example demonstrates the problem. Pollution, which threat-

ened the closing of Scarborough's extensive clam flats and its bat'hing

beaches, was the subject of an August 6, 1968, meeting of state offici-

als from the EIC, the Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries, town select-

men, and local clam diggers. An official of EIC reported that the bac-

teria count taken the previous winter from 14 locations varied from below

70  See Chart No. 2, p. 438! to as high as 110,000 in the Nonesuch River

and was well over 1,000,000 near industrial plants. From the limited

number of samples taken, the general deterioration of all tidal waters
222

in the Scarborough area was indicated. In l968, Scarborough had t' he

only shellfish growing areas south of Yarmouth which had. been open

throughout the summer for the past five years; these areas were a border-

220. Interview with Research Director Maine Department of Sea and Shore
Fisheries, Robert L. Dow, November 26, 1968.

221. 12 M.R.S.A. 3452  Supp.! .

222. Portland Press lIerald, August 6, 1968, p.ll.
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223

line situation. Local clamdiggers complained that much of the town's

water pollution came from raw sewage dumped directly into streams. One

septic tank company had been "caught in the act" of dumping into the
220

marshes. Scarborough has been moving rapidly ahead in plans for and

construction of sewerage facilities. Loss of clam flats and threats of

closing of the profitable beaches has spurred this effort. Even in the

fashionable Prout's Neck area of Scarborough, persons initially violently

opposed to the construction of sewerage facilities now welcome such "in-
225

trusions". While elimination of sewage from Scarborough or other beach-

es would. still be subject to the l976 timetable, any beach could be
226

closed as a health hazard ar under the common law doctrine of nuisance.

This is in effect what prompted Old Orchard Beach to install sewerage

facilities several years ago. The mere threat of closing the beaches

with the resultant adverse publicity were material factors in the instal-
227

lation of sewerage treatment plants in Old Orchard..

Pollution Prom Minin

Concentration of metal ions in shellfish apparently resulting from

mining operations in the Cape Rosier area, have been documented. Clams

in the immediate area have contained traces of zinc, copper, iron, man-

ganese, cadmium, lead, chromium, nickel, and cobalt -- in most cases

223. Id.

224. Id.

225. Interview with Robert Steele, Town Manager of Scarborough, November
20, l968.

226. See 38 M.R.S.A. 372.

227. Interview with Chief Engineer of the EIC, Raeburn McDonald, Pebx'uary
lo, l9 69.
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substantially higher than at other points along the Atlantic coast. As

stated in Vol. I, p.67, shellfish have a characteristic of concentrating

pollutants, making an otherwise acceptable level of pollution dangerous

for human consumpt:ion. In addition, certain metal ions are highly toxic

to certain shellfish, e.g., copper in lobsters. The Cape Rosier is t' he

area at which a tidal estuary was dammed and drained to facilitate mining
228

activity. At t' he time of the passage of the legislation authorizing

the closing of this estuary, a representative of the Department' of Sea

and Shore Fisheries had testified that damage to fishery resources in

Second Pond would be negligible, but did not speak to the effects of the

potential pollution in the estuaries and coastal areas.

This particular mining enterprise employs about approximately 100

persons, and according to its spokesmen contributes over a million dol-
229

lars to the economy of Maine. On the other hand Hancock County is one

of the principal lobster producing areas of t' he world as well as being a

source of other valuable shellfish. The landed value of lobsters has

averaged around $2.5 million. The primarily wholesale value of this

resource in terms of offshore operations is estimated to be $4.5 million

annually. The value of clams and scallops from this area augments the
230

total amount.

228. See 0 inion of the Justices, Me. 216 A. 2d 656 �966!; Discussion
Vol. II, p.373 on Eminent Domain; Mining Laws, Vol. IV.

229. Maine Times, October ll, 1968, p.3; Maine Sunday Telegram, January
25, 1970, p.llB

230. Hazards of Coastal Mining Operations to Marine Resources, Dow,
Groggins, Hurst, September 1963.
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One of the problems of monitoring metallurgical pollution from

mining operations is lack of funds in the Department of Sea and Shore

Fisheries; recently the Environmental Control Agency of the New England

Marine Health Science Laboratory either withdrew or cut back on funds to
231

make these tests.

Oil

The potential hazards of oil to marine life have been set forth in

other portions of this chapter. In attempting to balance the economic

value of development of oil versus conservation of living resources from

the sea, figures fran the last industrial and financial edition of the

Portland Press Herald are worthy of examination. In that report the Com-

missioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries estimated the landed value of fish-

ery resources at $26 million. In the same edition, the Maine Port Auth-

ority reported that cargo moving through Maine ports, including oil, con-
232

tribute over $30 million annually to the economy of Maine. Of this

amount $27 mil1ion is attributable to oil  $26 million from the Port of

Portland and $1 million from the port of Searsport, which is the terminus

231. Interview with Robert L. Dow, March 13, 1969. It should be noted
that the presence of metal ions in shellfish may be attributed to
natural metal outcroppings, and in some parts of the world investi-
gations of concentration of metal ions in shellfish has been used to
locate mineral deposits rather than as a method to insure health by
preventing pollution from this source. Even in Maine this technique
has revealed deposits which had not previously been known to exist.
Perhaps funds to maintain safe health levels will have to come from
t' he Bureau of Nines rather than from environmental control agencies.

232. Industrial and Financial Edition, Portland. Press Herald, January 31,
l970. Other cargoes handled by Maine ports are flour, fish meal,
casein, china clay, titanium dioxide, tapioca flour, wood pulp,
liquid cold tar, hides and general cargoes.
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for the tank of the pipeline to Dow Air Force Base and Loring Air Force

Base! . The figure is predicated on a contribution of one dollar  $1.00!

per ton of oil to t' he economy; this includes the employment of tugboats,

crewmen, expenditures on shore, for haircuts, etc. In most United States

ports the value to the economy is given as $3.25 for oil. The total es-

timate does not include oil or gasoline shipments to any of t' he other 53

ports in Maine which have oil handling facilities. These are mostly
233

small shipments of gasoline, fuel oil, etc.

It is apparent that t' he total economic contribution of oil shipments

closely approximates the landed value of fish in Maine ports. But the

total economic contribution of the fisheries resource would be 3 to

times this amount. Fisheries are, therefore, still far more economically

valuable to Maine than oil shipping or, indeed, all shipping combined.

Pollution From Land Develo ment

One of the greatest threats to living resources from the sea is "clean

pollution" in the guise of fill, including the filling in and the oblit-

eration of tidal marshes and tidal estuaries for real estate development,

excavations and fill for marinas, motels, wharves, piers, and private

land fills as well as dumping of spoil from highway and navigation pro-

jects.

Salt water estuaries serve two important functions l! many species

of economic value depend on this type of environment during all or part

of their life cycle, i.e. the shrimp and menhaden; 2! other marine

233. Conversation with Edward Langlois, General Manager, Maine Port
Authority, February 18, 1970.
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species are dependent on the ecological system of the estuaries which

px'ovide a source of nutrients. The estuary is the primary link of the

aquatic food chain that extends to a series of consumers, hexbivorus

and carnivores, and ultimately to a form of food that may be utilized
234

by man such as the large fish and shellfish.

It is the preservation of this bio-eco-system that makes the Wetlands
235

legislation so vital to commercial and sport fisheries and accounts for

the great concern of the Depaxtment of Sea and Shore Fisheries in the

operations of the Wetlands Control Board. The same concern is reflected

in the agreement between the Department of Interior and the Corps of En-

gineex's as to the approval of specific harbor and navigation projects and
236

the disposition of the spoil.

Over 90 per cent of the total hax'vest of seafoods from
waters off the United States are taken on the Continen-
tal Shelf. Nearly two-thirds of that fraction are com-
posed of species whose existence depends on <he estuar-
ine zone; ox which must pass thxough the zone en route
to spawning grounds..

234. McHugh, J.L., Are Estuaries Necessary?, Commercial Fisheries Review,
November, 1968, p.37; Odum, Eugene P., The Role of Tide Marshes in
Estuarine Production, New York State Department, Conservationists,
June-July, l961; Matthiessen, George C., Tide Marshes, A Vanishing
Resoux'ce, Pamphlet by Maine Audubon Society, 22 Elm St., Portland,
Maine.

235. See Vol. I, p.57 and Vol. II, p.296 discussing this legislation.

236. See Memorandum of Understanding between the Secretary of the Interior
and Secretary of the Army, dated July 13, l967 to be found in U. S.
Code Congressional and Administrative News, l968, Vol. II, p.3107-8.
The history of the Estuary Inventory Studies, P.L, 90-454, 82 Stat.
625 is to be found in Vol. II, U.S. Code of Administrative News,
p.3094-3115.
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In 1960, estuarine-dependent seafood resources support-
ed about 90,000 commercial fishermen to whom they yield-
ed 2.8 billion pounds. This quantity was worth $59 mill-
ion on the wholesale market. The resources yielded an
additional 900,000 pounds to about 1,600,000 anglers. It
is hard to evaluate recreational fishing, but if the
amount spent specifically for fishing expeditions over and
above normal living costs be accepted as an index, the
value of the sportsmen's catch of estuarine-dependent
fishes was about $163 million.237

The management of estuaries and control of pollution have also been

subject of the National Estuarine Pollution Study authorized by the Clean
238

Water Restoration Act of 1966. A hearing was held in Portland, Maine

on September 10, l968 under t' he aegis of this legislation. At the hear-

ing much testimony was introduced about marine pollution, particular

problems in Maine, and pessimistic appraisals of the probable results of

the study given the budget and timetable. The same sentiment was reflect-

ed in the interview with the Chief Engineer of the Environmental Improve-
239

ment Commission; that the inventory could be nothing more than just a
240

cataloguing of pollution. There is no broad statewide estuarine re-

search in Maine, although specific projects have been undertaken in spe-

cific areas. No one doubts the value of this type of information but the

personnel and physical resources have not been provided to carry it out.

Other studies of estuaries are being carried out under other programs
241

whose interests are broader than pollution.

237. U.S. Code Congressional and Administrative News, 1968, Vol. II, p.3098.

238. P.L. 89-753, 80 Stat. l246, 33 IJ,S,C.A. c.466 et seg.

239. Interview with Raeburn McDonald, February l0, 1969.

24O. Id.

241. Estuarine Inventory Study, P. L. 90-454, 82 Stat. 625,  see fn. 236!;
See Inventory by Sea and Shore Fisheries, Vol. I, p.104; Estuarine
Inventory by Sea and Shore Fisheries reported in 25th Biennial Re-
port, p.4l.
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CHAPTER SIX RECREATION - MAINE LAW AND COASTAL LAND USAGE

SCOPE OF THE CHAPTER

This chapter considers Maine law regulating use of Maine coastal land

and the adjacent environment. It includes discussion of the need for such

regulation, of the appropriateness of the law, of present land use com-
l

pared to the need -- all with particular attention to recreational usage.

The emphasis of the chapter is on municipal, regional and State plan-

ning, and related legal tools used to maintain and increase access to, and

maintain and improve the quality of coastal usage.

I MAINE'S ROLE IN PERSPECTIVE

TRUSTEE FOR THE NATION

The Chief of the Northeast Regional Planning Office of the Bureau

of Outdoor Recreation stated in l966 the primary importance of Maine's-

regulation of its coast within our federal union:

* Ronald C. Allen, University of Maine School of Law, l970.

l. Coastal recreation runs the gamut from totally active types of usages
such as swimming and surfing to almost totally inactive types such as
simply absorbing scenic environment, a form of receptive recreation.
"There are many places along the Maine coast where large numbers of
people should be encouraged to go for enjoyment of active, organized,
exertive recreatio~. There are some few places with special scenic
qualities that should be protected from invasion by the crowd and re-
served for what the senior Olmsted called receptive recreation." C.
Zlliot, As Maine Goes...Which Way7 in The Maine Coast Pros ects and
P t , p.3  Center for Resources Studies, Bowdoin College,

einafter cited, as Bowdoin Stud of Pros ects and Pers ec-
tives.]
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You, the citizens of Maine have been given the steward-
ship of a unique natural resource. I use the word "stew-
ardship" because it indicates both use and the responsi-
bility to others...and I suggest that the others are the
citizens of the United States, both present and future.2

Maine's coast is "a unique natural resource" whose stewardship in

the first instance is vested in local government But inability, in-

activity or abuse at the local level will give rise to increased state
3

and federal involvement. The federal involvement, if it comes will be

less the product of theories of "stewardship", however, than the result

of the reality of the federal purse.

Virtually every state and local government is short' of funds for

even the most necessary of projects. Federal grants to state and local

2. R. Galantowicz, The Potential Demand for Recreation Along the Maine
Coast, in the Bowdoin Stud of Pros ects and Pers ectives, p.21.

3. See 0. Delogu, Beyond Enabling Legislation, 20 Maine L. Rev. l �968!
for a call for continuous and. comprehensive planning and land use
control at all levels of state government.

See e.g., J. VanGelder, States Desperate in
Demands in The New York Times, Sunday, July
Editorials, Income Tax and In-Fighting Over
Maine Sunda Tele ram, May 25, l969, p.6D.

Hunt for Funds to Neet

13, 1969, pp.l 6 38 and
the Inevitable, in the

governments have thus gained increasing importance; and these grants,

which are for a wide variety of purposes, are subject to a variety of

conditions. This has given rise to certain political and economic facts

concerning control. The federal government is in a position, within

broad limitations, to decide who will receive, how much and under what

conditions.
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Thi's dollar logic coupled with aroused national interest in natural

resources, makes the statement as to "stewardship" a practical reality

as to many aspects of Maine coastal usages.

The interested reader need examine only two federal programs,

"Open-Space Land, Urban Beautification, and Historic Preservation"
5

 Open Spaces! and "Land and Wilderness Conservation Fund Act of 1965"
6

 Outdoor Recreation!, to find clear examples of the great potential
7

for federal involvement affecting Maine coastal usage.

Such an examination will reveal certain common elements in the

federal legislation:

l. There is a fairly recent, resurgent and increasing national

int'crest in land usage and environment preservation, reflect-

ing a fear that recreational facilities and other natural re-

sources may be inadequate in quantity and quality for our na-

tional needs.

5. 42 U.S.C.A. $1500 to $1500e.

6. 16 U.S.C.A. $460L-4 to $460L-ll

7. There are a number of Federa1 programs and proposals which might af-
fect coastal usage within Maine; "Open Spaces" and "Outdoor Recreation"
are representative ones of current interest. For other programs see
Panel Report Vol. 1, p.IXI 81-105.  See fn.11, t'his chapter for full
ci tati on. !
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In an attempt to forestall or alleviate a natural resource

and recreational facilities crisis, the Congress is making

federal moneys and services available for governmental
8

planning, acquisition and development.  As to Maine's share

of some of these moneys in fiscal year 1968 see Appendix A.!

3. State and local governments apparently cannot or will not

deal with these problems without the assistance of Federal

funds and services.

Federal funds are available for the most part on a contract

basis with the Federal government potentially in complete
9

control over recipients, amounts, and conditions. This

yields federal control over the project, its quality and
10

quantity, and in most instanceS, its continued usage.

8. "Since the Land and Water Conservation Fund program went into effect
in January 1965, total funds allocated have amounted to $352,312,239,
of which 9131a152,431 have been for Federal programs, $214,314,808
for State programs...During Fiscal Year l968, Congress appropriated
$51,416,000 for Federal Acquisitions, $65 million for State acquisit-
ions and development grants,...Since the inception of t' he program,
133 State projects totaling 928,150,000 have been undertaken,..." in
Panel Report Vol. 3, p.VI1-243  See fn.ll, this chapter,!
These programs will probably not provide moneys equal to the amount
authorized. The "Outdoor Recreation" fund will probably operate at
about 990 million in Fiscal Year 1969 due to budget cutbacks. Report
of the Panel on Marine Resources, Role of Federal, State and Local
Governments and Private Sector, in [Id. p.VII-249j . See also "Admin-
istration Spawns No New Parks Policy as Budget Knife Hits Land and
Water Conservation Fund," The Conservation Foundation Letter, October
1969, 1250 Conn. Ave,, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

9, For one recent view of Federal funding see, State of Maine Legislative
Reeearoh Committee, Report on Tax Sharing v. Granta-in-did, in ~Re or'ta
to the 104th Le islature � Vol. 1.  January l969, Legislative Research
C ommit tee, Pub. 104-20.!

10. Given the requirement of State or local "matching", $1.00 of Federal
funds buys up to $2.00 of Federal project control.
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The federal legislation demands comprehensive planning and

planning tools  zoning, subdivision control, eminent domain,

easements,. purchase and leaseback, the taxing power and "other

available means"! as primary requisites for the receipt of

funds.

Another aspect of Maine's role in regulating coastal usage in the

national interest is a proposal of the President's Commission on Marine

Science, Engineering and Resources:

Outdoor recreation is becoming a massive rush to the water
... Pf]any states still lag in acquiring access to shoreline.
Identifying recreation potentials and requirements necessi-
tates qualitative judgments which usually are exercised
best at the state or local level. However recreation
lannin must accommodate more than sim l local interests;

uni e areas must be reserved as a national resource
mp asis supplied

The Commission recommends that a Coastal Mana ement Act
be enacted which will rovide olic ob ectives for the
coastal zone and authorize Federal rants-in-aid to facil-
tate the establishment of state Coastal Zone Authorities
em owered to mana e the coastal waters and ad'acent land.
[Emphasis in the original] 2

ll. Our Nat'ion and the Sea, January 9, 1969,  U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C.!, the result of a two year study of the
nation's marine resources, authorized by P.L. 89-454 to develop an
overall plan for a national oceanographic program. Panel studies
made for the Commission, and which provided background for much
contained in the Commission's Report, may be found in three volumes:

Vol. 1 -- Science and Environment
Vol. 2 -- Tndustr and Technolo -- Ke s to Oceanic Develo-

ment

Vol. 3 -- Marine Resources and Le al-Political Arran ement
for Their Develo ment'

 All available at the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. and hereinafter cited as Panel Report -- Vol. 1, 2 or 3.
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The Commission then proceeded to analyze the functions and powers
l3

of the proposed State Coastal Zone and recommended:

...that Federal legislation to aid the states in establish-
ing Coastal Zone Authorities not impose any particular form
of organization but should require that approval of each
grant be contingent on a showing that the proposed organi-
zation has the necessary powers to accomplish it's purposes,
has broad representation, and provides adequate opportuni-
ties for hearing all viewpoints before adopting or modify-
ing its coastal development plans.>4

The Commission approved of existing Federal funding possibilities

for coastal acquisition, but argued:

.that the Land and Water Conservation Fund Outdoor Re-
creation be more full utilized for ac uisition of wet-
lands and otential coastal recreation lands. Le islation
should be enacted authorizin Federal uarantees of state
bonds for wetland ac uisition when necessar to i lement
the coastal mana ement lan mphasis in the original]

13. Id. at 3-20 to 3-26.

14. Id. at 3-22 and 3-23.

15. Id. at 3-26. For background see Panel Re ort � Vol. l, p.III-l to
III-l87, This panel's report is a study of all major marine usages
as well as the proposal for Coastal Zoning Legislation in an attempt
to alleviate or solve many of the problems that it found. The com-
mission's proposal and recommendations do not go nearly as far as
those of its Panel. The Panel administration recommends Federal
grants by a single central agency at all stages, i.e,, planning,
establishing operations, enforcement, research and training, and

and 155. The Commission recommends matching grants for establish-
ing operations and then grants where necessary within existing Fed-
eral agency programs. Our Nation and the Sea, 3-19 and 3-20.

The Panel recommends  having advocated across the board central
funding! "two mechanisms to induce positive and progressive State
and local action: withholding Federal grants and ac uirin and man-
a in areas determined b the Federal Government to be endan ered
and critical to the National interests but not rotected ade uatel

III-l55 " {i] t is imperative that the National interests be protect-
ed and if for any reason a Coastal Zone Authority cannot  Cont'd!
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POI,ICEMAN AT THE NORTHEAST JUNCTURE OF MEGAKOPOLIS

Another important aspect of Maine's role in the regulation of its

coast is that of a policeman attempting to preserve and protect it from

being destroyed by an automobile-borne hoard of recreation seekers:

The Maine coast is easily accessible. It is within a day' s
drive or two hours flight of what 1 estimate to be some
forty million persons. Even, if there are no improvements
in transportation by the year 2,000 there will probably be
seventy million people within this same region; with the
transportation improvements that will certainly take place,
the entir'e North American continent and all of Europe will
be within a couple of hours of the Maine coast...

This is why I am quite convinced that we are going to
have to think of the Maine coast in really big terms and in
a systematic way. It will take all the ingenuity and effort'
in planning and development and conservation that this State
can possibly muster if in the year 2000 and after that, we
are to have a Maine coast that will still be one of the
scenic marvels of the world.

This obvious necessity for coastal preservation and protection is

complicated by the fact that only about 1.3%%d -- 34 miles of the total

2,612 miles -- of Maine shoreline with recreational potential is in

15.  Cont'd! act in the public interest, the Federal Government should
artici ate in the actions of the Coastal Zone Authorit ." [Emphasis

suppliedj Somewhat less forcefully, the Commission stated". "the Fed-
eral Government must ensure that such vital Federal interests as nav-
igation and military security are not' endangered by State actions
and that the eneral national interest in effective coastal lannin
is rotected...," and it, too, called for Federal intercession if a
Coastal Zone Authority fails to safeguard national interests and
withdrawal of funding if the Authority performs inadequately. Our
Nation and the Sea, p.3-28.

l6. J. Fisher, Toward a Maine Coastal Park and Recreation System, in Bow-
doin Stud of Pros ects and Pers ectives, p.90. See also, Outdoor Re-
creation in Maine Sec. 111, Chs. 15, 16 and 17 �965-Maine Agricul-
tux'al Experiment Station-University of Maine, Orono, Maine! pierein-
after cited as University of Maine Study of Outdoor' Recreation.]

An interesting estimate in this vein is that "nearly two and one-
half million people visited Acadia Na Lional Park last year, almost
half a million more people than visited Grand Canyon National  Cont'd!
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public ownership, and its development status is rated as "low" on a

scale ranging from very high  New Hampshire being the only shoreline

state of the 28 listed to receive this distinction! to very low  Texas!

On the national level "about 6 1/25 of the total recreation shoreline

is in public ownership, To meet demands it is considered essential that
17

about 15/o be available for public use."

PROTECTOR OF THE PURSE

Beyond the r oles of trustee for a nation or policeman to prevent

coastal mayhem resulting from the increasing pressures of megalopolis,

Maine has a legitimate interest and an active role to play to insure

the solvency of its own government and the economic survival and better-

ment of its citizenry. A very brief foray into the economics of t' he
18

Maine coast and particularly that of the recreation industry should

16.  Cont'd! Park during the same period. Acadia also drew nearly
100,000 more than Yellowstone." National Resources Council, in
Maine Environmental Bulletin, June 1969, p.4.

lation pressures would double demands on beaches and shores from
1960 to 1980. It further estimates that to acquire and develop im-
portant estuarine habitat and needed coastal potential recreation
areas outside the qualifications of Urban Redevelopment of parkland
would involve a price tag of $750 million for "coastal states".
P 1 R t, Vol. 1, p.III-lS5.

18 There is doubt whether it is possible to accurately measure the re-
creation industry objectively. The inability to assign dollar val-
ues to recreation uses can raise acute problems when decisions must
be made as to alternative uses, whether between one recreational use
and another, or between recreational use and non-recreational use.
For a suggestion that the dollar value of recreation may be measured
with greater accuracy than heret'ofore thought possible, see J. Stev-
ens, Economics of Recreation, in the Bowdoin St'ud of Pros ects and

demand for Outdoor Recreation, see the Universit of Maine Stud of
Outdoor Recreation. Sec. III, Chs. 15, 16, and 17.
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serve to. illustrate to all the need for meaningful regulation in this

area. It has been estimated that tourism brought $348 million to Maine's
19

economy in 1967; a S%%d increase over 1966 and better than $400 million
20

in 1968; a lS/a increase over 1967. It has been said that the recreation

business is the second largest source of income to Maine people, after
21

forestry and forest products.

The coastal portion of the State is particularly important to the

recreation industry, where this industry is undoubtedly the economic

leader at present if not for the future.

The coast contains 60%%d of all the recreation facilities within the

State �0%%d owned by Maine residents -- 405 owned by non-residents! and

62/ of all seasonal residences, The property value of recreational

property is higher on t' he coast than in the State interior, and the ten

communities in the State leading in estimated recreational property

value are all located on t' he coast  Mount Desert, Old Orchard Beach,

Portland, Bar Harbor, Wells, York, Scarboro, Biddeford, Boothbay Harbor,

19. R. Elliot, Vacation Travel Promotion in 1967, in the 1967 Maine De-
artment of Economic Develo ment Annual Re ort, p.l4.

20. R. Elliot, Vacation Travel, in the 1968 Maine De artment of Economic
Develo ment Annual Re ort, p 16, noting that the long-term average
is 5 o, but' that a new ski industry and other changes in conditions
account for the increase.

21. The Importance of Forest Industry foe the State of Maine, in t' he
Universit of Maine Stud of Outdoor Recreation, p.l6.
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and Kennebunkport! . Finally, many more out-of-st'ate people are attract-

ed to the coastal areas than are attracted to the interior recreational
22

areas of the State.

Recent large scale oil and gas overtures indicate that the import-

ance of recreation to Maine's coastal economy may soon follow the

national pattern. It' is estimated that nationally, coastal or marine

recreation is at least second in terms of coastal economic importance:

If marine recreation, in all its forms and ramifications,
can be caljed an industry it presently ranks at least a
close second to the offshore oil and gas industry in
economic importance It may, in fact, actually outrank
oil and gas. but statistics are inadequate to segregate
recreational expenditures in the marine environment from
those on land.2>

It is perhaps saying the obvious, however, to note that the attract-

ion of the coast for recreational uses could be lost if it is preempted
2LI

or spoiled by incompatible usages.

A SUMMARY OF MAINE'S ROLE IN PERSPECTIVE

To recapitulate: Maine has three roles to play in public regula-

tion of Maine coastal usage:

22. R, Barlow, Trends and Alternatives in Coastal Land Use, in the
Bowdoin Stud of Pros ects and Pers ectives, p.13.

24. The oft quoted Down-Easter, who after considering all the possibil-
ities told a tourist seeking directions to a municipality "You can' t
get there from here" may have to advise in the future "Even if you
could get there from here, once there, it wouldn't be worth it."
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A. Trustee for the entire nation of a unique natural resource;

B. Policeman at the northeast juncture of megalopolis, as the

nation's and perhaps the world's population converges on

the Maine coast in increasing numbers; and

Protector of an economic resource which is key to the State' s

second most valuable industry.

C.

II PLANNERS, PLANNING AND SOME PLANNING TOOLS FOR

REGULA'l;ION OF MAINE COASTAL LAND USAGE

We have already noted that due to the low percentage of the coast

in public ownership, there is a problem of access. Further, there is

a major problem of quality as well, though arguably not as severe at

present as is the case with most of the rest of our nation's coastlines.
25

The vital element of public planning to combat these problems has been
26

alluded to.

25. Anyone doubting that Maine already has a rather serious problem of
statewide proportion as to the quality of its coastline and waters
can probably best test his doubt by a week-end trip along the coast.
A next best alternative would. be to peruse the booklet containing a
small portion of the nationally acclaimed pictorial . study of the
problem done by John McKee for the Bowdoin College Museum of Art.
J. McKee and Introduced by Justice William 0. Douglas, in As Maine
Goes,  Bowdoin College � 1956! .

26. To view t' he problems in light of what local, regional or State gov-
ernmental units can do narrows the scope of exploration to a manage-
able degree. At the same time, however, it exposes only a portion
of the forces  and in many instances not the strongest portion!
which might be brought to bear. Industrial, commercial, conservation
and other private interest groups are strong in Maine. And, with
better than 98% of the present coastline of Maine in private owner-
ship, private decisions and actions can certainly help to alleviate
or solve coastal problems as well as aggravate them or  Cont'd!
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Present comprehensive planning activity by Maine governmental

unit's which affects coastal usage is found at three levels � local,

regional and State. Comprehensive planning activity on the Maine coast
27

was negligible at any level prior to the mid 1950's. In 1954, Congress

enact'ed Section 701 of Title VII of the Housing Act of 1954. Section

701 was entitled "Urban Planning" and made federal funds, up to 50Yo of

cost, available for metropolitan, regional and State planning aimed
28

at communities of 25,000 or less population.

One year later, the powers and duties of the Maine Development

Commission were transferred to a newly created Depart'ment of Develop-

ment of Industry and Commerce whose Commissioner was expressly author-
29

ized to accept and use federal urban planning funds. included within

26.  Cont'd! cause them to exist. While this chapter, however, will not
attempt to explore private effort's and possibilities per se, the
private planning potential and the influence of pressure groups must'
be kept in mind.

Another relevant consideration beyond the scope of this chapter
is planned control of population level.  See Maine Environmental
Bulletin, March 1969, for review of Ehrlich, P.R., The Population
Bomb! .

Maine Munici al Plannin, 1955-1966 pp.IV R 2 and W. MacDonald,
Maine State Planning and Resource Coordination, in the Bowdoin
Stud of Pros ects and Pers ectives, p. 53.

The Department of Economic Deve1opment credits only the Maine
coastal communities of Bar Harbor, Cape Elizabeth and Portland with
some form of comprehensive type planning prior to 1956.

28. P.K. 90-448, Title VI, $701. The present "701 Program" has upped its
focus to metropolitan and rural areas of 50,000 or less population.
It offers 2/3 of costs and services for not only the implementation
of the planning process and plan preparation but also, the implemen-
t'ation of planning tools result'ant from the plan and upon which the
plan may depend for success  i.e., zoning, subdivision control, etc.!
as well as certain research moneys with which to study and attempt
to improve the planning process itself.

The legislation encourages coordination between local  Cont'd!
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this new department was a Division of Research and Planning which had

among its duties the preparation, timely xevision and pexfection of a

master plan for the State and to assist in planning under Pederal grants

or loans, and cooperate with municipal planning boards and other muni-
30

cipal agencies and officials engaged in regional planning. Also in-

eluded was a Division of Recreational Promotion which had among its

duties to encourage and assist in the development and promot'ion of the
31

recreational resources of the State.

Effective on the same day as the creation of this new department

was an act enabling two or more municipalities having existing planning

boards to join in preparing coordinated regional planning with the power

to "accept gifts, grants or contributions from any source, private or
32

governmental toward its woxk."

Clearly the availability of federal funds under the "70l Program"

had stimulated this buxst of activity, resulting in a new State planning
33

facility, a new regional power and a new municipal power to provide

comprehensive planning, within which coastal land usage might play a part.

28.  Cont'd! regional, State and States' planning efforts and planning
along "area", "metropolitan", "regional", "State", and "interstate"
lines rather than simply by existing municipal physical boundaries,
which often are very unxealistic when attempts are being made to
deal successfully with land usage or development.

29. P.L. 1955, e.071, g2.

30. Id. g'0, VI, VIII.

Id. y6, II, III.

32, P.L. l955, c.V2 $99-A, 99-H and 99-E.

33. P.L. 1957, c.405, $61.
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LOCAL EFFORTS � STATISTICAL
34

On the basis of a recent study, it is possible to classify Maine's
35

coastal communities with relation to seven criteria:

1. Planning B oard as tab lishe d

2. Comprehensive Plan adopted

3. Zoning Ordinance adopted

Subdivision Regulations adopted

5. Capital Improvements Program budgeted

6. Building Codes adopted

7. Housing Codes adopted.

36

A breakdown of the 95 communities considered reveals that:

population of 10,000
11 11 TI 5 QQQ9
rr rr rr 2 500

11 rr Tr 1 000
11 11 TT

7hada
5 TT TI

15 TT ff

2] 11 rr

47 TT I'I

or over

to 9,999
to 4,999
to 2,499
1,000

Categorizing by population and proceeding roughly in a northeasterly

fashion along the coast, the 95 are:

34. Maine Department of Economic Development, Pro ress in Maine Munici al
~Plannin 1966-1966, 9.9-19.

36. 1960 Census.

35. Most listings of the "coastal" municipalities include all those com-
munities where the tide ebbs and flows, a total of between 125 and 130.
For the purposes of this section, however the "ebbs and flows" test
has been replaced by a more restrictive one that might appropriately
be termed an "open coastal eaters" test. That is, we include only com-
munities with at least one side to the open sea, or a bay, a total of
95. As noted elsewhere in this report, activities in upstream tidal
waters may have a great impact on the shore. But the planning and zon-
ing activities at the "open water" is of the greatest significance.
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�!

�5!

�1!

10 000 or over

Ki t tery
Biddeford

Saco
South Portland

Portland

Brunswick
Bath

5 000 to 9 999

Scarboro

Cape Elizabeth
Falmouth

Rockland

Belfast

2 500 to 0 999

York

Wells

Kennebunk

Old Orchard Beach

Cumberland

Yarmouth

Freeport
Waldoboro

Camden

Bar Harbor

Zllswor th

Machias
Lubec

Eas tport
Calais

1 000 to 2 499

Kennebunkport
Harpswell
Phippsburg
Woolwich

Wiscassett

Boothbay
Boot'hbay Harbor
Bristol

St. George
Rockport
Searsport
Vinalhaven

Stonington
Deer Isle

Blue Hill
Tremont

South West Harbor

Mt. Desert'

Gouldsboro

Milbridge
Jonesport

Under 1 000

West Bath

Geor'getown
Arrowsic
Southport
Westport
Bremen

Friendship

Cushing
South Thomaston
Owls Head

Lincolnville

Northport
Stockton Springs

Penobscot
Castine
Brooksville

Islesboro

Sedgwick
Brooklin
Monhegan Plt.
Matinicus Isle Plt'.

North Haven

Isle au Haut

Swans Island

Long Island Plt.
Surry
Trenton

Lamoine

Cranberry Isles

Hancock

Sorrento

Sullivan

Winter Harbor

Steuben

Harrington
Addison
Beal Island

Jonesboro

Rogue Bluffs
Machiasport
Cutler

Trescott Twp.
Edmunds Twp.
Dennys ville
Pembr oke

Pe rry
Robbinston
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Broken do~«i .by each of the criteria examined.
37

l. Plannin Board Established

�! 10 000 or over'
All had boards.

�! 5 000 to 9 999
All had boards,

�5! 2 500 to 0 999
All had boards except Machias.

�1! 1 GOO to 2 499
12 had boards.  Kennebunkport, Wiscasset, Boothbay, Boothbay

Harbor, Rockport, Searsport, Stonington, Deer
Isle, Blue Hill, Tremont, Mt. Desert and
Milbridge .!

�.7! Under l 000
0 had boards.  Cushing, Owls Head, Castine and Sedgwick !

37. 30 M.R.S.A. $LI952. Planning Board

Establishment. A municipality may establish a planning board.

A. Appointments to the board shall be made by the municipal
officers.

B. The board shall consist of 5 members and 2 associate

members.

C. The term of office of a member is 5 years...
D. A municipal officer may not be a member or associate

member of the board.

G. The board shall elect a chairman and secretary from its
own membership.

4. Personnel and services. The board may hire personnel and
obtain goods and services necessary to its proper function
within the limits of appropriations made for the purpose.
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2. Co rehensive Plan ado ted

�! 10 000 or over
All had plans adopted except Saco.

�! 5 000 to 9 999
2 had plans adopted.  Scarboro and Falmouth.!

�5! ? 500 to 0 999
5 had plans adopted.  Cumberland, Freeport, Camden, Bar

Harbor and Calais.!

�l! 1 000 to 2 499
0 had plans adopted.  Xennebunkport, Boothbay, Boothbay

Harbor and Searsport.!

�7! Under l 000
None had a plan adopted-.

38. 30 N.R.S.A. $LI952

2. Plans. The board Imunicipal planning board] shall prepare,
adopt and may amend a comprehensive plan containing its recom-
mendations for the development of the municipality.

A. Among other things, the plan may include the proposed gen-
eral character, location, use, construction, layout, extent,
size, open spaces and population density of all real estate,
and the proposed method for rehabilitating blighted dis-
tricts and eliminating slum areas.

B. The board shall hold a public hearing on its tentative pro-
posals, before it adopts the plan or an amendment of it.

C, Once adopted by the board, the plan becomes a public record.
It shall be filed in the office of the clerk.

D. After the board has adopted the plan, an ordinance or offic-
ial map authorized by this subchapter may not be enacted,
adopted or amended, and public property may not be estab-
lished or modified in location or extent, until the board
has made a careful investigation and reported its pertinent
recommendations which are consistent with the plan....A
proposal which has been disapproved by the board may be en-
acted only by a 2/3 vote of the legislative body.

3. Appropriations. A municipality which has a planning board may
raise or appropriate money and may contract with the State and
Federal governments for the purpose of the comprehensive planning
authorized by this subchapter....
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3. Zonin Ordinance ado ted

�! 10 000 or over
All had zoning adopted.  Saco apparently zoned without hav-

ing adopted a comprehensive plan.!

�! 5 000 to 9 999
All had zoning adopted.  Cape Elizabeth, Rockland and Bel-

fast apparently zoned without hav-
ing adopted a comprehensive plan.!

�5! 2 500 to 4 999
9 had zoning adopted.  York, Wells, Kennebunk, Old Orchard

Beach, Cumberland, Yarmouth, Bar Har-
bor, Ellsworth and Calais.!

 York, Wells, Kennebunk, Old Orchard
Beach, Yarmouth and Ellsworth appar-
ently zoned without having adopted
a comprehensive plan.!

�1! 1 000 to 2 499
3 had zoning adopted.  Kennebunkport, Boothbay Harbor and

Mt. Desert.!
 Mt. Desert apparently zoned without
having adopted a comprehensive plan.!

�7! Under 1 000
1 had zoning adopted.  Owls Head zoned but apparently with-

out having adopted a comprehensive
plan.!

39. 30 M. R. S.A. $4953. Zoning Ordinance

1. Scope. A municipality which has a planning board may enact a
zoning ordinance dividing it into zones consistent with the pro-
per development of the municipality. The zoning ordinance may
regula te the f ollowing:

A. Location and use of real estate for industrial, commercial,
residential and other purposes;

B. Construction, height, number of stories, area and bulk of
all structures;

C. Size and open spaces of real estate;
D. Population density;
E. Setback of structures along ways of public property.

 Cont'd!

2. Part of plan. A zoning ordinance shall be drafted as an integr'al
part of a comprehensive plan for municipal development, and pro-
motion of the health, safety and general welfare of the residents
of the municipality.
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40
Subdivision Re ulatio»s ado ted

�! 10 000 or over
5 had subdivision regulations adopted.  Kittery, South Port'-

land, Portland, Brunswick and
Bath.!

�! 5 000 to 9 999
4 had subdivision regulations adopted.  Scarboro, Cape Eliz-

abeth, Falmouth and Rockland.!

�5! 2 500 to 4 999
2 had subdivision regulations adopted.  Cumberland and Yar-

mouth.!

�1! 1 000 to 2 499
1 had subdivision regulations adopted.  Searsport.!

�7! Under 1 000
None had subdivision regulations adopted.

39.  Cont' d!
A. Among other things, it shell be designed to encourage the

most appropriate use of land throughout the municipality; to
promote traffic safety; to provide safety from fire and
other elements; to provide adequate light and air; to pre-
vent overcrowding of real estate; to provide a wholesome
home environment; to prevent housing development in unsani-
tary areas; to provide an adequate street system; to pro-
mote the coordinated development of unbuilt areas; to en-
courage the formation of community units; t'o provide an al-
lotment of land area innew developments sufficient for all
the requirements of community life; to conserve natural re-
sources; and to provide for adequate public services.

3. Enactment; public hearing. A zoning ordinance or amendment may
be enacted only after a public hearing has been held by the plan-
ning board for it's consideration at least 10 days before it is
submitted to the legislative body. In towns where the legislative
body is the town meeting, such legislative body may at a regular
or special meeting thereof vote on the following question: Shall
the municipal officers be authorized to enact and amend a zoning
ordinance? If the question is voted on favorably said municipal
officers may enact and amend from time to time a zoning ordinance.

40. 30 M.R.S.A. $4956. Land Subdivisions

l. Regulation. A municipality may regulate the subdivision of land.
 Cont'd!
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5. Ca ital Im rovements Pro ram bud eted

�! 10 000 or over
3 had capital improvements budgeted,  South Portland, Port-

land and Bath.!

�! 5 000 to 9 999
1 had capital improvements budgeted.  Scarboro.!

�5! 2 500 to 4 999
1 had capital improvements budgeted.  Freeport.!

�1! 1 000 to 2 499
None had capital improvements budgeted.

�7! Under 1 000
None had capital improvements budgeted.

40.  Cont'd!
A. Subdivision means the division into 3 or more lots in urban

areas or 4 or more lots in rural areas, except this provis-
ion shall not apply to any divisions for agricultural uses
including associated sales, service, processing and storage.

B. A register of deeds shall not record any plat of a proposed
subdivision until it has been approved by the planning board
and the approval noted on the plat. In a municipality which
does not have a planning board, the municipal officers shall
act in its stead for the purposes of this section.

C. Approval of a subdivision is based on its compliance with
municipal ordinances and its general reasonableness....

See also, the text of a new statute �2 M.R.S.A. $4801 through $4806
as added by P.K. 1969, c.365! which sets a state imposed minimum of
20,000 square feet lot size on certain subdivision activity irre-
spective of either the total absence of local regulation or the pre-
sence of local regulation which is less strin ent.

41. 30 M.R.S.A. $5201, 1A. Establishment

A municipality may establish a reserve fund, consisting of one or
more accounts, by appropriating money or by authorizing the trans-
fer af unencumbered surplus funds at the end of any fiscal year,
for the following purposes:

1. Capital Improvement account.

A. Financing the acquisition or reconstruction of a specific,
or a type of, capital improvement.
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6. Buildin Codes ado ted

�! 10 000 or over
All had building codes.

�! 5 000 to 9 999
All had building codes.

 L5! 2 500 to 4 999
5 had building codes.  Old Orchard Beach, Cumberland, Yar-

mouth, Ellsworth and Bar Harbor.!

�l! l 000 to 2 499
2 had building codes.  Wiscasset and Boothbay.!

�7! Under l 000
None had building codes.

42. 30 N.R.S.A. $215L, �! . Police power ordinances

A municipality may enact police power ordinances for the following
purposes:

Buildings, structures, trailers and equipment.

A, Regulating the design, construction materials and construct-
ion of new buildings and additions to and alterations of ex-
isting buildings, regulating the alteration, demolition,
maintenance, repair, use, change of use, safety features,
light, ventilation and sanitation facilities of all build-
ings, regulating sanitation and parking facilities for trail-
ers, regulating the installation, alteration, maintenance,
repair and use of all equipment in or connected to all build-
ings; requiring permits and establishing reasonable permit
fees for all of the operations mentioned in this paragraph.

B. Establishing adequate standards for all features of means
of egress, fire protection, fire prevention, accident pre-
vention and structural safety of buildings which are used
occasionally or regularly for public assembly; compelling
the owners to make improvements to bring such buildings up
to the established standards; tete.] ....
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7. Housin Codes ado ted

�! 10 000 or over
3 had housing codes.  South Portland, Portland and Bath.!

�! 5 ODO to 9 999
l had housing codes.  Cape Elizabeth.!

�5! 2 500 to 4 999
None had housing codes.

�1! 1 000 to 2 499
None had housing codes.

�7! Under 1 000
None had housing codes.

ADEQUACY UE' LOCAL EPL-ORT
44

Maine coastal municipalities are not large urban areas. Those

of 2,500 or above population are predominantly located in the south-

western one-third of the coast, with t'hose of 2,499 or less being pre-

dominantly located in the northeastern two-thirds of the coast.

43. See fn. 42.

44. 1966 population estimates of the seven coastal population leaders
 i.e., those over 10,000 in 1960! are:

Por tland 69,013
Biddeford 24,068
South Portland 23,334
Brunswick 18,629
Saco ll, 273
Ki t tery 10,590
Bath 9, 846

Maine DED, in the Haine Handbook � A Statistical Abstract � 1968,
p. 22-29,  State House � Augusta! .
Note however, that these population estimates are of year-round res-
idency, and do not reveal how urban-like many of these coastal muni-
cipalities can become during peak periods of the "recreation sea-
son" due to an onslaught of summer residents and summer visitors.
An outstanding present example would be Old Orchard Beach with a
year-round population of about 5,000 and a "peak of the season"
population that may range from 50,000 to 125,000!
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Thus, the Maine coast as a unit and particularly the nort'heastern

two-thirds of t' he coast, is sparsely settled on. a year-round basis.

Maine's coastal communities have available to them enough local

authority to cope with many of the coastal "quantity and quality-access"
45

problems previously discussed,

Plannin Boards

All municipalities greater than 2,500 in population had planning
4V

boards except Machias. Geographically, the lower one-third of the

coast was pretty solidly covered, the middle one-third was about one-half

covered and the upper one-third  with the exception of Lubec, Eastport

and Calais! was not covered at all.

45. In addition to the statutory mat'erial quoted in fn.37 through 42, on
the subject of municipal/'local authority to regulate and control the
access problems under consideration, see, e.g.:
30 M.R.S.A.

$1903 [Gifts of money or other property in trust.]
f2151 [Regulation to promot'e general welfare, etc. public ways and

other public property, vehicles and commercial activities
as well as structures as noted in fn.41.]

f2451 et seq. [Regulation of auto junk yards.!
$2701 et seq. [Regulation of innkeepers, victualers and lodging

houses.!
$3251 et seq. [Regulation of severally owned ditches, marshes,

meadows, and swamps.]
$3451 et seq. [Regulation of fencing.]
$3552. "Recreation - A municipality may acquire and maintain real

estate and personal property for recreational purposes, and
may establish and conduct a recreational program..."

$3553 [Improvement of navigation and prevention of erosion ]
$3751 et seq. [Acquisition, development, maintenance and operation

of municipal forests.]
$3801 et seq. [Acquisition, etc. of open areas, public parks and

playgrounds.!
�101 et seq. [Acquisition, etc. of public dumps.]
$4251 et seq. [Acquisition, etc. of municipal water and sewage

systems.]
$4552 et seq. [Acquisition, etc. of housing projects.]
$4801 et seq. [Acquisition, etc. in connection with urban renewal.]
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The absence of a planning board does not necessarily mean a total

lack of such activity,  See, e.g. the savings provision of 30 M.R.S.A.

$4957 for municipalities without a planning board!, but is a very strong

indication of it.
47

An effectively operating planning board is both ihe logical and
48

perhaps the legal prerequisite to the use of any of the specific land

use control devices shown to be available. It is not surprising that

no community without a planning board had zoning, subdivision regula-

tions, capital improvements budgeting, or building or housing codes,

46. It is interesting  and many might feel, frightening! to note that
both Machias and Machiasport drew complete blanks as to formal plan-
ning, yet these two communities are among the focal points at pre-
sent, of an oil industry onslaught.

47. The Corporation Counsel for the City of Portland summarized the re-
quisites and benefits of a good planning board as follows.

l. The appointments to the board should represent tr'uly inter-
ested citizens with backbone and if need be, the will to
fight;

2. Diverse geographic and economic interests should be repre-
sented;

3. Willingness and ability to use outside professional assist-
ance to assure the best technical help available, while the
board maintains its role as municipal representatives;
Willingness to use model ordinances as guides, bui to recog-
nize the peculiar needs of the community;

5. Willingness to listen at public hearings on planning propos-
als, not only to effectively meet opposition but if need be,
to incorporate the best of ideas to be gleaned in any neces-
sary compromise.

6. Good political presentation should be used to allay fear of,
as well as assure passage of good planning proposals.

B. Shur, Practical Problems in Local and Regional Zoning, in the Bow-
doin Stud of Pros ects and Per's ectives, p.84-85.

48. See Grondin v. Inhabitants of Eliot,  York Superior Court, Me. 1969!
holding that a prohibition against mobile homes was void in the ab-
sence of general planning and zoning  but suggesting that such a
blanket prohibition might be invalid even if part of a more compre-
hensive plan.! See also 0. Delogu, "Are Maine Zoning Laws Legal?"
Maine Times, June 27, l969.
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C o re hensiye Plar i

Of the 27 municipalities with a population greater than 2,500,

only 13 had adopted a comprehensive plan. Of the remaining 68, with a

population less than 2,500, only 4 had adopted a comprehensive plan.

Geographically, t' he lower one-third of the coast was about one-half

covered and the upper two-thirds  with the exception of Camden, Bar Har-

bor and Calais! was not covered at all.

The impact of the lack of a comprehensive plan is not clear. For

example, a municipality need not have adopted a comprehensive plan in

order to enact valid land usage contr'ol  see e.g., Savings Provision, 30

M.R.S.A. $4957! . The lack of a plan does, however, have certain adverse

legal and practical effects.

Once municipal land use control was given a stamp of approval by
49

the U.S. Supreme Court in 1926, states began to cast about for ways in

which to enable municipalities to engage in such control. The primary

model for most of the enabling legislation which quickly followed was

the Standard State Zoning Enabling Act of the Department of Commerce
50

�926! which Act contained in its Section 3 the following: "Purposes

in View -- Such regulations shall be made in accordance with a com re-

safety from fire, panic and other dangers; to promot'e health and the
51

general welfare; etc." IEmphasis supplied], Maine's present zoning

49. Villa e of Euclid v. Amber Realt Co., 272 U.S. 365, 47 S.Ct. 114,
71 L. Ed. 303 �926! .

50, See C, Haar, "In Accordance with a Comprehensive Plan" in 68 Harv.
Rev. ll54 �955! at 1155-1156.

51. As reported in J. Krasnowiecki, Ownershi and Develo ment of Land,
{Foundat'ion Press, Inc. � 1965!, p. 483.
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enabling ordinance is strongly colored by this Standard Act, i.e., "A

zoning ordinance shall be drafted as an inte ral art of a co rehensive

~lan for municipal development, and promotion of the health, safety and
52

general welfare of the residents of the municipality." IEmphasis sup-

plied] .

Language such as that emphasized above has perplexed many city

planners and legal writers  if not courts! . Tentative definitions of
53

a formal comprehensive plan have emerged. There has not, however, been

any clear cut judicial requirement of a preexisting formal comprehensive

plan when the validity of such common land usage control as zoning has
54

been judicially challenged. However, it is at least' possible that muni-

cipal land use controls will be required to be tied directly to a formal
55

comprehensive plan in order to be sustainable on challenge. Thus, the

52. 30 M.R.S.A. $4953 �! . See fn. 39 supra, for additional text

53. See, e.g., P.L. 90-448 Sec. 701 i! �!  Housing and Urban Development
Ac t o f 19 54, c omp re hensi ve planning de f ini ti on. !
5 M.R.S.A. $3305, I.H.  Supp.!  Definition of Maine Comprehensive
Plan for State Planning Office Purposes!, as well as 30 M.R.S.A. $4952
�!  Definition of Maine municipal comprehensive plan as noted in
fn. 38.! .

54, For studies of the apparent judicial definitions of the comprehensive
planning requirement and comprehensive planning itself, and some sug-
gested ramifications as to these judicial ambiguities as well as sug-
gested legislative solution, see C. Haar, supra, fn. 50, p.l154-75,
and J. Krasnowieski, supra, fn. 51, p.479-505.

55. As to Maine, see e.g., 0. Delogu, Suggested Revisions in Maine's Plan-
ning and Land Use Control Enabling Legislation, in 20 Maine L. Rev.
175 �968!: "Land use control ordinances or programs involving public,
land use oriented, capital expenditures shall not be finally acted
upon by the governing body of a municipality before a comprehensive
plan is adopted." at p.192. Note that traditional doctrine, the
"Dillon Rule", narrowly construed grants of power to municipalities:
"Any fair, reasonable, substantial doubt concerning the  Cont'd!
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56

1968 case which, in the absence of overall zoning or planning, held

invalid an ordinance prohibiting all mobile homes, should be constrasted
57

with Wri ht v. Michaud. In the latter case, Naine's Supreme Judicial

Court upheld the validity of the Town of Orono's comprehensive zoning

ordinance, which prohibited any individual mobile home from locating

in any zone, but permitted the creation of mobile home parks as an ex-

ception in the Residence and Parming Zone, upon approval of the Board

of Appeals. It may be significant that the Court emphasized that:

The provisions of the Enabling Act delegate broad police
powers to municipalities to'adopt zoning ordinances as an
inte ral art of a com rehensive lan for munici al devel-
~omens and promotion of the health, safety, and general
welfare of its inhabitants.  At p.168; Emphasis added.!

With the development of the law of zoning and the inclus-
ion in enablin acts of rovisions for co rehensive lan-
~nin for municipal development there has been a tendency
to broaden the scope of the meaning of the term "general
welfare" in determining the purposes for which zoning or-
dinances may be enacted,  At p.172; Emphasis added.!

In considering the provisions of a corn rehensive zonin
ordinance....  At p. 173, Emphasis added.!

55.  Cont'd! existence of power is resolved by the courts against the
corporation, and the power is denied." J. Dillon, Municipal Corpora-
tions 448-50 �th Ed. 19ll! . This rule would seem to have no appli-
cation to the expressly granted powers discussed above. But see 0.
Delogu, supra, p.177-78, suggesting an express repudiation of the
"rule" in all land use legislation.

On the requirement of a "public use" for land use control and re-
lated activities, see, e. g., Crommett v. Portland, 150 Ne. 217, 107
A. 2d 841 �954! discussed in this Report, Vol. II, p,359 et seq.
and inion of the Justices [Re Bangor Industrial Development Act],
152 Ne. 440, 131 A. 2d 904 �957! discussed in this Report, Vol. II,
p. 359 et seq.

56, Grondin v. Inhabitants of Eliot, fn. 48 supra.

57. 160 Me. 164, 200 A. 2d 683 �964! .
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We believe it was the intention of our legislature in
enacting the Enabling Act to allow municipalities to

lan for the future. The test is whether the prohibit-
ion is unreasonable, arbitrary, or discriminatory based
upon the reasonably foreseeable future develo ment of
the community.  At p.176; Emphasis added.!

58

lt is arguable whether the two cases can be reconciled, although

the facts differ significantly.

More important, the Court has acknowledged that the sort of coastal

"quantity and quality-access" problems previously discussed, including

a preservation of aesthetic values, are "general welfare" type problems

and can be the subject of legitimate land usage control measures.

fhe ~Wri ht case uses the phrases "integral part of a comprehensive

~lan"  at p. 168! and "comprehensive zoning ordinance"  at p. 173! inter-

changeably; it is impossible to say whether a "comprehensive plan" is a

step, or a document, different from the comprehensive zoning, and if so,
59

whether there is any required time sequence. But the DED Study of
60

1966 revealed Orono reporting that it had a planning board, a compre-

hensive plan, a zoning ordinance, subdivision regulations, capital im-

provements budgeting and both building and housing codes. Eliot report-

ed only the establishment of a planning board.

58. See 0. Delogu, "Are Maine Zoning Laws Legal?" Maine Times, June 26,
1969, p. 21

59. This sort of perplexity as to the treatment of planning within the
context of judicial decisions is one of the prime concerns and tar-
gets of Professors Haar and Krasnowieski, supra, fn. 54,

60. Pro ress in Maine Munici al Plannin, pelO-ll.
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Leaving aside the question of whether the absence of a formal com-

prehensive plan makes a difference in a court' room, there are other areas

where the lack of such a plan may very well be of equal or graver impor-

tance to coastal communities. Federal funding programs, as discussed

earlier, will not be readily available, if at' all, absent a comprehensive

plan, or at least meaningful comprehensive planning activity.

Further, and of the most importance, a coastal community without a

governmentally implemented plan will be leaving its section of the coast

entirely to the ad hoc "planning" decisions of the private sector  or per-

haps various public sectors at cross-purposes and out of communication! .

This type of non-planning, which leaves decisions to the profit motive,

has not been overly kind. to "unique natural resources." Even if there is

a plan of t' he sort that might be said to be "locked in the hearts of the

city fathers", there is no citizen involvement and no community basis on

which to base predictions and judgments.

Zonin Subdivision Re lations Ca ital Im rovement' Bud etin and
Buildin and, Housin Codes

Of the 27 municipalities with a population of 2,500 or greater, 21

had some form of zoning. Of the remaining 68 with a population of

less than 2,500, only 0 had some form of zoning. Geographically the

lower 1/3 of the coast  with the exception of Freeport! had zoning,

and the upper 2/3rds  with the exceptions of Boothbay Harbor, Rock-

land, Owls Head, Belfast, Ellsworth, Mount Desert, Bar Harbor, and

Calais! had no zoning.

Subdivision Re lations

Of the 27 municipalities 2,S00 or larger, only ll had adopted
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adopted subdivision regulations.

Geographically the lower one-third of the coast was approxi-

mately one-half covered and the upper two-thirds  with the ex-

ceptions of Rockland and Searsport! had no subdivision regula-

ti on.

Ca ital I rovements Bud etin

Of t' he 27 municipalities 2,500 or larger, only 5 had such

budgeting. Of the remaining 68, none had such budgeting.

Geographically, the lower one-third of the coast was less than

one-third covered and the upper two-thirds had no such budget-

Buildin Codes

Of the 27 municipalities 2,500 or over, 17 had building codes.

Of the remaining 68, only 2 had building codes.

Geographically, the lower one-third of the coast was approxi-

mately two-thirds covered by building codes and the upper

two-thirds  with the exceptions of Wiscasset, Boothbay, Rock-

land, Belfast, Ellsworth and Bar Harbor! had no building codes.

Of the 27 municipalities 2,500 or larger, only 0 had housing

codes. Of the remaining 68, none had housing codes.

Geographically, the whole coast  with the exceptions of South

Portland, Portland, Bath and Cape Elizabeth! lacked housing

codes.
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Both in terms of numbers of municipalities and, even more strikingly,

in terms of geographic spread along the coast, the basic planning tools

are being neglected. One must conclude that access to t' he coast and the

quality of the coast are basically unprotected,

Wh Is There Such A Lack of Local Plannin Effort's B Maine Coastal

Communities?

Why was the upper two-thirds of- the coast virtually without public

control, and the lower one-third controlled at far less than the expect-

able level?

1, Apathy,

2, Failure to perceive the need,

3. Fear of and revulsion at any public encroachment' on private
6l

prope rty,
62

V. Lack of faith in honest enforcement,
63

5. Inadequate municipal funds, and

6. Instances of poor municipal leadership.

61. See, e.g., 0. Delogu and D. Gregory, Private Property and Public Reg-
ulation in Maine, in Part 1: Plannin and Law in Maine.  Me. Agricul-
tural Experiment Station - University of Maine Bulletin 653 November,
l967! 19pps., as well as B. Shur, Practical Problems in Local and Re-
gional Zoning, in the Bowdoin Stu of Pros ects and Pers ectives,
p.82-85.

62. Everybody knows  or thinks he knows! zoning, subdivision, building
code systems where citizens "in favor" go unchecked and those "not
in favor" are victimized by overly harsh enforcement.

63. Public funds are derivatives of the private sector. For a concise
but thorough and informative recent study as to the status of Maine's
private income gatherings vis-a-vis the other states in New  Cont'd!
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Coastal Develo ment -- Fiscall Advanta eous to Munici alities'?

A recent article indicates the dollars-and-cents sense of sound

municipal planning from the multiple viewpoints of tax revenues, muni-

cipal expendituress attraction of tourists, and pollution prevention

and conservation.

The author asks as lead,-in questions "how much actual benefit is
there in seasonal development: ? Does it pay its own way?" [at p.5]
He proceeds to examine hypothetical planned development of a
hypothetical municipal coastal site of 10,000' frontage on marsh,
clam flat and deep water and the development's possible impact
on municipal income, municipal expense and community income taken
in four possible settings and at stages of development up to
fifteen years.

Very briefly the four possible settings of development chosen were:
1. Traditional equal subdivision abutting the shore. [at p.6]
2. Traditional equal subdivision with a 100 foot deep land

guard corridor as community property of the owners, pub-
lic property or whatever might be appropriate, i.e.,
traditional subdivision but with building no closer
than 100' from the shore. [at p.6]

3. Cluster housing as opposed to traditional subdivision
with the 100' land guard corridor maintained and added
to be a 200' deep strip of this frontage carrying re-
stricted non-building rights  the owner might clear,
beautify, etc. his portion of the 200' restricted strip
but not build on it!, i.e., cluster housing no closer
than 300' from the shore. [at p.7]

4. The same as 3 [supra] with a small town park located on
a headland non-building area having possible day-use and
camping facilities. [at p.7]

The author then takes standard estimated municipal expenses and
gains [at p.7] with standard estimated community gains [at p.9]
all in dollars and interpolates municipal gains and community
gains in dollars in the four possible settings over 15 years with
and without some year-round residency having taken place. [at p.8]

63.  Cont'd! England and the nation, with some suggested solutions aimed
at "closing" the obvious and sizable "gape", see, E. Miller, Maine's
"Income Ga " -- What It Xs And How It Can Se Closed.  Me. DED-
Augusta, Maine, August, 1968! 12 pps.

64. John McKee, "Coastal Development" Maine Townsman, Hallowell, Maine,
July, 1969, p, 5-10, 17
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The results indicate that of the four possible settings [supra],
they are desirable, if at all, in inverse order, i.e,, 4,3,2,
and L. Primary reasons for this are that:

l. The l00' land guard corridor with the additional 200'
non-building area will assure the landowner that no one
will build in front of him just as positively as if he
had been able to build abutting the shore to begin with.
Therefore, he will be willing to pay as high an acquisit-
ion price and property tax as an abutting owner would.

2. With property owners furt'her back from shore  assuming
a lack of municipal sewerage facilities!, sewerage pol-
lution will not blight the shore, particularly as to in-
come producing clam flats.

3. Cluster housing maintains the same or better quality of
housing but will allow at least l0% more housing on the
same amount of land  raising the taxable property base!
while lowering the municipal cost for services such as
road maintenance and water because the housing is a more
compact unit.

4. A town park should bring in day-use and camper revenue
 accommodation charges; local spending by tourists, etc.!

The author further notes that the possibility of year-round resi-
dency brings diminishing returns to municipal coffers mainly be-
cause of increased schooling and snow removal expenses. He poses,
in this light, the attractiveness of a 5th setting, i.e., no resi-
dential development and developing the town park on a much Larger
scale combined with the possible establishment of a "fairly mod-
est motel" [at pps.l0,17] He ends by stating: "What this study
suggests, then is that although a town need not necessarily dis-
courage development of it's shorefront resources--at least not on
strictly economic grounds--the town runs a big risk if it' does
not make sure that every subdivision going in meets the most rig-
orous standards. Bad development is costly.

And where there is any possibility of eventual year-round use of
a subdivision, the town might be a lot better off with a park
rather than the subdivision.

It's a question not only of pollution control and of maintaining
property values, but of keeping the town an attractive place to
live in and to visit'. It turns out that's worth money." [at p.L7j .

Perhaps no community fits Mr. McKee's hypothetical model perfectly.

It is difficult to believe, however, that there is any community which

could not profit by the same sort of cost � benefit analysis he applied.

And it is impossible to believe that there is any community which would
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not be better off, financially as well as aesthetically, if it adopted

and enforced plans based on a good faith effort to make such an analysis.

REGIONAL EFFORTS

There are obvious advantages in enlarging the planning area beyond

municipal boundaries. Coastal problems do not conform themselves to po-

litical boundaries, they are regional problems, capable of satisfactory

solutions only as a result of regional or state effort. In addition, re-

gional efforts of this nature, as opposed to uncoordinated municipal at-

tempts, can provide a broader base of concerned citizenry as a possible

source of greater experience and expertise and the possibilities of indi-

vidual cost saving through collective cost sharing.

The advantage of attacking geographically regional problems on a

regional basis is always present no matter what the population or fiscal

base of the regional constituent membership. The pooling advantage of

regional efforts  i.e., experience, expertise and funds! can, of course,

become increasingly important, the smaller the population or fiscal base

of the municipalities within the region.

As had been nuted earlier, present federal funding available for

local planning purposes increasingly encourages planning on a regional

and coordinated basis  see, e.g., fn.28! and Maine and other states have

responded to this encouragement by enabling municipalities to join in
65

regional planning e f f orts .

65. As to the trend on a national level;
1. There is a significant trend toward the formation of voluntary

regional groups, with 80 new ones having been formed in the
last year.  Cont ' d!
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As to the trend on the State level, c ar Pro ress in Maine Muni-
ci al Plannin � 195 -1966,  Id n.33! at p.23 where it was stated
"at the present time  September j 966! there are four r'egional com-
missions in Maine � the Androscoggin Valley, The Greater Portland,
the Knox County, and the York County. These four commissions are
activejy engaged in the preparation of comprehensive regional de-
velopment plans for areas including a total of seventy towns and
cities with a 1960 population of 360,956 representing 37.2$ of the
total population of the State....

The authorized planning costs for these projects to date are:
Local State Federal Total

$69, 395 $44,812 $216,304 $330,511

Zn addition there have been special studies authorized for planning
purposes in the Penobscot Bay Area, in t' he Maine-New Hampshire Sea-
coast Area and for Outdoor Recreation state-wide. The costs of
these studies have been shared by t' he State and Federal Governments
as follows:

Federal

$123,995
Total

$215, 830
State

$91,835

A sugary of authorized regional planning costs is therefore:
Local State Federal Total

$69,395 $136,647 $340, 299 $546,341 "

with the State Planning Office, Re ional Plannin Commissions in
Maine � Januar 1 1969 which lists, in addition to the four above
 existing as of September 1966!, seven new regional planning com-
missions that apparently have been formed during the past three
years.  North Kennebec, Penobscot Valley, Northern Maine, Southern
Kennebec Valley, Bath-Brunswick, Schoodic Peninsula, and Washington
County.! .

65.  Cont 'd!
2. The average percentage of elected officials on governing

boards has increased from 57 to 64@.
3. -There is a definite trend toward restructuring regional plan-

ning commissions into COG type groups. [Council of Governments]
4. The average total staff is 12.1 per council.
5. Increasing numbers of regional councils are becoming involved

in social areas, and are involving citizens in the decision
making process.

6. Budgets have increased from an average of $212,974 to $256,529
in one year.

7. The number of councils receiving State assistance increased
from 35Yo to 50%.

NSRC Survey, in the Newsletter of Greater Portland Re ional Plan-
nin Commission and Council of Governments. �969. 562 Congress
St., Portland, Maine! Vol. 1, No.3, p.5.
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Present Maine legislation enabling regional planning is found in
66

30 M.R.S.A. c.239, gl  $4501-450'! entitled "Regional Development."

A comparison of enabled regional planning �0 M.R.S.A. $4501

through $4505, text at fn. 66 supra, with enabled municipal planning

�0 M.R.S.A. $4951 through $4957! reflects similarity of language as to

goals. But' regional planning commissions, their pla~s and their recom-

mendations appear to have no effective status of their own; they have

only an advisory position, and implementation is left to the municipal

members  $4504 �!!, Maine regional planning is thus not a strong device,

notwithstanding its obvious potential advantages. The practical results

available thus far bolster this observation, at least as to most of the

coastal communities heretofore under study.

66. Note: In t' he following text, underlining indicates additions in
1969, P. L. 1969, c. 382.

30 M.R.S.A. $4501
A municipality which has a planning board may join in a regional
development and. for coordination with state and federal lannin
and develo ment ro rams;

1. Districts. The Governor ma desi ate re ional lannin
and develo ment districts when he finds an of the follow'-
in conditions:
A. There exists with the ro osed district a clear need

to lan and develo its h sical economic and social
resources or

B There exist' s ecial or acute named roblems or other
h sical or social or economic roblems of a re ional

character or
C. The ro osed district meets other reasonable conditions

consistent with the ur oses of this cha ter.

Xn establishin standards and determinin boundaries the Governor
throu h the State Plannin Office shall afford all affected

arties ade uate notice and an o ortunit to resent relevant
information and ive a ro riate consideration to eo ra hic,
demo ra hic social and economic inter-de endent conmunities.

 Cont'd!
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66.  Cont'd! 2. Revision. The Governor ma after consideration with
the State Plannin Office and the officers of the muni-
ci alities and counties involved revise the desi ation
of districts to reflect chan in conditions or otherwise
to fulfill the ur oses of this cha ter.

3. State A enc Assistance. The State Plannin Office shall
assist interested munici alities and counties in arran in
for desi ation of lannin and develo ment districts and
will coordinate the resources of other state a encies for
such assistance.

4. A reements. The Governor with the consent of the United
States Con ress ma enter into a reements on behalf of
the State with the overnor or remier of an ad oinin
state or rovince of Canada to establish interstate or
international re ional lannin or develo ment districts.

$4502
...The Commission shall be co osed of 2 or more member munici-
alities counties and where wild land or unor anized townshi s

are involved various State a enc heads involved in the new
"Use Re lation" law 12 M.R.S.A. c.206-A to be discussed re-

...The commission shall prepare an annhal budget and shall de-
termine on an equitable basis the amount to be paid by each
member....

A . P'ailure to pay terminates membership]
Planning. A member may raise or appropriate money and
furnish necessary services for the use of the commission.
A member may contract with the commission for the furnish-
ing of funds or services in the preparation of a comprehen-
sive regional plan, and for special planning work to be
done by the corrrnission for the member.

$4503. Representation
l. .. Appointments to the commission shall be made by t' he muni-

cipal officers from nominations of residents submitted by
the planning board as follows.
A. [Representation to be at 2 for up to 20,000 population

but "no more than one of whom shall be a resident cur-
rentl holdin elective of ice in the munici ali
3 for up to 100,000 "no more than one of whom etc.! "
and 4 for more than 100,000 "no more than 2 of whom
 etc.! "j .

$4504. Powers and duties

l. A. !Jurisdiction is area of membership]
B. The power of the corrmission is advisory and pertains

generally to the development of the whole region, or to
the solution of a problem which involves more than one
member  Cont' d!
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66.  Cont'd!
2. Organization.

3. Comprehensive regional plan.
A. The commission shall prepare a comprehensive regional

plan containing its recommendations for the development
of the area within its jurisdiction.

8. ... to promot'e... health, safety, and general welfare....
C. Among other things, it shall be designed t'o encourage

the most appropriate use of land; ..to provide adequate
transportation and communication;...to encourage the de-
velopment of adequate recreational areas....

D. Among other things, the commission may make recommenda-
tions for the use of land; the general location, extent,
type of use, character, and development of public ways,
public property...and for the improvement, redevelopment
rehabilitation and conservation of industrial, commer-
cial, residential and other areas.

4. Local assistance.
A. The corrlrission may make recommendations an the basis of

its plans and studies to any planning board., to the muni-
cipal officers of any member, and to any county, state
or federal authorities.

S. A municipal planning board may adopt all or part of the
regional plan which pertains to the area within it's jur-
isdiction as its own comprehensive plan, subject to
sections 4951 to 4956.

54505 Community and rural development districts
l....Any community or rural development district authorized

under federal legislation shall be organized and. have those
powers and duties provided under this subchapter.

2....No community or rural development district shall be form-
ed where a regional planning commission has been legally
constituted.

3. regional planning commissions may] apply for assistance
under the community or rural development programs.

See also, 5 M.R.S.A. 3305,  l!  D!, "...The State Planning Office may
assist in forming .regional planning commissions and councils of ov-
ernment and may assist with financing the cost of operation of' such
regional planning commissions established under Title 30, Section
4501-4503, and of councils of overnments em owered under Title 30
g~l983~~L3. Participation shall be limited to half of the non-Federal
share of a federally assisted project or one-third of a non-federally
assisted planning operation." [Emphasized language indicates new
legislation.] .
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In footnote 65, it was noted that as of January 1, 1969 there were

11 regional planning commissions in existence in the State. Seven of

these commissions appear to be so located as to include many of the 95

"open waters" communities previously studied. This would be particularly

important as to the upper two-thirds of the coast which is, for the most

part, sparsely settled and was demonstrably devoid of effective local

planning efforts. Proceeding roughly in a northeasterly direction, the

seven regional commissions are York County, Greater Portland, Southern

Kennebec Valley, Eath-Brunswick, Knox County, Schoodic Peninsula and

Washington County.

However, a very recent study reveals that as to municipalities

participating in regional planning, the lower one-third of the coast is

covered and the upper two-thirds  with the exceptions of Cushing, St.

George, Rockland, Camden, Sullivan, Gouldsboro, Winter Harbor, Lubec,
67

Kastport, Perry and Calais! is not covered. As to what has been done

in regional water resources planning  i.e., water supply and sewage

facilities!:

Water resources planning in Maine is characterized by in-
dependent activities upon the part of municipalities and
industry. To date there has been little effective coopera-
tion between adjacent communities on common problems which
lend themselves to solutions based on intergovernmental co-
operation and joint facilities. Attempts at regional or
joint planning have resulted in little constructive progress
for three primary reasons. There is a lack of trained lead-
ership capable of defining real priority problems and devel-
oping workable solutions. There is a lack of money and an

67. Edward C. Jordan Co., Inc., Portland, for the State Planning Office,
in Maine Water Resources Plan � Water Su 1 and Sewera e Facilities
Vol. l.  February 1969! p,76



inadequate financial basis for raising the funds necessary
to support planning on a continuing basis. There is an un-
willingness by locally autonomous communities to accept sin-
cere cooperation with neighboring communities as being cap-
able of producing better results than independent parochial-
ism 68

Once again we find the familiar pattern of the lower one-third of

the coast being "covered"  quantitatively if not qualitatively! and the

upper two-thirds being left effectively "bare". Regional planning in

Maine seems, further, to meet the same problems found at the local level,

such as poor or inexpert leadership, lack of funds, and basic distrust

of all forms of land usage control  i.e., "the supreme right of private

property"! to which is added "independent community parochialism" as

some sort of last bastion against the encroachments of government.

The State has recently attempted a new effort to salvage and encour-

age regional efforts. The 104th Legislature �969! enacted ".An Act Re-

lating to Regional Planning and Establishing Regional Councils of Gov-
69

ernments" which represents the new State effort.

The first part of the Act deals with regional planning and makes

substantial additions to the regional planning enabling legislation.

These additions are incorporated in the text set out' in footnote 66,

and include:

68. Id. at p.75.

69. P.L. 1969, c.382.
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l. The Governor and at least one of his executive arms, the State

Planning Office, may now be deeply involved in an effort to encourage and

coordinate regional planning efforts as well as possible interstate and

international planning efforts.

2. An attempt is made to avoid or blunt "independent community par-

ochialism" by giving affected parties notice and an opportunity to be

heard.

3. County governmental units  and State agency heads where appropri-

ate!, as well as municipal units have the right to representation in re-

gional efforts.

4. An attempt is made to insulate regional planning from municipal

politics by limiting the number of municipal elective officeholders who

may serve as regional representatives.

Note, however, that implementation is still a matter for each muni-

cipality.

Despite the strengthening of regional planning by, in substance,

permitting the Governor's office to impose it on areas which have not

voluntarily created a regional commission  under 30 M.R.S.A. $0&01!,

the same Act created a new instrumentality which, by its terms, may sup-

plant such regional planning commissions. A new Chapter 204, the text

of which is set out below, is added to Title 30, authorizing "Councils
70

of Government. "

70. 30 M.R.S.A. 01981 ff.  added by P L. 1969, c.382! .
Councils of Government

f19 81 Zs tab li shment
The municipal officers of any 2 or more municipalities by appro-
priate action may enter into an agreement, between or  Cont'd!
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70.  Cont' d!
among such municipalities, for the establishment of a regional
council of governments.

$1982 C ontents o f agre erne nt
The agreement shall provide for representation, provided that at
least half of the representatives of each member shall be munici-
pal officers. The agreement shall specify the organization, t' he
method of withdrawal, the method of terminating the agreement and
the grounds for suspension of member municipalities.

$1983 Powers and duties
le a. ~

A. IStudy common area problems' including but not limited
to matter's affecting health, safety, welfare, education,
economic conditions and regional development",

B. Promote cooperative arrangements and coordinate act'ion...
C. Make recommendations for review and action to its members

and other public agencies that perform functions within
the region.

2. ... The council may, by appropriate action of t' he governing
bodies of the member municipalities, exercise such other
powers as are exercised or capable of exercise separately or
jointly, by the member governments and necessary or desirable
for dealing with problems of local concern.

3. ... The council may, by appropriate action of the governing
bodies of the member municipalities establish a standing
committee for the purpose of preparing and maintaining a
comprehensive regional plan.
Transfer. Where a regional planning commission has been
established under Chapter 239, subchapter 1 [30 M.R.S.A.
$$4501 ff.], the member municipalities, by appropriate
action, may provide for the transfer of all assets, liabili-
ties, rights and obligations of the commission to the coun-
cil and for the dissolution of the conmission.

$1984 By-laws

$1985 Staff

$1986 E'inances; annual report
l. Expenses. The governing bodies of the member governments

may appropriat'e funds to meet the expenses of the council.
Services of personnel, use of equipment and office space,
and other necessary services may be accepted from member's
as part of their financial support.

2. Governmental funds. The council may accept funds, grants,
gifts and services from PJ.S., State, any other governmental
unit, private and civic sources] .

3. Plandatory annual report] .
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Note, in particular, that the Council may exercise authority �0

M.R.S.A. $1983 �!! as well as performing study and planning functions,

including comprehensive regional planning. Thus, specific provision

is made for transferring the functions of a regional planning commission

to a Council. Given a broad enough delegation from the constituent muni-

cipalities, therefore, the Council of Governments has considerable po-

tential for a wide range of planning and operating governmental activi-

ties being carried on at the regional level.

The Councils of Government are thus to be contrasted with the pre-

viously enacted authority for "Interlocal Cooperation"; as appears in
71

the provisions set out below, that statute permitted transfer of specif-

ic functions to a joint agency established by agreement.

71. 30 M.R,S.A, /$1951 ff., c.203.  " Interlocal Cooperation" ! enables
municipalities to join with other municipalities and State and Fed-
eral agencies:

$1951 ...to permit municipalities to make the most efficient use
of their powers by enabling them to cooperate with other
municipalities on a basis of mutual advantage and thereby
to provide services and facilities in a manner and pursu-
ant to forms of governmental organization that will accord
best with geographic, economic, population and other fact-
ors influencing the needs and development of local communi-
ties.

In $1953 is provided that'
Any power or powers, privileges or authority exercised or
capable of exercise by a public agency [including a muni-
cipality] of this State may be exercised jointly with any
other public agency of this State, or of the United States
to the extent that the laws of the United States permit
such joint exercise. Any agency of State Government when
acting jointly with any public agency may exercise all of
the powers, privileges and authority conferred by this
chapter upon a public agency.

The joint or cooperative action shall be by agreement ap-
proved by appropriate action by ordinance, other  Cont'd!



"Interlocal cooperation" appears oriented toward the solution of

specifically definable area problems such as public schooling and the

supplying of othex' local services such as water, sewerage disposal and

treatment, snow removal, fire fighting, local law enforcement; it as-

sumes informal agreement on the solution before the formal agreement is

reached.

Under Councils of Governments, the intergovernmental unit has plan-

ning and investigating authority, making it the probable source for sub-

sequent recommendations that specific functions be performed on an area-

wide basis. Given sufficient delegations of authority by the constit-

uent municipalities, Councils of Governments offer a medium through

which most local governmental functions could be performed by a regional

agency.

71.  Cont'd!
action of the participating public agencies and by the Attor-
ney General before any such agreement may enter into force.

$1953 gives detailed list of "Specifications" of the contents of
such agreements, while maging clear that joint ventures will
not per se relieve a public agency of any of it's legal obli-
gations except to the extent of actual and timely performance
of the obligation by an entity created by the agreement there-
under.

f1954 requires that an agreement be filed with the clerk of each
municipality and with the Secretary of State.

$19S6 provides that "any public agency [in an 'agreement'! may ap-
propriate funds and may sell, lease, give or otherwise sup-
ply the administrative joint board or other legal or admin-
istrative entity created to operate the joint ox coopexative
undertaking by providing such personnel or services therefor
as may be within its power to furnish."



Since the three sets of statutory provisions -- regional planning,

interlocal cooperation, councils of government -- overlap, but have some

distinctive features, they should be viewed as a package, affording:

A medium for voluntary regional planning,
A medium whereby regional planning can be initiated by State
Government,
A medium whereby the whole range of regional governmental prob-
lems may be examined,
A medium for the transfer of local governmental functions to a
specialized or general regional agency.

But still, implementation depends on the consent of each municipality con-

cerned.

STATE EFFORTS

There has been no significant, effective, direct State participation

in coastal planning and management on a scale commensurate with Naine

coastal problems and potentials. There are clear signs that State govern-

ment will become a major factor in coastal activities in the near future.
72

The State Planning Dix'ector recently said:

...Science and engineering are not the only tools. Their
wise and prudent use are necessary prereguisites but alone
are insufficient to accomplish the final task. The plan-
ning and management of our coastal lands, shaped by admin-
istrative, political, and legal framework to promote an
optimum balance among uses and conservation, involves ma-
jor decisions of public policy.

...The large area of coastal land and. the extensive marine
environment requires a large scale comprehensive approach
for adequate solution to its problems.

It is necessary then to strengthen the state role and
improve coordination among the participating elements so
as to protect the public interest. Possible state zoning

72. See Vol. I, p.l5 et seq. of this report.
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of ].and and permits for explicit projects plus comprehen-
sive and continuing planning for the coastal areas all
have a place, but none will be effective until this State
is prepared to enforce difficult decisions.73

The emphasis on State-wide planning and control is clear

Maine Coastal Develo ment Plan

On October 19, 1969, President Nixon's office released the Details
74

of Five Point Interim Marine Science Pro ram which is apparently based
75

on the findings and recommendations of Our Nation and the Sea. Point

number one of t' he five is Coastal Zone Management:

Legislative proposals will be submitted to the Congress
to est'ablish a national policy for the development of
coastal areas and to authorize Federal grants, with
matching State contributions, that will encourage and
facilitate the establishment of State management auth-
orities....

Grants are anticipated for �! initial development by
states of planning and regulatory mechanisms; and �!
operations of the State management systems that are
developed....

States have responsibility for management of coastal re-
sources but have often lacked regulatory and management
capabilities. They have been faced with a diver'sity of
coastal jurisdictions and the absence of ecological in-
formation. This program should thus strengthen the
State's capabilities, lessen t' he need for Federal inter-
vention, and facilitate integration of planning, conser-
vation, and development programs among diverse public
and private interests.76

73. P.M. Savage, An A roach to the Preservation of Maine's Coastal Resour-
ces, p.3-0, State Planning Office, Augusta, Maine, June 15, 1969.

74. Executive Office of the President, National Council of Marine Resour-
ces and Engineering Development, Washington, D.C. 20500.

75. See fn. ll supra.

76. See fn. 7I.
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The federal inducement may be responsible for Maine's issuance, one

month later of a "top-priority" Work Pro ram for a Maine Coastal Develo�
77

ment Plan.

The Program constitutes a firm basis for effective and thorough

Maine coastal planning. Furt'her, it seeks results in a minimum time per-

iod, with an interim plan scheduled for re later than December, 1970 and

a finaL plan late in L97l. Ignoring any other doubts, it is clear that

the success of this Work Program will finally depend on the availability

of adequate means of implementation. A plan, standing alone, has no

effect.

State Government Means of I lementation

As fu11y discussed above, municipalities have the power to implement

their plans through zoning, subdivision control, and similar means of

enforcement. With minor new exception, discussed below, t' he State gov-

ernment has no such means t'o implement its plans. Yet its power to enact

such means cannot seriously be questioned: where zoning and the like

exist at the local level, it is as a result' of a delegation from the

State. Maine's legislature recently considered and rejected a proposaL
78

for Stat.'e land use controls. However, it seems cleax that some version

of the same legislation will be reintroduced at the next legislative

session. To make any State coastal plan effective, it would seem essen-

tial to have at Least the following statutory provisions:

77. Issued by Maine State Planning Office, and reproduced in full in
Appendix B to this Chapter.

78. See Maine Legislative Document No. 908 dated February 19, l969 set
out in pertinent part in Appendix C to this Chapter.
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l. Mandatory zoning and subdivision control within all areas up to

one mile inland of all "wetland areas."

2. A State agency with authority to zone and impose subdivision

controls in default of municipal zoning, in the mandatory area.

3. Provision for moratoria on development of selected areas if harm

is threatened, pending promulgation of zoning and other controls.

Consider'ing the importance of fair and effective control over

development of the coast, there should be provision for pre-enact-

ment public hearing and provision that regulations found by a

Court to be excessively restrictive on land use be remanded for

administrative modification, rather than totally voided.

State-level implementation of planning is not completely unknown in

Maine. A recent statute provides for State land use control in "unorgan-
79

ized" areas of the State.

We have already commented at length on the Wetlands Control Board's
80

power over modifications of coastal wetlands. At its Special Session
81

 February, 1970! the Legislature enacted a statute requiring the

79. 12 K.R.S.A. $681-689 added by P.L. 1969, c.494 authorizes the creation
of a Maine Land Use Regulation Commission and authorizes the Corrmis-
sion to zone and provide subdivision controls in unorganized and de-
organized townships and mainland plantations of the State. It thus
has no direct bearing on the coast, where municipalities are all or-
ganized. But as the State's first venture into zoning and subdivis-
ion control, it suggests the possibilities of the same sort of power
being exerted on the coast.

80. Vol. I, p.53 et seq.

81. 38 M.R,S.A. /$481 through 488 added by P.L. 1969, c.571.
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approval ef the Environmental Improvement Commission for the location of

any new industry likely to adversely affect the environment.

But Maine still lacks any means of implementing a comprehensive plan,

either for the coast or the entire State.

CONCLUSION

We began this Chapter with a consideration of recreation, broadly

defined. For Maine, recreation means money; it also has a bearing on

the quality of life in Maine.

82

As has been pointed out elsewhere, the recreational and aesthetic

values are frequently not bidders in the competition for water and land;

the market economy does not work to preserve these resources for recrea-

tion, and water and land may go to  or be destroyed by! other uses -- the

industry which pollutes or is an eyesore, the city which dumps its raw

sewerage into a stream, the housing development built on land with poor

drainage -- which does not pay the cost of the resource it thus uses.

Tt is therefore particularly important, in considering recreation

and aesthetics, that an outside force impose the ordering and allocation

of values which, in most other matters, are ordered and allocated by the

economics of the market.

Maine has now taken the first steps toward this sort of ordering of

her values. But until comprehensive plans can be systematically enforced,

we may expect the continued loss of the qualities which have made the

Maine Coast, and life along it, so highly respected.

82. See e.g., 3. McKee, As Maine Goes, fn. 25 supra.
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APPENDIX A

A breakdown of Department of Interior Funding in Maine for Year Ending
June 6 oun e to ousan s

Outdoor Recreation

$740,000 $6,491,000Total

Some State Functional Federal Funds of Departments of Interior type  if
not in entirety from t' he Department! for the year ending June 30, 1968:

$3,374,000
739,000

1,993,000
1,516,000

Land and Water Resources

Forest Resources

Fish and Wildlife Resources
Recreational Resources

Overall Federal Fund receipt indicates that Maine is rated as:
37th in Population
38th in Number of Poor
44th in Total Federal Funds Received

47th in Total Department of Interior Funds received.

[All of the above information was extracted from Federal Information Ex-
change System, in Federal Outla s in Maine, Clearinghouse for Federal,
Scientific and Technical Information, National Bureau of Standards,
Springfield, Va. 22151.]

Comment: The State has received considerable moneys from this one Feder-
al agency but certainly has not been totally overblessed when compared
nationally which in addition also appears to be the case vis-a-vis Maine's
total receipt of Federal funds for all purposes compared nationally.
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APPENDIX B

Maine State Planning Office

Work Program

Maine Coasta I Development Plan

 November, l969!

Need

This proposal is presented as a top-priority project for the State Planning Office as
part of its statewide planning responsibility. There is an obvious and urgent need for such
a plan to assure sound and orderly development as a means to conserve one of Maine's
greatest assets, its coastal resources. Moreover, pyblic concern and interest over the pro-
tection of these coastal resources has increased rapidly during the past year. At present, it
would be very difficult to conceive of a more timely or important planning project in such a
vita  development area for the State of Maine.

As a demonstration planning project, its findings and recommendations would serve
the entire nation as well as Maine. Coastal areas on our seacoast promise to be the scene
of great and immediate development activity throughout the nation. These areas will be
subject to increasing demands because of the present and future concentration of population
and economic activity on long stretches of our seacoast.

This state is now experiencing unprecedented demands for use of its coastal resources.
Cornrnercial developers, land speculators, industrial concerns, conservationists and recre-
ationists along with many other interests are in competition For the use of Maine's coastal
areas. The need, therefore, for a Coastal Development Plan to guide the use oF our coastal
resources is irnrnediate and well-established.

I I . Purpose

The ultimate task and purpose of the project will be the preparation of a comprehensive
development plan for the coastaI area of Maine. Although there is some variation in the con-
text of comprehensive plans, this plan will place special emphasis an a land classification
system with development standards to be applied to specific areas. This classification system
will be designed to permit adoption and enforcement of land-use controls by appropriate local,
state and federal levels of government to guide sound development practices by both private
enterprise and public agencies. Necessary state legislation and local ordinances will be
recommended, along with financing proposals and administrative arrangements. Background
information on transportation, population, community plans and individual state goals would
be included in the plan documents.

Special attention wrll be given to water use along with the traditional concern of
planners with land use. An attempt shauld be made to relate proper land use to increasing
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water use and deal with the problems involved in the regulation of offshore activities. Among
other subjects, this task would include defining regulations needed to control mineral exploi-
tation such as gas and oil deposits, establish an adequate information base and scientific
approach for conservation laws, deal with the problems arising from marine recreation, consider
navigational limitations and port development, and finally, consider in detail the overall
pol lution problem in relation to recreational, commercial and industrial development. The
object of this aspect of the study will be to make compatible through planning and regulation
many of the present incompatible uses of water and land along our coastal areas.

III. RegionaI Development Strategy

The Maine coast will also serve as a pilot program for development of a cooperative
State-Federal coastal zone plan and action program. The State will prepare a plan for coastal
development and management considering State, regional and national needs and objectives
as the first phase of the effort. Fof lowing preparation of the State development plan, the
second phase of the program will be initiated with Federal and State agencies preparing action
plans for carrying out public sectar responsibilities.

The New England River Basins wiII provide coordinated regional and national inputs
to the study developed with Federal and State agencies, and will work with the State of Maine
in shaping the plan. In addition, the Cornrnission will hold a conference focusing on the New
England coastal zone and its problems. The Commission will publish a report resulting from the
conference and including a framework for additional action in the coastal zone. The report
might be titled "Outlook for the New England Coast."

IV. Tentative Time Schedule

A. Phase I  II/69 to 3/70!

This time period will be devoted to determining who should participate, the nature and
scope of their contribution, how various capabilities and inputs may be integrated for optimal
results, and the preparation of a detailed schedule of events. This time period would also be
directed toward establishing study procedures and methodology. This would include the
following tasks:

An inter-agency Coastal Planning Advisory Task Force of State agencies
will be formed as a working unit ta assist in the preparation of the plan.

Preliminary goals and objectives will be established so that those partici-
pating organizations may be better coordinated and related in their day-
to-day activities,
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An inventory and analysis of existing studies, public and private, related
to the plan with special emphasis on State, regional and local planning
groups, will be conducted.

Procedures and coordinating activities and techniques wil I be established.
A critical path schedule will be prepared to illustrate the sequential
relationships of major activities relating to preparation of the plan.

Determine the capabilities of each participating State, Federal, regional,
local and private agency in their contribution to the formulation of the
plan.

Liaison and working relationships with regional, State, Federal agencies,
and private groups will be established.

B. Phase II �/70 to I2/70!

The year will be devoted to gathering and compiling basic data and to develop procedures
for establishing an initial inventory and classification system. An examination and evaluation of
inter-agency and public-private coordination would be conducted with an objective of creating
an effective planning partnership and coordinating machinery to establish regulation and controls
for water and land use in the coastal zone. This will include the following activities:

Define the coastal zone to be studied.

Develop the procedures and content of a coastal resource and land-use
inventory and classification system.

Prepare a basic inventory oF the natural and land-use characteristics of
the Maine Coast.  Mapping!

Compile data concerning the physical type use and ownership use of
natural resources.

Determine coastal land and water use trends.

Classify coastal resources based upon their natural characteristics,
ecological relationship and land-use features.

Publish an interim plan.



C. Phase III  I/7I to l2/7I!

Conduct public hearings and utilize other means of eliciting the views of
interested parties on the interim plan.

Revise the interim plan on the basis af public reaction and additional
inforrna ti on.

Identify major land-use conflicts and indicate priorities for immediate action.

Evaluate the environmental impact of existing and anticipated demands for
the use of coastal resources.

Propose action relative to priority needs and future trends.

Propose regulations and controls to insure that coastal resources will be used
consistent with their natural character and ecological relationships.

A final comprehensive coastal develapment plan wilt be published late in l97I.

D. Phase IV  I/72 to l2/72!

Propose institution arrangements For implementation and enforcement action.

Propose State legislation and local ordinances necessary to implement the
coastal development plan.

Conduct detailed planning on immediate action programs with the necessary
authori ties ~

Prepare a detailed StateFederai-Regional Program for coordinated action through-
out the New England Region.
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APPENDIX C

Legislative Document No. 908 � February l9, l969

AN ACT to Provide Certain State Level Land Use Controls

CHAPTER 42M

MANDATORY ZONING AND SUBDIVISION CONTROL

47ll. t si e] Shore l.an d areas

To aid in the fulfillment of the state's role as trustee of its
navigable water's and to promote public health, safety and the gener-
al welfare, it is declared to be in the public interest that shore-
land areas defined as those land areas any part of which are within
500 feet of the normal high water mark of any navigable pond, lake,
river, stream or salt water body be subjected to zoning and subdi-
vision controls. The purposes of such contr'ols shall be to further
the maintenance of safe and healthful conditions; prevent and con-
trol water pollution; protect spawning grounds, fish, aquatic life,
bird and other wildlife habitat; control building sites, placement
of structures, and land uses; and conserve shore cover, visual as
well as actual points of access to inland and coastal waters and
natural beauty.

4812. Municipal control

Municipal units of government pursuant to presently existing
enabling legislation are authorized to plan, zone and control the
subdivision of land. With respect to the shor'eland areas defined
in section 4811 municipalities shall be given until June 30, 1971
to adopt zoning and subdivision control ordinances.

$ 4813. Municipal failure to accomplish purposes

If any municipality fails to adopt zoning and subdivision con-
trol ordinances for shoreland areas as defined in section 48ll by
June 30, 1971 or if the Water and Air Environmental Improvement
Commission determines that particular municipal ordinances because
of their laxity and permissiveness fail to accomplish the purposes
outlines in section 08ll, the Water and Air Environmental Improve-
ment Commission shall, with respect to these shoreland areas, adopt
suitable ordinances for these municipalities which ordinances the
respective municipalities shall then administer and enforce under
st:ate direction.
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%8l5. C oope ra ti on

The Water and Air Environmental Improvement Commission, munici-
palities and all state agencies shall mutually cooperate to accom-
plish the objectives of this chapter. To that end, the commission
shall consult with the governing bodies of municipalities and to
whatever extent necessary with other state agencies to secure volun-
tary uniformity of regulations, so far as practicable, and shall
extend all possible assistance therefor.
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CHAPTER SEVEN LAND USE CONTROL PRINCIPLES

APPLIED TO OFFSHORE COASTAL WATERS *

The preceding chapter, although oriented toward the preservation of

the xecreational potential of the Maine Coast, amounted to a review of

the statutory devices available for regulating land use generally--whether

for preservation of recreation, or for other goals. Despite the discour-

aging conclusions that there is no significant regulation of land use and

development along roughly two-thirds of the Maine coast, the tools for such

regulation are at least available whenever there is sufficient' will to put

them into use.

Below low tide line, however, this situation changes and there is

generally a lack of statutory provisions for regulating water area uses.

This is not to say that the use of water areas--the surface, water column,

bottom, and substrata--is wholly unregulated; as we have noted throughout

this study, specific activities taking place in the ocean environment are

regulated, perhaps even ovexregulated, by such means as lobster fishing
1 2 3

licenses, fishing gear restrictions, boating safety zones, harbor master
5

regulations, limitations on extractive industries, and now taxes and

* Orlando E. Delogu, Associate Professor of Law, University of Maine
School of Law.

1. 12 N.R. S.A. 4404.

2. See Vol. IV, Chapter on Fisheries.

3. 38 M.R.S.A. 201�6! and 38 N.R.S.A. 237�!

4. 38 N.R.S.A. 1-6.

5. 10 N.R.S.A. 2102, 2109 as amended by P.L. 1969, c.508; 10 N. R.S.A.
2151-2166 as added by P.L. 1969, c.301. See Vol. IV.
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civil liability in connection with coastal conveyance of petroleum pro-
6

ducts. But each of these and the myriad of other restrictions on ocean

activities is essentially ad hoc, treating the activity in question large-

ly as an isolated phenomenon. Each treats the coastal waters of the State

as an undifferentiated whole; for the most part the regulations apply uni-

f ormly across the State ' s waters.

Below the low tide line, there is no means for systematically planning

and deciding which among the possible competing uses should be preferred,

yet actual and would be users of the coastal lands and waters have demon-

strated a capacity for getting in each others way, Absent governmental in-

ter vention, the obvious winner in such competition must inevitably be the
7

largest economic interest. As long as the demand for coastal and water

areas was limited and the supply seemed infinite, allocation of their use

to short-run economic interests could pass unnoted or be accepted. But

as we see demand burgeoning and supply recognized as finite, a more ration-

al and far-seeing approach must be utilized. This chapter will seek to

develop  more precisely, to borrow! a conceptual approach whereby coastal

water areas may be preserved and protected in the long-run, and competing

uses of the water area may be harmonized in the short-run, on some basis

other than economic muscle.

6. 38 M.R.S.A. 541-557 as added by P.L. 1969, c.572.

7. Note, Legislative Discouragement of Maine 's Marine Industrial Growth,
22 Maine L. Rev. 265, 278 and n.48  l970! .
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The borrowed principles will be many of those common in land use
8

control, e. g., zoning, building and sa fety codes, licensing; but the

same problem which impairs their effectiveness with respect to land, the

lack of polit'ical will to adopt and implement such control techniques,

must be overcome if Maine's offshore water areas are to continue to serve

and be available to the numerous and diverse interests seeking to use them.

Offshore Water Areas Divided

It is possible to divide coastal water areas vertically into five

categories, each giving rise to separate and in many ways quite distinct

use opportunities, and each capable of being subjected to separate  though
9

necessarily related! regulatory schemes. Some water-related activities,

though focused principally on  or in! one of these five water area cate-

gories, will of necessity touch or concern two or even all five of these

water area divisions. Control mechanisms if they are to be successful

in such situations must demonstrate a certain imaginativeness and. flexi-

bility.

Though the divisions are at least partly arbitrary, a vertical label-
10

ing of t' he total water area is convenient' to focus attention on some

8. See 0. Delogu and D. Gregory, Powers and Devices for Controlling Land
Use  Univ. of Maine, Agricultural Experiment Station, Planning and
Law in Maine, Part 2, 1967! .

9. This approach is not new, Common law and modex'n water law doctrines
speak in terms of rights to use water as distinguished from rights in
the bed of a lake or stream. See, e g., 0 inion of the Justices, 118
Ne. 503, 106 A. 865 �93.9! .

10 Something akin to this vertical dichotomy of a water area is embodied
in Florida's recently enacted Submerged Lands Act, Fla. Stat. Ann.
$253.67�!  Supp. 1970! discussed supra, Vol. II, p.346; See Vol. IV,
Chaptex' on Fisheries; See also Alaska Stat. $38.05.082 e! �968! .
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very real differences in competing water related activities, and may aid

in developing regulatory approaches The five categories are;

1. Inter- tidal zone  beach, shore, strand! . See Vol. II, p. 195.

2. Surface water areas.

3. Areas between the surface and the bed  the "water column" ! .

Bed areas.

5. Areas below the bed  substrata! .

Bathing, clam and bloodworm digging are activities limited to the

inter-tidal zone. Commercial navigation, sailing, water skiing, and swim-

ming are activities limited almost exclusively to the surface or the sur-

face plus a shallow area in depth below the surface. Scuba diving, sport

and commercial fishing, seaweed harvesting though often undertaken in

connection with a surface vessel essentially focus on materials located

between the surface and the bed Shrimping, the trapping of lobster, and

dredging for sand and gravel, though again often connected with surface

vessels and using equipment which may more or less permanently intrude in-

to the water column, are principally bed oriented undertakings. Examples

of sub-bed activities include oil and gas exploration and drilling.

A regulatory scheme which seeks to maximize the number of competing

water related activities in any one water area, and at the same time mini-

mize the harmful conflicts which occur, must focus on the specific water
ll

area needs which given activities require. Without going into great

11.The report of the Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and Re-
sources, Our Nation and the Sea, A Plan for National Action �969!
recognized these points on pages 52-58 when it describes the prolif-
eration of and the need to accommodate a widening range of coastal
water users. The Commission recommends that state coastal zone

authorities  Cont'd!
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detail on this point, it is obvious that where sand and gravel dredging,

for example, is permitted, shellfish harvesting will be almost impossible

Inadequate regulation of the bed areas wherein dredging will be permitted

will expose the shellfish interests to genuine risks; fear of such risks

may lead them to totally oppose dredging activities. The absence of ef-

fective regulation protecting all users virtually forces competing incom-

patible water using activities to try to have their opposite numbers leg-

islated out of existence. Ho we have oil exploration interests vieing

with fishing and lobstering interests; the seaweed gathering industry at

odds with the fishing industry; commercial shippers and trans-shippers in

conflict with conservationists and recreational boat interests. Each of

competition t' he dominant interest  in an economic or political sense!

usually prevails in the Legislature, However, if these incompatible in-

terests could be made to view offshore water areas in terms of an alloca-

tion of area -- an allocation with both vertical und horizontal dimensions,

ll.  Cont'd! be created to manage and give policy direction to these
critical water areas and their adjacent land areas. "The guiding
principles for the authorities should include the concept of foster-
ing the widest possible variety of beneficial uses so as to maximize
net social return. When necessary, public hearings should be held
to allow all interested parties to express views before actions are
taken or decisions are made..." Id, at p,57-58.

12. A partial explanation for this view may be found in the Common Law
doctrine that held all riparians to t' he status of co-sharers. Origi-
nally the sea and subsequently navigable inland waters were thought
to be incapable of exclusive ownership, thus a system of use rights
in the undivided whole emerged.

the opposed interests views the entire coastal water area as open to them,
12

and seeks to preserve it for their use as a matter of right. In this
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13
the element of conflict could be largely removed.

Many water using activities, because of their nature and because they

take place almost exclusively in only one of the water areas described,

are compatible with and pose no threat to one another. Most surface activ-

ities, for example, will be largely unaffected by most sub-surface activi-

ties. Thus, though it may be necessary to allocate specific and different

sur face water areas to competing surface users  such as commercial naviga-

tors, recreational sailors, water skiers, and swimmers!, subsurface activ-

ities such as seaweed harvesting, fishing  including shellfish gathering!,

even mineral exploration. may take place below almost any surface water
14

ar'ea without impairing the designated surface activity.

Instead of or in conjunction with a vertical differentiation, coastal
LS

water areas may be divided horizontally -- the sort of division most

L3. See, e.g., Fla. Stat. Ann. $253.68  Supp. l970! . "To the extent that
it is not contrary to the public interest, and subject to limitations
contained. in this act, the trustees may lease submerged lands to which
they have title for the conduct of aquaculture activities and grant
exclusive use of the bottom and the water column to the extent required
by such activities."  emphasis added!; Alaska Stat. $38.05 �967! con-
templates a wide range of exclusive leasing arrangements for the car-
rying out of what would otherwise be competing development activities.
The legislation covers land and coastal waters and is clearly premis-
ed on the concept of allocating areas in order to maximize both public
and private advantage, No similarly broad based approach is found in
Maine's statutes.

Ll. However, according to Dorian Cowan, Research Associate, Univ. of Miami
Law School  commenting Dec. 69! Florida's experience of exclusively
leasing a bed area for a particular type of aquaculture but at the
same time allowing boating, bathing, and other theoretically compati-
ble activities to continue on the surface or in close proximity to the
exclusively leased area has produced some troublesome results. Though
seemingly compatible they often get in each others way and the leasee
for value is displeased when his commercial activities are damaged or
hampered. Greater exclusivity seems called for. See Vol. IV,
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closely analagous to land use zones and alluded to in the previous para-

graph as a means of separating water skiers from swimmers and the two of

them from commercial navigation or sailboating. A horizontal division of

offshore water areas may take a concentric ring approach which allocates

immediately offshore water space to those activities which of necessity

or for safety reasons must be per formed in close proximity to shore, e.g.

swimming, clam digging, etc.  It may be necessary even as between these

water users to allocate specific areas.! . Further offshore water areas

could be allocated to lobstermen, sailboating, etc., leaving more distant

offshore areas to commercial fishing, seaweed cutting, oil and gas explor-
16

ation, etc Shipping channels would be designated whether or not the

allocations were made for other purposes. Unique water areas though lying

in a larger zone earmarked for a given purpose may be devoted to the unique

activity. For example in a large area close to shore reserved for swimming

15. A somewhat similar approach is taken in Our Nation and the Sea A Plan
for National Action 49-51 � 69! and 1 Panel Re orts of the Commission
on Marine Science En ineerin and Resources Science and Environment,
p, III, 7-10 �969! . Both speak of dividing the coastal zone in a
horizontal manner extending from shoreland to internal waters, terri-
torial sea, contiguous zone waters and then out to the remainder of
the continental shelf. IEd. This is the horizontal division tradition-
al in international law.] .

16. See Wilkes, Consideration of Antici ato Uses in Decisions on Coastal

Sea, �969! . "The great size of merchant vessels, t'heir transport of
cargoes which create a hazard to the environment, and the intensified
use of the coastal zone combine to present an increasing danger. Pro-
pasals have been advanced for traffic control systems analogous to
those used in the U.S, airways. In addition, plans are being develop-
ed to set aside shipping lanes which will separate inbound and out-
bound traffic and provide a fairway clear of obstructions to naviga-
tion;" Id. at p.215.
Present Maine law provides that watercraft may not be operated within
200 feet of the shoreline. �8 M.R. S.A. 237 �! ! .
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and shellfish gathering etc., a small area which has rich sand and gravel

deposits may well be set aside for that purpose rather than the generally
17

permitted uses. In such a case the charge of spot zoning within a water

area ought not to be capable of being raised.

The Tools of Contxol A lied to Offshore Water Areas

Implementation of water area use allocations could be achieved by

Federal, State or local level governmental action  assuming adequate en-

abling legislation in the latter case!; each has a significant role to

play in preserving our offshore water resources and in allocating water

use rights between competing interests. But too local an appxoach is
18

neither feasible or desirable. Offshore watex's must be thought of and

regulated as a connected whole. Geography, ecology, economics, all demand

17. The regulating authority will have to develop a stringent set of cri-
teria and safeguarding conditions which must be met before such changes
 analogous to special exceptions or variances in zoning law! would be
permissible. See Delogu, Suggested Revisions in Naine's Planning and
Land Use Control Enabling Legislation, 20 Maine L. Rev. 182, 202-03
�968!; 30 N.R. S.A. %954 a!  A! .

18. See Our Nation and the Sea, �969!:
Federal, state, and local governments share the responsibility to
develop for the coastal zone a plan which reconciles or, if neces-
sary, chooses among competing interests and protects long-term
values...,

After reviewing the various alternatives...the Commission finds
that the states must be the focus fox' responsibility and action
in the coastal zone....

In varying degrees, the states possess the resources, administra-
tive machinery, enforcement powers, and constitutional authority
on which to build. However, they will need Federal assistance
and support, and the Federal government must assure the protect-
ion of national interests in the coastal zone.

Id. at p.56-57; See also 1 Panel Re orts of the Commission on Marine
Science En ineerin and Resources Science and Environment, p.III
1I48-57 �969! .
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that this be so. If the State itself does not impose the controls sug-

gested, at t' he very least it must coordinate whatever local controls it

enables to be imposed. No local unit of government ought to be in the

position of being able to totally exclude a given water using activity

because of local biases. Concepts of exclusion and exclusivity which

undermine the credibility and acceptance of zoning and other land use
20

controls must be avoided. Furthermore local units of government' do not

have the scope of jurisdiction nor t' he planning and evaluative resources

to adequately or accurately allocate offshore water areas between competing

would-be users.

Finally, gaps in the control program are not tolerable. It would

rot do to have a portion of Naine's coastal waters subject to meaningful

controls while other water areas remain uncontrolled. This phenomenon

very much in evidence with respect to land use controls is increasingly

19. If a state approach seems too remote or centralized and local units
seem too limited in funds, jurisdiction, etc. to cope with comprehen-
sive coastal planning and regulation, a regional or special district
approach may be suitable.

A State's options range from creating a statewide agency to creat-
ing a local authority for a particular region. The latter appears to
have certain advantages:

It may more readily fit in with existing local authorities;
It would be more responsive to the particular problems of a
regi on;

-- It would permit a state to establish regional authorities on
a step-by-step basis according to needs.

Another option in setting up a state coastal management authority
is the creation of a special district along the lines of a metropoli-
tan sanitation district or port authority. Such a district could be
established easily by state legislatures. The district would cause
minimum disturbance to existing units of government. Its concern
would not be diluted by that for other regional problems.
Id. at p.150.
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being recognized as an impediment to effective long-run land use control
21

programs. In addition to the reasons mentioned in the preceding chapter,

communities may refrain from imposing controls in the hope of gaining

some short-run economic advantage over communities which have done so.

The controlled community may then have second thoughts about t' he wisdom

of the restraints it imposed on its residents and may either repeal or,

worse yet, fail to enforce or otherwise erode away the effects of its

ordinance. Wc do nothing to protect our offshore water resources by al-

lowing this sequence of events to be repeated in this context. Either

h
22

~comit, local govecnmente to act.

SPECIFIC CONTROL DEVICES

Ideally zoning, an exercise of the State's police power, divides an

area  traditionally a land area! in a manner which incorporates the widest

possible range of use alternatives in appropriate districts. Nothing

20. See Grondin v. Inhabitants of Eliot, Civil No. 975-A, Super. Ct. Me.
April 30, 1969; 0. Delogu and D. Gregory, Powers and Devices for
Controllin Land Use 18-20 and n.55  Univ. of Maine, Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, Planning and Law in Maine, Part 2, l967! .

2l. See the preceding chapter for details of the incomplete coverage of
present Maine planning, zoning, and other land use controls.

22. This approach has been taken by Wisconsin in its shorelands protection
legislatio»e Wis. Stat. Ann. $59.971  Supp. 1967!; Wis. Stat. Ann.
!lb'1-.26  Supp. 1967!; See Delogu, Be ond Enablin Le islation, 20 Maine
L. Rev. 7-8 �968! .
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prevents -the application of this same technique from being applied to a
23

water area. A slight adaptation making the water zoning three dimension-

al would enable the mechanism to incorporate t' he verticaL divisions of the
24

total water area px'eviously set out. Clearly, whether implemented at

State or local levels of government, all of the proceduraL safeguax'ds

 hearings, board of appeals, etc.! and administrative flexibilities  spe-

cial exceptions, variances, etc.! developed with xespect to zoning as used
25

in land use control situations could be adapted to zoned water areas. In

fact with adequate State contxol, perhaps in the form of control or vax'i-
26

ance ox appeals machinery, a more uniform and equitable  and thus a more

credible and widely accepted! implementation of water area zoning could

be achieved than presently exists in Maine with respect to land use

zoning.

23. This certainly is one of the major theses of Wilkes, supra, note 16 at
365-69. He poses the possibility of zoning water areas at local, state,
xegional  inter-state!, or federaL governmental levels and he poses
the possibility of private zoning via restrictive covenant.

24. Even this aspect of the proposed use of zoning is not unique. Some
urban zoning ordinances permit the ground floor of buildings in high
rise residential zones to be zoned for commercial purposes, thus re-
cognizing a useful vertical differentiation.

25. Zoning of water areas, however, will require the collection of and
must be predicated on data not now readily available, e.g., water
depth, temperature, tide and cux'rent action, slope and contour of
offshore bed areas, quality of bed soils, quality of water, extent
of present and anticipated use of the water area, etc. In other
words a water area profile analogous to a land use plan  or profile!
which underlies traditional zoning must be developed as a basis for
sound water area zoning.

26. American Societ of Plannin Officials, New Directions in Connecticut
Plannin I e islation ll3-15 �967  report offers fourteen substantive
recommendations to stx'eamline and obtain uniform procedural fairness
and appeals machinery!
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Just as the sensible zoning of land areas must be preceded by an

intelligent planning process and an evaluation of the goals and direct-

factors  or other relevant factoxs not listed!
27

sustained. even though it may be very restrictive.

some or all of the above

will almost certainly be

It is not' often that the degx'ee of restriction serves to invalidate a

27. The landmark case Villa of Euclid. v. Ambler Real Co., 272 U.S.
365 �926! sustained. zoning restxictions which reduced the value of
land from $M,000 per acre to 92,500 per acre. Yet the court was un-
moved by this degree of economic loss. It felt the remaining value
xepxesented a reasonable x'eturn to the landowner and stringent con-
trols may frequently be necessary to protect the public interest.
See also Boston and Maine R.R. v. Coun Comm'rs, 79 Me. 386, 10 A.
113 �887! .

This power of the legislature to impose uncompensated duties
and even burdens, upon individuals and corporation for the
general safety, is fundamental. It is the "police power;"
Its proper exercise is the highest duty of government. The
state may in some cases forego the right to taxation, but it
cah never relieve itself of the duty of providing for the
safety of its citizens. This duty, and consequent power,
override all statute or contract exemptions. The state can
not free any person or corporation from subjection to this
power. All personal as well as property rights must be held
subject to the police power of the state. This important po-
wer must be extensive enough to protect the most retiring cit-
zen in the most obscure walks, and to control the greatest  Cont' d!

ions in which t' he community is moving, so too zoning of coastal offshore

water areas must be predicated on sound planning and solid empirical data.

The arbitrary earmarking of water areas in a manner that permits some uses

here and there and excludes other uses is not enforceable zoning even

though legislatively adopted. The lines drawn, and more impoxtant the

uses permitted or excluded in given water areas, must bear a reasonable

relationship to such things as the biology and ecology of the area, its

configuration, the water depth, tide action, water temperature, existing

uses being carried on in the water area, and existing uses being made of

' the adjoining land area. Water zoning based on accurate data regarding
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zoning or other control ordinance. More frequently when regulatory con-

trols are invalidated it is because of failure to show the need for the

restriction and its reasonableness in light of real empirically, verifi-
28

able, factors or dangers. Clearly, if the threat is great, severe re-

strictions may be imposed and judicially sustained.

State level planning, relying on data of the United States Coast and

Geodetic Survey, the marine research activities of Universities and pri-

vate institutions situated within the State, and the research findings of

existing State agencies, can and should be undert'aken to provide the neces-
29

sary basis for zoning Maine coastal offshore water areas. Local govern-

ments do not seem equal to the task arid ther'e seems to be no reason why Maine

should encourage or wait for federal action of t'his sort. Should Maine

fail to respond along the lines suggested the Federal government may not

only undertake an offshore wat'er resources planning function but may well

27.  Cont'd! and wealthiest corporations. Its exercise must become
wider, more varied and frequent, with the progress of society.

Id. at p.393, lO A. at p.ill.

28. The requirement after all that an exercise of the police power be in
the interest of the public's health, safety, morals, or general wel-
fare is not a mere rubric. Let the regulative body show clearly and
unequivocally that the needs of the public in the particular setting
justify not only the r'egulatory control itself but' the degree of con-
trol contemplated.

29. Many more agencies than the few specifically mentioned in fact' have
data or research capacities which should be utilized in preparing the
zoning controls suggested. A more complete listing of state data and
research sources is found in 1 Maine Law hffectin Marine Resources
�969!; many federal data and research sources are cited in Our Nation
and the Sea, �969! .
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enact water zoning controls which the State would have no guarant'ee would
30

c orx e spond to i ts wishes .

Either in conjunction with or apart from zoning offshore water and
31

bed areas, the State pursuant to its sovereign power and as trustee  own-

er if you will! of t' he State's waters and coastal bed areas below low wa-

ter mark ox' over 100 rods from the normal shoreline, may lease at least

the seabed, if not the water column, in a manner that is consistent with

and protects the public's interest. Such leasing would have the effect

of allocating these areas among compet'ing would-be users and insuring to

each not only a pxecise location but a certainty that may well induce ex-
32

tensive capital investment. Such lease arxangements would px'obably need

to be long-term � or 10 years! with adequate options to renew and provis-

ions which would allow pex'iodic renegotiation of the lease rental arrange-
33

ments. Lease arrangements need not be uniform, On the contrary, they

30. It should not go unnoticed that both the federal Water Quality Act of
1965 and the Air Quality Act' of 1967 contain this very  not' so veiled!
threat--state inaction or meaningless state action will not be tolexa-
t'ed and will in fact give rise to federal action calculated to achieve
the desired ends. 33 U.S.C. $066g C! �!  Supp. I, 1965! and 42 U.S,C.
gl857d  C! �!  Supp. III, 1965-67! .

the Justices, 118 Me. 503, 106 A, 865 �919! .
Whatever doubt might otherwise arise from a crit'ical study of
t' he subject as a matter of legal history, it must now be accepted
as the common law doctrine in Maine that the State holds these
[greatj ponds in trust for the use of the People of t' he State,
together with the right to control and regulate the waters thexeof.

Id. at p.503, 106 A, at p.867.

32. A note, Le islative Discoura ement of Maine's Max'ine Industrial Growth,
22 Maine L. Rev. 265 �970! extensively details Maine's historic and
present failure to approach the leasing of offshore bed areas in any
rational, syst'ematic, or comprehensive fashion.
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can and should be framed with appropriate conditions predicated on the

particular use sought to be made of the water or bed area, the unique

characteristics of the leased areas, and the legitimate conservation ex-
34

pectations of the state. This fixing of the specific terms of a lease

can be accomplished within the more or less well established legal frame-

work of contract and landlord-tenant law. Thus enforcement of limitations

imposed by t' he public will be less difficult, certainly easier for example,

than enforcement of general pollution control statutes. Enforcement is

facilitated the more clearly the terms of the lease spell out the rights

and duties of each party and the remedies available in case of breach.

It is not inconceivable that lease rights within each water or bed

use category would be auctioned to the highest bidder as was recently dane
35

with oil lands in Alaska. The State would first have to allocate off-

shore water and bed areas among all of the alternative use possibilities.

This would insure that water or bed using activities with little ar no

economic clout would none the less have a reasonable number of areas

33. This approach is part of the Florida legislation, supra note l0,
E'la. Stat. Ann. $253. 71�! �!  Supp 1970! .

3LI. See e.g., Ore. Rev. Stat. $273.05l�!  b!, 274, 760. 274. 780 �967! .

35. Ed. Note that despite the author's disclaimers, the more the state
is given a financial return dependent on industry's ability and will-
ingness to pay, the more likely it is that allocation will be based
on financial considerations exclusively.

36. The important point to reemphasize is that would-be oil drillers would
not be bidding against weed gatherers and the latter would not be bid-
ding against lobstermen, etc. Bidding would take place separately
within each category of offshore water or bed use and would allocate
water or bed areas suitable for that particular use among whatever
number of users  developers, fishermen, etc.! there are. If desired
certain preferences to protect existing businesses or resident  Cont'd!
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allocated to them. Then within each category of activity individual

areas suitable and allocated to that particular activity would be auction-
36

ed. For example, if it is determined that there are along the coast of

Maine seventeen areas that should be allocated to and that are suitable

for seaweed harvesting and more than twenty five firms are interested in

these sites, an auction would not only be a fair means of allocation as

among the twenty five but would insure maximum revenue return to the

State for exploitation of its resources. It goes without saying that re-

strictions such as the number of leases any one firm may hold or the min-

imum requirements for submitting a bid, etc., may be established. It
37

would also seem useful to allow the leases to be transferable.

good deal of emphasis should be placed on the element of certainty

that State leasing would give rise to. Seaweed cultivation, oil and gas

exploration, aquaculture, and a host of other activities will not' be under-

taken on a meaningful scale unless and until the entrepreneur can be as-

sured that he alone will be able to reap the benefit of his time, effort,
38

and investment. Leasing can create such an assurance. It can and should

36.  Cont'd! bidders in each use category could be worked into the bidding
process. Limitations or quotas with respect to size, financial capa-
city, ability to perform, etc. could also be developed; Alaska Stat.
f38. 05. 075 �968!; Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Arts. 5331-37, 5353-58 �962!;
Mash. Rev. Code $79.01.244  Supp. 1969!, $19.01.252 �962! .

37. See, e. g., Alaska Stat. $38.05.090, $38.05.095 �968! .

38. Our Nation and the Sea �969! .
Large-scale technological applications simply cannot be undertaken
in mar'ine industries if property rights, market access, labor
regulation, taxation, and the many other elements of the legal
and regulatory environment remain in their present undertain
condition.

 cont'd!
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give rise to an exclusive property in a defined portion of total offshore

water or bed areas for a time period long enough to allow all capital and

operating costs  including a reasonable profit! to be recovered.

Another technique, widely used to control land use activities, which

seems adaptable to the regulation and control. of offshore water and bed

areas is licensing. It too may he used in conjunction with or apart from

zoning controls and is predicated on the state's pol.ice power. Licenses,

unlike leases, normally deal uniformly with all who fall within a class

or category being subjected to control. Where the State does not have a

recognized ownership interest, as it does in the seabed and substrata,

licensing may be the best' alternative to leasing. Regulation may be

achieved by attaching fees, by limiting the number of licenses which will

be made available in a particular area for a particular activity, and by

specifying certain terms and. conditions which all who would operate under

the license must comply with.

Limitations on numbers of licensees and significant license fees may

render the license as effective as a lease, for most purposes. Geographic

restrictions are possible -- compare federal licensing of radio and TV

stations.

38.  Cont'd!
The Commission recommends that a framework of policies and laws
be established that will allow predictability and therefore,
increased confidence and investment activity by industry.

Id. at p.l60.
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Compliance with t' he terms or conditions of a license may be made

more certain by provisions requiring that suitable  from the standpoint

of amount! bonds be posted in. the nature of performance or penalty bonds.

Buildin and Safet Codes:

The use of offshore water and bed areas may not often entail the use

of structures  buildings! of quite the same type as exist on land and

which on land are usually subject to building and safety codes. However,

houseboats, more or less permanent floating facilities, derricks, drilling

platforms, anchored vessels, fishing shacks, and a variety of other struc-

tures or craft do exist in varying degrees of newness, dilapidation, safe

condition, etc.. This assortment of structures does house persons and

property, does contribute to situations involving health and welfare  hu-

man as well as plant and animal! and the structures do serve as bases of

operation for a wide variety of industrial and commercial processes as
39

well as private recreational activities.

Et seems perfectly consistent, then, to frame suitable codes in line

with existing Coast Guard limitations to be applied to each of these types

of structures and undertakings to protect not only the public's interest

39, The Bureau. of Watercraft Registration and Safety, see 38 M,R S A.
20l � 285  Supp.! is an existing state agency which appears
to have sufficient r'egulatory power to undertake the controls suggest-
ed. To date its activities have almost totally been limited to boat
registration and minimal boat safety requirements. The Bureau's en-
abling legislation could easily be clarified to specifically include
the widening range of structures being located on or in offshore water
areas for which safety and building code type requirements are neces-
sary.



but the health, safety, and welfare of those individuals working, living,

or recreating in these contexts. To some extent such codes  clearly

analogous to building and safety codes! predicated on the state's police

power' already exist, but they are few in number, e.g., boat safety regu-

lations, beach safety regulations, etc. I suggest extending these few

examples to cover every type of offshore water and bed activity. We

simply have not put our mind to such an undertaking being of the view

either that the sea was not' capable of being damaged or that the number
41

of persons involved did not warrant this sort of regulatory attention.

Today, however, we know the ecology particularly of sensitive estuarine

areas is very susceptible to permanent injury. We know that huge water
42

bodies, i.e., Lake Erie, can be permanently damaged. And we are faced

with a tremendous increase in the number of structures and persons in

need of and demanding this sort of protection. The discharge of pollutant

mater'ials from boats in overcrowded harbors or marine ar'eas, the dumping

of garbage through the ice in fishing shacks, the potential harm of un-

controlled water skiing in close proximity to beach or bathing areas, the

inadequacy of fire protection and other safety equipment and communica-

tions equipment which is common most offshore structures or vessels

38 N.H.H.A. 238  bupp.!: 38 M.R.S.A. 281-83. Coast Guard has regula-
tions on structures in navigable water' s.

41. Many of these points are alluded to in Our Nation and t' he Sea p.214-
216 �969!  " The Commission recommends that the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Agency [Coast Guard] undertake to reexamine and update
existing laws relating to vessel safety standards...."! .

42. Cf. Reitze, Wastes Water and Wishful Thinkin : The Battle of Lake
Erie, 20 Case W. Res. L. Rev. 5 �968! .
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these are a.ll real conditions which can and should be remedied.

Easement:

When regulatory controls alone are insufficient to achieve a desired

public end with respect to a given privately owned offshore water area

 or combination of land and water areas! the public rather than acquiring

the property involved in fee may desire to acquire a lesser interest.

Acquisition of a carefully designed easement interest can not only fulfill

the public's objective but can do so at less cost than fee simple acquisit-

ion. In addition maintenance costs of an easement are usually less than

the costs of maintaining the fee and because the major portion of the

total property interest remains in private hands, the local property tax
43

base is less affected than it would be by public acquisition of the fee.

Without getting into a lengthy discussion of the varieties or the

mechanics of easements suffice it to say that they may be designed to

allow the public to undertake to do an act which it would otherwise not

have the power to uo, e.g., remove earth fill or rock outcroppings on pri-

vate land so that a scenic marsh, cove, or estuary may be better viewed

by aut'os traveling a coast road, pass over private land to obtain access

to a beach or water area, dredge a private bed area for recreational or

commercial navigation purposes, etc. Alternatively easement's may prohibit

a private owner from doing an act which he would otherwise have the power

to do, e.g., f'ill or dredge coastal marsh or tide lands possibly harming

fish and wildlife, cut timber or other cover to the detriment of scenic

43. 0. Delogu and D. Gregory, supra, note 8, at p.l2-14 and n.35-39.
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coastal areas, build or otherwise develop on, in, under, or near coastal

waters at a time or in a manner inimical to the public's interest.

In short, when regulatory control cannot achieve public goals, ease-

ment offers a compromise -- a middle ground between complete public or

private ownership control. The private landowner retains a meaningful

range of alternative use possibilities  and he has been compensated for

those which have been taken!, and t: he public acquires rights in the same

property which allow a desired public purpose to be achieved.

Other Control Mechanisms:

Though not typically thought of as land  or water! use control me-

chanisms, a number of other governmental powers exist which can and should

be utilized to achieve desired ends with respect to coastal land and water

areas. Though not the the principal focus of this paper, they will be

briefly alluded to.

The power to tax could be wielded much more effectively than at
45

present to influence alternative land and water use possibilities in a

positive manner. This power includes, of course, the power to defer tax

The ability of municipal governments to negotiate for and enforce the
provisions of conservation easements was significantly strengthened
by 33 M.R.S.A. 667-8 as enacted by P.L. 1969, c.566 at the Special
Session of the 104th Legislature.

45. Delogu, The Taxin Power As A Land Use Control Device, 45 Denver Law
Jour. 279 �968!; The 104th Legislature passed a constitutional amend-
ment  Resolves, 1969, c. 34; P. L. 1969,c. 246!  which goes to referendum
November 1970! allowing dif ferential property taxation for the express
purpose of fostering and preserving land and water use activities
which would otherwise be forced out of existence if uniformly taxed
solely on the basis of market oriented  and often theoretical! con-
cepts of highest and best use; cf. Me. Pub. Iaw l969 ch.246.
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collection, exempt certain categories of land and water or income from

taxation, establish the rates of taxation, and redistribute taxes in

whatever manner seems appropriate.

Governments  state and local! have the power to increase their pro-

prietary holdings in coastal lands and waters. Obviously this places

more areas under public ownership control. More important however, is

the impact these publicly owned areas have on adjacent private holdings

and private development decisions. Picture if you will the effect in

terms of stabilizing or upgrading property values, preservation, demon-

stration, etc. that would follow if present public land and water holdings
W6

along the coast' were increased ten-fold, one hundred-fold.

Finally t' he mere formulation and articulation of governmental  fed-

eral, state or local! policy and goals by persuasive executive, legisla-

tive, and administrative leaders will have a shaping effect not only on

governmental but on private land and water use decisions. Note the dra-

matic impet'us given to all programs dealing with beautification and

W6. See Our Nation and the Sea, �969!;
"The additional land acquisition programs proposed by the Com-
mission are estimated to require some 9110 million of Federal
funds over the next 10 years. The estimates are geared to
acquisition of 1 million acres of wetlands, about 15 percent
of the nation's total, plus selected urban waterfront areas
suitable for recreational use.

Id. at p.80.
The Maine State Park and Recreation Commission
M. R.S,A. $601-RO  Supp.! was authorized by t' he 103rd Legislature

to increase the state's holdings of lands and waters t'o serve as park
areas, Maine Private and Special Laws, 1967, c,167;  a $4 million
dollar bond issue was subsequently approved in a referendum held
november 1968 to finance this undertaking! .
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conservation once the issue of the 'Quality of our environment" was r'aised
07

by the President of the United States.

COORDINATING WATER AREA CONTROLS WITH LAND USE CONTROLS

The most well conceived controls of structures and activities in off-

shore water areas will not be effective unless and until abutting land

areas are brought under a similar' system of study, planning, and control

as is here suggested for offshore waters. Inconsistent patterns of activ-

ity between coastal land areas and immediately offshore waters are extreme-
48

ly common, e. g. the discharging of industrial, commercial, or residential

effluent in a manner that destroys clam flats, bathing areas, etc., poor

location of unsightly industrial structures, wharves, dumps, etc. with

respect to an otherwise scenic coastal area, the blocking off by private

land ownership of access to coastal waters allocated to and ideally suit-

ed for a variety of water activities. The list could be extended but the

point is already clear -- water use and abutting land use are intimately

related. The biologist and ecologist would certainly see these seemingly

separate areas as a single interdependent life support system. The

V7. In Maine the Report of the Governor 's Committee on Pollution Abatement,
Pollution in Maine: Suggestions For More Effective Environmental Pre-
servation �969! followed by Governor Curtis' Special Message on Con-
servation and Economic Development �969! had much the same effect. A
majority of the recommendations embodied in these two documents were
subsequently enacted into law by the 104th Legislature.

48. Mandatory planning and land use controls in shoreland areas have to
date been rejected in Naine. See, e.g., Wis. Stat. Ann. $59.971
 Supp. 1969!; Wis. Stat. Ann. $14%.26  Supp. 1969! . The special
session of the 100th Legislature did, however, enact legislation
regulating on a statewide basis the location of large developments,
P.I,. 1969, c.571.
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%9

dredging or filling of marsh areas, the indiscr'iminate cutting of shore

cover, the altering of stream flows  either in terms of location, quality,

volume, or temperature! cannot fail to have profound and permanent effects
50

on estuarine and more distant offshore water areas. Conversely t' he loca-

tion of shipping Lanes, the location within coastal water areas of dredg-

ing, drilling, or weed cutting operations, the location of seafood process-

ing establishments may aLl have tremendously harmful and equally permanent

effects on land values and the quality of living along the coast.

The point to be emphasized is that coordinating water use controls

with land use controls is not intended to and will not likely result in

curtailing or shrinking the range of entrepreneurial activities that can

take place in either' water or land areas. If anything the number of po-

tentially competing activities will be increased by having had specific,

well-suited. Land and water areas allocated to them. Financial success is

made more certain by a more harmonious blending of activities with one

another and with the particular characteristics of a local environment.

%9. Our Nation and the Sea, p. 49-8L  L969!;
"Seventh percent of the present' U.S. commercial fishing effort
takes place in coastal waters. Coastal and estuarine waters
and marshlands provide the nutrients, nursing areas, or spawn-
ing grounds for two-thirds of the world's entire fisheries har-
vest. Seven of the ten most valuable species in American com-
mercial fisheries spend all or important periods of their lives
in estuarine waters, and at least 80 other commercially import-
ant species are dependent upon estuarine areas.
...But the estuaries are in danger. Pollution is an ever in-
creasing threat. Land fillings, dredging, dumping, and marsh
draining reduce their areas.
...In the past 20 years, dredging and filling have destroyed
seven percent  more than a half million acres! of the nation's
important fish and wildlife estuarian habitats.

Id. at p.53-54.
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Certainly the damaging consequences of unplanned growth and exploitation

of coastal resources can be avoided.

The scope of the problem can perhaps best he grasped if regarded in
Sl

terms of the economists concept of scarcity. Coastal land and water re-

sources, public tax dollars, private capital, and time are all scarce.

Valuable and irreplaceable tracts of coast land and offshore water areas

are being developed  by public and private action or a combination of the

two! and in many instances exploited, wasted, and needlessly destroyed.

There is a limit. Bad planning or the absence of planning coupled with

an absence of even those few land and water use control devices most

necessary to an organized society inevitably raises not only the costs

of government but of private development as well. Irretrievable losses

occur. Some of the beauties and grandeur of the Maine coast are already

gone forever. Some coastal cities will never know anything but the chaos

brought about by past unplanned development. Some of the delicate bal-

ances of nature along the Maine coast have been permanently upset.

No one discipline, group of technicians, citizens group, industrial

interest, or political party working alone can deal with the situations

described. A coordinated, cooperative, and broad-based approach with

state government playing a- leading role is necessary. The economist,

50. Hatch, Ecological Considerations: Sea and Shore, Center for Resource
Studies, Bowdoin College, The Maine Coast; Prospects and Perspectives
29 �967! .

Sl. P. Samuelson, Economics An Introductory Analysis, l7  Sth ed. l961! .
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biologist, planner, lawyer, political leader, and the general public must

unitedly design and opt for sound planning and the imposition of a range

of controls which will end the era of exploitation and ad hoc development

of our coastal  land. and water! resources. We must find ways to allow

both public and private development to proceed efficiently and economic-

ally, but when public and private ends are in conflict, we must not hesi-

tate to use governmental power to strike whatever balance will achieve
52

t' he greatest good.

The powers of government  of the people! are many and can be mar-

shalled to these ends. The question is -- do we have the wiLL?

52. An observation of Maine's Supreme Judicial Court with respect to reg-
ulations on the cutting of timber is particularly appropriate in this
context, 0 inion of the Justices, L03 Ne. 506, 69 A. 627  l908!;

"...The amount of land being incapable of increase, if the
owners of large tracts can waste them at will without State
restriction, the State and, its people may be helplessly im-
poverished and one great purpose of government defeated."

Ld. at p.5ll, 69 A at 629.
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STATE TAXATIONCHAPTER EIGHT

OF MARINE RESOURCES

INTRODUCTION

The taxes and licenses that affect marine resources and the develop-
ment of marine resources in Maine range from an annual $3 shellfish license

fee, which entitles the holder to dig or take, transport and sell clams,
quahogs, mussels or oysters from the flats, shores or coastal waters of

l

t' he State and a $.25 per case excise tax levied and imposed upon the priv-
2 3

ilege of packing sardines to a 4/ corporate income tax and a 1/2 cent per

barrel license fee on the transfer of oil in Maine waters. Although all

taxes have a financial effect upon the taxpayer, this discussion of taxes

and license fees will be restricted to those that' have a significant im-

pact upon marine resources and related industries.

Pro ert Taxes

A general property tax is levied upon real and tangible personal

property. Within the cities and towns, the tax is administered by local

officials and retained by t' he municipality. In unincorporated areas and

Edwin A. Heisler, Associate Professor, University of Maine School of Law.

l. 1,2 M.R. S.A. 4.301  SL1pp.! .

2. 36 M.R, S.A. %695  Supp.! .

3. 36 M.R. S.A. 5200  Supp.! .

P.L. 1969, c.572.

5. 36 M.R.S.A. 502.
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in unorganized territories, the tax is administered by the State Tax

Assessor and County Commissioner and collected by the State Tax Assessor.

The requirement in the Maine Constitution that all taxes upon real and

personal property be apportioned and assessed equally, according to the
6

just value thereof, requires equality and uniformity within each assess-
7

ing district, but it does not preclude exempting certain classes of pro-
8

perty if done uniformly. It also does not preclude tax differentials

among assessing districts. For example, the 1969 rate in Bath was 938.00

per $1,000 with valuation at lOOK of actual value, while the 1969 rate in
9

neighboring Brunswick was $32.00 per 91,000 at 854 valuation.

The property tax applies to all real property located in Maine and

all tangible personal property of residents unless exempted by statute or

Federal or State Constitutions. Personal property of non-residents which

is within the State is taxed either to the owner, or to the person having
10

the property in possession or storage. Pleasure vessels and boats be-

longing to nonresidents and which are left in the state for purposes of

repair and storage are exempted from t: he personal property tax as long
ll

as they were not regularly kept in the state during the preceding year.

6. Maine Constitution Art. IX, Sec. 8.

7. Brewer Brick Co. v. Brewer, 62 Me. 62 �873! .

8. 0 inion of the Justices, 155 Me. 30, 152 A. 2d 81 �959! .

9. CCH State Tax Rep., Me. $71-001 �970! .

10. 36 M.R.S.A. 603.

ll. 36 M.R.S.A, 655  Supp.! .
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Other exemptions include governmental or public property, proper-

13
ty belonging to benevolent and charitable institutions, household furni-

14
ture, wearing apparel, faxming utensils and mechanics' tools, industrial

disposal systems that produce no by-products which are marketed or used in
15 16

the process of production, and property in inter'state commerce. Person-

al property employed in trade and manufacturers' inventories of xaw matex-

ials, unfinished and finished goods, are taxed on the average amount kept
17

on hand for sale or processing during the preceding taxable year

Until 1951, when the sales tax was enacted, the property tax was

the major source of revenue; it still is at the local level,. The heavy

reliance upon property taxes to raise revenue produces an undesirable

economic climate for industrial and economic development of those marine

resources which require a high investment in property and. where net pro-
18

fits before taxes are low because t' he real and personal property taxes

are unrelated to profits and are not based, upon ability to pay. States

that do not impose a personal property tax on industry, and that tax real

property at lowex rates than does Maine, are at a competitive advantage

12. 36 M.R.S.A. 651.

13. 36 M.R. S.A, 652  Supp.! .

14. 36 M.R, S.A. 655 {Supp.! .

15. 36 M.R.S.A. 656.

16. 36 M.R. S, A. 655.

17. 36 M.R. S.A. 502.

Wightman, The Impact of State and Local Fiscal Policies on Redevelop-
ment Areas in the Northeast,10-11 {Research Report to Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston, No. 40, March, 1968!
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19
in attracting new industry. Within the State there are significant pro-

perty tax dif ferentials, both real and personal; the heavy reliance on

local property taxes as a major source of revenue, which have a direct

impact on. manufacturing firms and economic activity, produces intra-state
20

competition for industry. Even when taxes are a small part of total bus-

iness costs, tax differentials may affect locational decisions because
21

they reinforce other cost differentials.

Marine related industries can also suffer from the personal proper-

ty tax in a different way. The boating industry and related businesses

are economically depressed by the personal property tax on boats because
22

of problems caused by evasion and improper assessment. Resident boat

owners can evade the personal property tax on their boats by registering

and storing their boats in states which impose no personal property tax

on boats; non-resident boat owners who have regularly kept their boat in

the state during the preceding year may escape taxation by storing and re-

pairing their boats elsewhere. This causes a decline in the businesses
23

which repair, refinish and store boats. This, in turn, causes a decline

in other marine sales.

19. Id. at 8-14.

20. Id. at l2,

21. Netzer, Economics of t' he Property Tax ll3  Brookings Institution, 1966! .

22. Maine Sunday Telegram, February 22, 1970, at 9B; See also Report of
the Citizens Task Force on Municipal and State Revenues to Governor
Curtis, 85  November 1968! .

23. Maine Sunday Telegram, February 22, 1970, at 9B.
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The problem of interstate competition has become more acute in re-

cent years because t' he level of State and local taxes, relative to the size

of the nation's economy, has increased sharply causing tax differentials

which were inconsequential when the levels of taxation were low to be of
24

significance now.

Reduced reliance on real and personal property taxes as revenue mea-

sures would not only directly help the development and growth of marine

resources by taxing on a more rational basis, but would assist by reducing

interstate competition and intrastate tax differentials. Other states

have provided property tax exemptions for new industry, negotiated- proper-

ty tax concessions, and minimized personal property taxes to attract in-
25

dustry and improve economic conditions; theoretically, Naine 's Constitu-

tion precludes using these approaches, which are themselves subject to in-

equities and unfairness. Relief would be available, however, if the new

State income tax were used as the major source of State revenue but with

increased tax sharing with cities and towns and by using a part of the

sales tax as a local revenue measure. This would slow the rate of increase

of the property taxes for local revenue,

24. U.S. Advisory Commission in Intergovernmental Relations, Fiscal Bal-
ance on the American Federal System ll6 �967! .

25. Id. The author is aware that many factors control the choice of in-
dustrial location, but property tax differentials can be a signifi-
cant factor.
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Sales and Use Tax
26

In 1951, Maine first enacted a sales and use tax; in 1969, t' he rate
27

became 5'. The tax is imposed on the value of all tangible personal

property and telephone and telegraph service sold at retail in Maine

and, upon the rental charged for living quarters in hotels, rooming houses,
28

tourist or trailer camps, in each case measured by the sale price. A

use tax is imposed on the storage, use or other consumption in Maine of

tangible personal property purchased at retail, unless the person storing,

using or consuming the property has taken a receipt from the seller show-
29

ing that the seller has collected the sales or use tax. Tangible person-

al property which becomes an ingredient or component part of, or is con-

sumed or destroyed. or loses its identity in the manufacture of tangible
30

personal property, is exempted from the sales and use taxes but fuel

used in manufacture is not exempt; packing and packaging materials are
31

exempt. Xn 1969, the Legislature exempted sales of water and air pollu-
32

tion control facilities The numerous other exemptions from the sales

tax are listed in 36 M.R.S,A. 1760.

26 P.I. 1951, c.250.

27. 36 M.R.S.A. 1811 as amended by P.L. 1969, c.295.

28. Id.

29. 36 M.R.S.A. 1861  Supp.! .

30. 36 M.R.S.A. 1752  Supp.! .

31. 36 M.R,S,A, 1752  Supp.! .

32. 36 M.R.S.A. 1760 �9,30! as added by P.I,. 1969, c. 071.
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Because machinery, furniture, equipment, and fixtures used in a bus-

iness or in manufacturing associated with marine resources are subject to

the sales or use tax, these taxes constitute a significant element in the

cost of locating a new business or expanding existing ones and can. influ-

ence interstate competition for businesses and industries associated with
33

marine resources. The theory behind exempting physical ingredients is
34

that a tax on them would result in multiple taxation of the final product.
35

The same reasoning should apply to fuel, machinery and supplies; but

legislators have not been convinced, possibly because exempting machinery

and fuel would excessively reduce the sales tax revenue, and would create
36

administrative problems. The major factor favoring such an exemption is

that it would remove the tax as an element of business purchases and elim-
37

inate an artificial barrier against investment in the State.

Income Tax

On June 28, 1969, Maine became the 36th state to enact' a state per-
C 38

sonal income tax; it a Iso eoa< ted ~ corporate income tax. E'orty three

other states and the District of Columbia impose a state corporate income

tax. The effective date of the tax for corporations was January 1, 1969,

and for all other taxpayers, July 1, 1969. The rates for individuals

33. Wrightman, supra fn. 17, at pp. 80, 131.

34. Due, Sales Taxation 298 99  U. of Ill. Press, 1967!

35. Id.

36. Due, State Sales Tax Administration 182  Public Administration Service,
1963! .

37. Id.

38 36 N.R.S.A. 5101-5342 as added hy P.h'S.L. 1969, c.154.
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corporate rate is 4/0 of Maine net' in-

graduated low of 1/o in Arkansas to

shift to an income tax, in addition to a State sales tax, to raise revenue

is indicative of a nationwide movement toward a more balanced reliance on
42

both forms of taxation.

Generally, the terms used in the Maine Income Tax Law have the same

meaning as in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and laws of the United.
43

States. Resident individuals are taxed on their federal adjusted gross

income, with minor modifications, less deductions and personal exemptions

which parallel the federal, except that each personal exemption is 91,000.

The taxable income of a nonresident individual is that part of his federal

adjusted gross income that is derived from sources within Maine, less de-
45

ductions and personal exemptions.

Corporations are taxed on their Naine net income, which is the taxable

income of the corporation for that taxable year under the laws of t' he Uni-

ted States, allocated and apportioned to Maine according to the Uniform

39. 36 N.R. S.A. 5111 as added by P. KS.L. 1969, c. 154.

36 N.R. S.A. 5200 as added by P.KS.L. 1969, c.154.

41. CCH State Tax Guide, All States, 1031 �970! .

42. U.S. Advisory Commission cn Governmental Relations, supra fn. 24, at
131.

43. 36 N.R.S.A. 5102 as added by P.L. 1969, c.154.

36 M.R.S.A. 5121, 5123, 5124 and 5126 as added by P.L. 1969, c.154.

45. 36 N,R,S.A, 5140, 5142, 5143, 5144 and 5145 as added by P.L. 1969,
c. 154.

39

are graduated from 1/n to 6/o. The

come. This compares to corporate rates in other states ranging from a
41

a 12/o' rate in Pennsylvania. Naine's
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46

Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act. The three main factors in ap-
47

portioning income are property, payroll and sales. If the allocation

and apportionment provisions do not fairly represent the extent of the

taxpayer's business activity in Maine, the taxpayer may petition for, or

the tax assessor may require the employment of any other method to effect-
48

uate an equitable allocation and apportionment of the taxpayer's income.

The allocat'ion and apportionment rules also apply to other than incorpora-

ted businesses. Corporations which have, under federal law, elected to

avoid taxation as a corporation by having corpoxate income taxed to the

shareholders, whether or not distributed as dividends, pursuant to Sub-

chapter S of the Internal Revenue Code are not taxed as corporations

under the Maine income tax law.

A corporation may elect to pay a tax at the rate of 1/p of its gross

sales within Maine instead of an income tax if the corporation did not

own or rent any real estate or personal property within Maine, had only

sales activity within Maine, and if its gross sales within the State during
50

the taxable year did not exceed $100,000. Presumably this provision is

inserted f or administrative convenience to eliminate allocation problems

where sales activity constitutes the only source of income.

46. 36 M.R.S.A. 5102 as added by P.L. 1969, c 154.

47. 36 M.R.S.A. 5211 as added by P.L. 1969, c.154.

48. 36 M.R.S.A. 5211 �7! as added by P.L. 1969, c.154.

49. 36 N.R.S.A. 5102 as added by P.L. 1969, c.154.

50. 36 M.R.S,A. 5201 as added by P.L. 1969, c.154.
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The conformity with federal laws was designed to simplify the prepar-

ation of returns, to improve enforcement by obtaining information obtained

from federal income tax audits and to facilitate use of federal judicial

and administrative determinations and precedents to aid interpretation of

t' he law.

The income tax was enacted because revenues from existing taxes fail-

ed to keep up with expenditures and it was considered the most equitable
51

and flexible new tax available to meet State needs. It was expected to

provide funds for expanded State financial aid to local governments, re-
52

ducing the rate by which property taxes have been rising. If this highly

desirable goal is achieved and t' he income tax becomes the major t'ax on

business activity, with a corresponding reduct'ion in the property and

sales taxes, it would serve to reduce existing economic hardships caused

by t' he property and sales taxes and stimulate the economic growth of in-
53

dustries and businesses associated with marine resources.

Oil Transfer Iicense Fee

The First Special Session �970! of the Maine 104th I egislature en-
54

acted legislation relating to coastal conveyance of petroleum. Although

the license fee imposed by this legislation is not directly related to

51. Report of the Citizens Task Force on Municipal and State Revenues to
Governor Curtis, 5  November, 1968! .

52. Id. at p. 6.

53. Wightman, supra fn. l8, at 8-14.

54. 38 M.R.S.h. 54l-557 as added by P.L. 1969, c.572. See p.624 for com-
ple te text.



the pr'operty, sales, and income taxes, it is important because it affects

marine resources associated with oil and is designed to protect coastal

and marine resources. The preamble states the following findings and

purpose:

The Legislature finds and declares that the highest and
best uses of the seacoast of the State are as a source of

public and private recreation and solace from the pressures
of an industrialized society, and as a source of public use
and private commerce in fishing, lobstering and gathering
other marine life used and useful in food production and
other commercial activities.

The Legislature further finds and declares that the pre-
servation of these uses is a matter of the highest urgency
and p ri ori ty....

The Legislature further finds and declares that the
transfer of oil, petroleum products and, their by-products
between vessels and vessels and onshore facilities and
vessels wit'hin the jurisdiction of the State and state
waters is a hazardous undertaking; that spills, discharges
and escape of oil, petroleum products and t'heir by-products
occurr'ing as a result of procedures involved in the trans-
fer and storage of such products pose threats of great dan-
ger

The Legislature intends by t' he enactment of this legis-
lation to exercise the police power of t' he State through
the Environmental Improvement Commission by conferring
upon said commission the exclusive power to deal with the
hazards and threats of danger and damage posed by such
transfers and related activities; to require the prompt
containment and removal of pollution occasioned thereby;
to provide procedures whereby persons suffering damage from
such occurrences may be promptly made whole; and to estab-
lish a fund t'o provide for the inspection and supervision
of such activities and guarantee the prompt pa~ment of
reasonable damage claims resulting therefrom.
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The Act creates a Maine Coastal Protection Fund for the inspection

and supervision of oil transfer activities and guarantees the prompt pay-
56

ment of reasonable damage claims resulting therefrom. It is a nonlapsing,
57

revolving fund limited to the sum of $4,000,000. All license fees, penal-

ties and other fees and charges will be paid into the fund and all expen-

ses, including administrative expenses, costs of removal of discharges of
58

pollutants and third par ty damages, will be charged to the fund. The fund

will be derived principally from annual license fees determined on the

basis of l/2 cent per barrel of oil, petroleum products or their by-pro-

ducts transferred by each "oil terminal facility" during the licensing

period, and paid monthly on the basis of records certified to the commis-
59

sion. Certain exemptions minimize the impact of the Act on all but major

oil-handling industries: Marinas engaged in the business of servicing the

fuel requirements of pleasure craft, fishing boats and other commercial

vessels, where the purchaser and t' he consumer are the same entity and the

serviced vessel is 75 feet or less in overall length, are exempted from
60

the licensing fee. The reason for the exemption is that marina operations

are not likely to cause significant damage to marine, estuarine and ter-

restrial environment, considering the limited nature of their operations

56. 38 M.R.S.A. 501 as added by P.L. 1969, c,572.

57. Id.

58. Id.

59. Id.

60. 38 N.R.S.A. 545 as added by P.I. 1969, c.572.
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61

and the small quantities stored. Also exempted, by virtue of the defi-

nition of "oil terminal facility", are terminals with a capacity of less

than 500 barrels and facilities not engaged in the transfer of oil, petro-
62

leum products or their by-products to or from tidal waters of the State.

It is anticipated that the license fee will be paid by at least three

types of facilities:

l. Facilities receiving domestic crude oil from ships for refining

or transhipment in intrastate and interstate commerce;

2. Facilities receiving foreign crude oil from ships for storage

and transhipment through pipelines to refineries in Canada; and

3. Facilities receiving refined domestic oil from ships for con-

sumption in Maine or transhipment in interstate commerce.

These three types of transfers have caused the constitutionality of the
63

tax to be questioned.

Constitutionalit

The clauses of the United States Constitution which relate to the

question of the constitutionality of the license fee are the Commerce
64 65 66

Clause, the Import Clause, the Tonnage Clause, and the Fourteenth
67

Amendment's Due Process Clause.

61. Id.

62. 38 N.R.S.A. 542 as added by P.L. 1969, c.S72.

63. Portland Press Herald, February 3, 1970, at p.6.

64. U.S. Constitution, Art. I, Sec. 8, Cl. 3.

65. U.S. Constitution, Art. I, Sec. 10, Cl. 2.

66. U.S. Constitution, Art. I, Sec. 10, Cl. 3.

67. U. S. Constitution, Fourteenth Amendment
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The question with respect to the constitutionality of the license

fee is difficult to resolve. The Import Clause and Commerce Clause pre-

sent problems of great sensitivity that have caused the United States Su-

preme Court to refrain from issuing general rules, but rather to act on
68

a case by case basis. From an initial posture indicating a complete
69 70

prohibition against state taxation of imports and interstate commerce,

there has been a process of judicial adjustment which demonstrates that
71

the prohibition is not absolute

Commerce and Due Process Clauses

A tax which is a restraint or a burden on interstate commerce is
72 73 74

unconstitutional, but the burden must be real or material. Especially

vulnerable is a tax which subjects commerce to multiple burdens or may

be imposed by successive states as the property passes from state to
75

state. Because the license fee is on the transfer of oil from ship to

shore, shore to ship, or ship to ship, it can be repeated only in other

ports, reducing the possibility of multiple taxation.

68. See Opinion of Justice Frankfurter in Freeman v. Hewitt, 329 U.S. 249,
252 �946! .

69. Brown v. Ma land, 25 U.S. �2 Wheat. 419! �827! .

70. Readin Railroad Co. v. Penns lvania, 82 U.S. �5 Wall! 232 �872!.

71. Freeman v. Hewitt, 329 U.S. 249,251 �946!, Youn stown Sheet R Tube
Co. v. Bowers, 358 U.S. 534 �959! .

72. Pullman Co. v. Richardson, 261 U.S. 330 �923! .

73. United States Ex . Co. v. Minnesota, 223 U S. 335 �912! .

74. Real Silk Hosier Kills v. Portland, 268 U.S. 325, 335 �925! .

75. Gwin White K Prince v. Hennerford, 305 U.S. 434 �939! .
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Operating almost as exceptions to the general rules under the Com-

merce Clause are the compensatory highway use taxes. To the extent that

the annual license fee resembles the highway use taxes, and the purpose

of t' he fee is similar to the purpose of the highway use taxes, the impo-

sition of the license fee would seem constitutional. Although a state

may not lay a tax on the privilege of engaging in interstate commerce, it

may impose a charge, as compensation for the use of the public highways,

which represents a fair contribution toward t' he cost of constructing and
76

maintaining them and of regulating traffic thereon. The only restrict-

ions are that the tax be equal on interstate and intrastate traffic,

that it be used to defray costs and not be a privilege tax, and that t' he
77

amount be fair. The factors which determine the fairness of the charge

are the cost of constructing and maintaining the highways and the cost
78

of regulating traffic thereon. The United States Supreme Court's lan-

guage in Aero Transit Co. v. Commissioners is equally appropriate to the

oil transfer license fee:

Although the state may not discriminate against or ex-
clude such interstate traffic generally in the use of
its highways, this does not mean that the state is re-
quired to furnish these facilities to it free of charge
or indeed on equal terms with other traffic not inflict-
ing similar destructive effects.79

76. Interstate Transit Inc. v. Lindse , 283 U.S. 183, 185 �931! .

77. Ca ital Gre hound Lines v. Brice, 339 U,S. 542 �950! .

78. In els v. Morf, 300 U.S. 290 �937! .

79. 332 U.S. 495, 503 �947!
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The harbors and waterways are similar to the state's highways; the fee

will be used for maintenance and control of the harbors and waterways;

the tax has a fair relationship to the use of the harbors and the poten-

tial cost of pollution related to this use. All of these factors may

support the constitutionality of the fee under the compensatory highway

use tax rationale.

The potential problem under the Fourteenth Amendment relates to

whether the proper nexus for taxation exists. With respect to property

taxation and due process the United States Supreme Court has been concern-

ed with "whether the tax in practical operation has relation to opportuni-
80

ties, benefits, or protection conferred or afforded by the taxing State."

If the license fee meets this test, there should be no problem with the

fee under the Fourteenth Amendment.

I ort Clause

No State shall, without the Consent of the Congress,
lay any Imposts or Duties on Imports or Exports, ex-
cept what may be absolut'ely necessary for executing
its inspection laws....81

The Import Clause presents a seemingly absolute prohibition upon the

power of t' he states to tax foreign products imported or exported. There
82

is, however, a point' of time when the prohibition ceases. Later cases

80. Ott v. Nississi i Valle Bar e Line Co., 336 U.S. 169, 174 �949!,
rehearing denied 336 U.S. 928 �949! .

81. U.S. Constitution, Art. I, Sec. 10, Cl. 2.

82. Brown v, Ma land, 25 U.S. �2 Wheat.! 419, 442 �827! .
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83
have discussed the limits of the states' powers, but in no case is the

conflict between a state's police or regulatory power and the Import

Clause as clearly raised as in the Coastal Conveyance of Petroleum Act.

New approaches will have to be used to support the constitutionality of

the Act under the Import Clause, unless of course the oil is not an "im-

port" because of its almost immediate shipment out of the country to

Canada.

The inspection law exception has been applied very narrowly by the

United States Supreme Court to include only the actual cost of inspection,
84

but this exception nas not been considered by the Court in recent years.

Moreover, the findings and purpose of the Act seem to preclude a theory
85 86

that the fee is an inspection fee, except to a very small extent.

There is nothing to preclude the application of the compensatory

highway use tax theory which was discussed under the Commerce Clause. Al-

though there are no known exemptions to the highway use taxes for a truck

carrying imports from a seaport to Canada, there are no highway use tax

cases under the Import Clause. Because the rationale of these taxes is

that they are for maintenance and regulatory costs incurred by the State,

83. See Gulf Fisheries Co. v. MacInerne , 276 U.S. 124  l928! .

84. Bowman v. Chica o 6 C. Railwa Co., l25 U.S. 465  l888!; Turner v.
~77ar land, 1I77 8.8. 38 �883! .

85. 38 M.R.S.h. 54l as added by P.I. l969, c.572.

86. 38 M.R.S.A. 566 �! as added by P.L. l969, c.572.
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an exemption for a truck travelling from Maine to Canada would be inappro-

priate.

There is also a question of whether this transfer license fee is an

"impost" or "duty" within the meaning of the Import Clause. ln discussing
87

the meaning of "duty" under the Tonnage Clause, the Supreme Court has

said. "But a charge for services rendered or for conveniences provided is
88

in no sense a tax or a duty." Because the Coastal Conveyance Act provides
89

a ~uid pro ~uo, the license fee may escape characterization as an impost

or duty under the theory of Packet v. Keokuk.

Nothing...justified the assertion that either wharfage
or port charges are duties of tonnage, merely because they
are propor tioned to the actual tonnage or cubical capacity
of vessels. It would be a strange misconception of the
purpose of the framers of the Constitution were its pro-
visions thus understood. What was intended by the pro-
visions of the second clause of the tenth section of the
first article was to protect the freedom of commerce and
nothing more.

To a large extent the Import Clause parallels the Tonnage Clause in pur-
9l

pose and t' he meaning of "duty" may be the same under both clauses ~

87. U.S. Constitution, Art. I, Sec. 10, cl. 3.

88. Packet Co. v. Keokuk, 95 U.S. 80, 84 �877! .

89. 38 M.R. S.A. 551 as added by P.L. l969, c. 572.

90. 95 U.S. 80, 87  l877! .

9l. Hoover K Allison Co. v. Evatt, 324 U.S. 652, 656 �945! .
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The Supreme Court has also indicated that' the range of immunity is

not as wide when the fee or tax is being levied on the activities connect-
92

ed with the export or import rather than on the goods themselves.

Tonna e Clause

Na State shall, without the Consent of Congress, lay
any Duty on Tonnage.

This clause prohibits a state from charging duties upon vessels coming

in from other ports where the local government has not rendered services
94

to the vessels. It is a Levy based upon the capacity of the vessel. The

Maine license fee is levied on the process of transfer and consequently it
is not a tonnage charge.

CONCLUSION

Maine's taxes represent a patchwork of uncoordinated tax legislation

which has deve1oped over a long period in response to the State's revenue

needs. The real property tax and sales tax are criticized because of their

regressivity; the real property tax is attacked because it is unfair to

persons on fixed income. The personal property tax on boats is causing

a decline in the boat building industry and related business. The real

and personal property taxes are burdensome to marine industries and econom-

ic activities because they are unrelated to profits. The sales tax on

92. Canton Railroad Co. v, Ro an, 340 U.S. 511, 514-L5 t'195l! .

93. U.S. Constitution, Art. I, Sec. 10, cl. 3.

94. Cox v. The Collector, 79 U,S. �2 Wall! 204 t'1870! .
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machinery and fuel used in manufacturing results in double taxation and

impedes economic expansion. The income tax is looked upon as one more

onerous burd.en.

There are proposals to repeal the income tax, to eliminate the real

property tax, to eliminate the personal property tax and to return a

percentage of the sales tax to the cities and towns.

Elimination of the property tax would produce undesireable side ef-

fects; income tax or sales tax rates would have to be increased substan-

tially. A return of the sales tax to the sales district would cause in-

equities based upon selling patterns. Repeal of the income tax would

force a significant increase in the sales tax. A program which would

combine all of the above is needed; real property tax reform coupled with

State and local tax sharing of both t' he income and sales tax would reduce

most of the inequities, but other alternatives may be available and should

be explored.

Marine resources are unique � to a large extent, their economic de-

velopmqnt is dictated by geography. Yet not all business activity asso-
95

ciated with mar'ine resources is captive; interstate and intrastate com-

petition does exis' and State tax reform would contribute to the growth

and development of economic activity associated with marine resources.

9S. The present tax system lacks economic neutrality between industries
and businesses. A marine resource related activity requiring a sub-
stantial investment in land pays more than one that doesn' t, yet it
may require no more in services.
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CHAP1'ER NINE EROSION

People who live by the seashore are always threatened by the sea.

STATUTORY

There is no State agency or body of Maine law to deal in any signif-

icant way with the problem of coastal erosion -- eithex' to prevent its

occurrence or to alleviate its effects. The Soil and Water Conservation

Commission has a great interest in the subject, but its jurisdiction for
2

all practical purposes stops at the high water mark. This agency does

catalog areas of the Maine coast where severe erosion is present, but

the Commission has been given no specific authority to deal with the

problem. Its recommendations are only advisory, and implementation of
3

its suggestions is dependent upon the concur'rence of riparian landownex's.

State government is not normally involved with coastal erosion. Even

when called upon in times of crisis, it does not have the administrative

machinery nor the technical personnel to cope with the problem. The na-

ture of t' he problem and t' he extent of the inadequacy are illustrated in

the example set out in the Appendix to this chapter. An erosion situa-

tion at Camp Ellis, Saco, is described in detail to show the progression

1. Vytu Adnx'eliunas, Assistant Chief of Operations, Corps of Engineers,
New England Division, Meeting, Saco, Maine, February 28, 1969.

2. Interview with Charles Boothby, Executive Director of the Soil and
Water Consex'vation Commission, March 0, l969; see Vol. I, p. 58.

3. 12 M. R. S.A.
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of administrative activity set into motion by political pressure, The

account does not purport to pass judgment on engineering aspects of the

project.

Pederal

The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers is responsible for planning, de-

signing, and implementing projects pertaining to navigation, harbor im-

provements, and coastal erosion. While State and local approval, and in

most cases matching funds, are required for any project, there is no com-

petent State agency to make an independent appraisal of the engineering

feasibility of the project. This means that the Corps of Engineers is

supplying not only the best judgment, but for most installations, the

only judgment. Short of building a model and simulating conditions of

sand, wind, waves, tides, etc  an expense that could exceed construction

costs of the actual project! there is no certainty that a specific design

will achieve the anticipated results, Unless some provision for damages

are specified, however, the State must agree to hold the federal govern-

ment harmless from resulting claims.

The fact that the Corps has not always been right was implicit in a
report: Effective Uses of the Sea, Report on the Panel of Oceanography
President's Science Advisory Committee, The White House, June, 1966
at p, 25.

0. 8 Surf Zone and Beach En ineerin Problems
The nation needs to improve the technology for constructing coast-

al zone structures, which will make the national expenditure on break-
waters, harbors, beach erosion, docks, etc., more effective. The Pan-
el was distressed. to find a high failure rate of construction projects
in the surf zone and on beaches, the destruction of beaches by break-
waters designed to extend the beaches, the silting of harbors and
marinas as a result of construction designed to provide shelter, and
the enhancement of wave action by the building of jetties supposed to
lessen wave erosion are but a few examples of the inadequacy of our
knowledge and practice in coastal construction.
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Statutor Provisions for Munici al and Stat'e Partici ation

Municipal authority to enter into an agreement for navigation im-

provements and prevention of erosion has been granted by the Legislature.
5

Sec. 3553 �! Im rovement of navi ation and revention of
erosion.

A municipality may acquire real estate or easements by the
condemnation procedure for town ways as provided in Title
23, and may contract with the State and Federal Governments
to comply with requirements imposed by the Federal Govern-
ment in authorizing any project which has been approved by
t' he Governor for improving harbor and river navigation or
preventing property damage by erosion or flood.

1. Municipalities may act jointly. Two or more muni-
cipalities may act jointLy in performing the opera-
tions authorized by this section.6

Municipalities may raise or appropriate money for projects which have

been approved by the Governor for improving navigation or preventing
7

property damage by erosion or flood.

The Governor has the following statutory powers which he may exercise
8

with the consent of the Executive Council:

A. Designate a State agency to make any investigation considered
necessary.

B. Provide for t' he payment by the State of not more than one half
of the contribution required by the Federal Government, when
an appropriation has been made for it by the Legislature.

C. Make an agreement with the Federal Government to hold and save
it harmless from resulting claims.~

5. 30 M.R, S.A. 3553.

6. Id.

7. 30 M.R.S.A. 5l03 �! .

8. 30 M.R. S.A. 3553 �! .

9. Id.
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COMMON LAW

As discussed. in Vol. II, p.214, there is a theory or fiction of law

that flats as they now exist are presumed to have always so existed. This

would mean that at Camp Ellis ownership would be possible in the flats to

100 rods or low water mark which ever was less. Although it has never

been adjudicated in Maine, it is assumed that private ownership would be

extinguished by erosion at such a time that flats extended beyond 100

rods or were covered by water at all stages of the tide.

If ownership were to be extinguished, but at some future time the

land reappeared, the owner of the adjacent flats rather than the former

owner would be entitled to the new land. "An increase in alluvion either

from natural causes or a combination of natural and artificial causes must

be to the benefit of the owner of the upland or to him who owned the flats
10

to which the increase was attached."

The conclusion arrived at by us does not clash with the
principle well settled that where the right to the soil
under the water belongs to a subject, he is entitled to
all increments coming thereon.l

Hope for the return of the beach is evidenced by the fact that the owner
12

of the lots that were formerly upland, continue to pay taxes on what are

10. Adams v. Prothin ha 3 Mass  Tyng! 333., 363-4 �807! . See discussion
Seashore Property Owners, Accretion, Avulsion, and Reliction, Vol. II,
p.214.

11. Babson v. Tainter, 79 Me. 368, 374 10 A. 63 t'1887! .

12. Conversation with Saco Tax Assessor, Fred Decoteau, March 29, 1970.
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now flats exposed only at low tide. Should the beach again become upland,

by Maine law these persons would be entitled to new land so formed.

POLICY

The Camp Ellis situation has a greater significance in the develop-

ment of Maine's marine resources than the resolution of an erosion prob-

lem in Saco. For example, other coastal communities suffering severe

erosion will undoubtedly demand comparable assistance -- a fact that dic-

tated restraint in rushing emergency aid to Camp Ellis. Similarly, Camp

Ellis has similar implications for proper land utilization. If soil suit'-

ability indicates a stretch of the shore is unsuitable for housing devel-

opment, should bulkheads, sea wells, and breakwaters be built to protect
l3

the shore'? The cost of this type of preventive construction runs high.

It would be hard to justify the expenditure of large sums of public money

to preserve private struct'ures whose monetary value is well below the cost

of such construction. Or should the shore property be reserved for recre-

ation? If the government is not justified in spending such money, does

this mean that residing by the sea and the aesthetic and recreational en-

joyment of this common property resource of the ocean must be limited t'o

t'hose in an economic position to construct expensive sea walls? If there

are to be substantial State or Federal expenditures for erosion control,

 other than in the name of navigation! how should the effort be allocated?

Consideration must also be given to the fact that alleviating the problem

in one area, may aggrevate the problem elsewhere or endanger an area not

now threatened.

13. See Vol. I, p.6l.
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1%

The law of ownership in the intertidal area is also important in

planning erosion control. The State would do well to consider buying up

flats and tidal areas before extensive control work was undertaken This

would enable the State to use any newly created land for recreational

purposes or designate other appropriate uses with a minimum of expenditure.

14. See Vol. II, p.186 et seq'.
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APPENDIX

PERREAULT v. THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS -- A CASE HISTORY

"The Interest of Navigation is Paramount"

In the fall of 1968, the Corps of Engineers sealed the jetty on the
north side of the Saco River and xepaired the inshore end of the jetty;
t' he jetty on the Biddeford side of the River was also repaired and made
higher. The channel was then to be dredged and the deposit of spoil
placed on the beaches on both sides of the x'ivex.l After the jetty was
sealed, federal funds for the dredging operation wex'e frozen pursuant to
the cash expenditure limitations imposed on the Corps' work program by
the Revenue and Expenditures Control Act of 1968.2

Mrs. Perreault and the residents of the Camp Ellis section maintained
that sealing and extending the jetty had intensified coastal ex'osion; that
six to eight' feet of sand had been eaten from the beach; and that their
cottages were doomed. Pressure from residents for an investigation of the
cause of the increased erosion and for relief to residents of the beseiged
area led to a meeting3 in t' he Mayor of Saco's office. In attendance were
representatives of the Corps of Engineers, a representative of the District
Congxessman who had arranged the meeting, town officials from Saco and
Biddeford  including the Chairman of the Biddeford-Saco Joint River Com-
mittee!, and residents of t' he Camp Ellis area. The following points were
set forth at the meeting.

Historical

Erosion has been a problem in the immediate vicinity for a long time.
A 1938 Assessor's map shows three shorefront lots between Mrs. Perreault's
cottage and the ocean which have since washed out.  See Illustration No. 1! .
A Congx'essional Study of the problem was made in 1956. 4 Construction on
the present jetty began around the turn of the century; substantial repairs
were made on it' in 1958. A more recent' study had recommended that t' he pre-
sent breakwater be extended further back toward the shore where it was be-
ing outflanked. The implementation of the pxoject was approved by the City
of Saco despite protests from Mrs. Perreault.

l. Authorized by the 1960 Rivers and Harbors Act as amended in 1964,
Project appxoved by the Corps, Novembex' 14, 1967.

2. Letter from Col. Frank PE Bane, Division Engineer, Corps of Engineers,
to Congressman Peter N. Kyros, January 10, 1969. A cut in domestic
spending was the price enacted by Congress for passage of t' he 10%
Income Surtax Bill.

3. February 28, 1969.

4. Saco Maine Beach Erosion, April 26, 1956. House Doc. 32, 85th Congress,
First Session.
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Residents ' Position

A substantial portion of the beach had disappeared in the December,
l968 storms; the reason for such loss was at issue. Mrs. Perreault and
the other residents af the areas claimed that repairing and sealing the
jetty caused the dramatic loss of sand. They also claimed that the prob-
lem would be alleviated if the breast jetty, built at 70 to the main
jetty to protect the jetty, were elevated. The residents sought relief
if it could be proved that the sealing of the jetty and repairs had ac-
centuated the ex'osion.

Position of the Cor s

While not authorized to spend money for the protection of private
property, in planning projects the Army Corps of Engineers purports to
consider probable damage of privately owner land, but must consider the
interest of navigation paramount. It may undextake operations or remedi-
al action which will materially benefit private property, e.g. pumping
sand on the beach from the dred~ed channel, but such action must be justi-
fied in the name of navigation. The Corps emphasis on the paramountcy
of navigation - an incomprehensive concept to persons seeing their home
being washed away by the sea - was interpreted by the residents to mean
that the fedexal government has no concern fox' the welfare of the people.
The Corps representative, in maintaining that the Corps had neither
authority nor funds to provide relief in instances such as Camp Ellis,

did suggest that redress might be available through other channels.6

Act II

In the absence of any concrete action after the first meeting, a
second meeting was called four days later by the Governor a! the request
of the District Congressman. Participants at this session, held in the
Office of the State Director of Civil Defense in Augusta, included: the
State Director of Civil Defense, the Adjutant General, the Commandant of
the National Guards, the Federal Soil Conservation Committee representa-
tive, the Executive Director of the Maine Soil and Water Conservation Com-
mission, the Commissioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries, the Nayors of Saco

5, Nr. Adnreliunas, February 28, l969.

6. Id. An example would be a gubernatorial appeal to the President of
t' he United States to declare an emergency, if so declared fedexal
funds  other than those budgeted for the work of the Corps! might
be released or made available.

7. March 0, l969.
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and Biddeford, the Congressman's representative, a representative of the
Governor, a member of the Executive Council, Mrs. Perreault, and, other
interested persons. In the interim, sand bags had been placed on the
endangered parcels by the State Civil Defense organization which involved
t' he State Civil Defense, the York County Civil Defense, the Saco police,
public works, and fire personnel, and Civil Defense and municipal employ-
ees from Cumberland County.

According to its Commandant, the National Guard cauld act only in the
event of a declared Civil Defense emexgency; at such time all municipal,
regional, and. State resoux'ces would have to be mobilized. A temporary
beachhead could be established if it were shown to be feasible. The prob-
lem of obtaining scarce sand and fill was next brought up. Recorrmenda-
tions of bulldozing a sand dune built up at Old Orchard Beach evoked a
documented warning from the State Soil Conservation Director that yau
might be just transferring the problem. He emphasized that even if loose
sand was brought in, sand bags should be placed on top of it. He further
noted that soil suitability should be a guide for land use in Maine and.
noted that the Camp Ellis Beach had unsuitable soil conditions for the
present cottages. He posed the questions, whether we are going an .record
as perpetuating poor land use, and are we willing to spend money on what
will be washed out again.

The possibility of State resources to help relocate and move the per-
sons whose cottages were endangered appeared bleak. A declaration of an
emergency by the Governor would be necessary to authorize such an expendi-
ture, but even if there were such a declaration, there were no funds avail
able.

The consensus that evolved was that what was needed was a feasible
plan, approved by some person or organization, which would set' forth:
"This is what we propose to do; this is what it will cost, and this is
what we expect it to accomplish." The meeting adjourned with the recam-
mendatian that the Governor's office urgently request the Carps of Engin-
eers to prepare a comprehensive recommendation for action, and that the
Governox' and Council allocate money ta replace the sand bags already used.

Finale

According to expert advice, none of the methods considered as stop
gaps would be effective. Instead, steps were taken ta unfreeze federal
funds that had been previously designated for the dredging of the channel.
These funds were eventually released, dredging of t' he Saco Rivex' proceeded,
and the fill was placed on the beaches. Since March 1969, Mrs. Perreault
has moved; and the Corps af Engineers has undertaken a study of erosion
of the beaches of southern Maine.8

8. Conversation with Mr. Jerome Plante, Assistant to Congressman Peter H.
Kyros, March 2W, 1970.
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CHAPTER TEN REVIEW OF NEW LEGISLATION IN SPECIAL

SESSION, 100th LEGISLATURE

Laws pertaining to marine resources passed at the Special Session

of the Legislature, January 6-February 7, l970 are catalogued below.

The full text of the act preventing the dumping of out of state waste,

the site selection bill, and the coastal conveyance of petroleum bill

are reproduced in full. The Site Selection Act is discussed infra, in

Part II.

I SELECTIVE LEGISLATION

P L. 1969 c.513 An Act to Im rove Sanita Standards fo Sto Unlawful
Sales of Shucked Shellfish

12 N.R.S.A. 4302A was added to require special authorization from
the Commissioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries to sell shucked shell-
fish in intrastate trade. See Vol. IV, Fisheries.

P.L. 1969 c.523 An Act Relatin to Du in Offal and Feathers on

17 M.R.S.A. 2251 was amended to add offal and feathers to prohib-
ited items. See Chapter 5 this volume.

P.I . 1969 c.535 An Act Relatin to Enforcement b Sea and Shore
Fisheries and the Naine Ninin Bureau

12 M.R.S.A. 3752�! was amended to modify procedure on suspension
of licenses. 10 M.R.S.A. 2155 was amended to give the Maine Mining
Bureau power to make certain regulations under the Gas and Oil De-
velopment Act. See Vol. IV, Maine Mining Laws.

P.L. 1969 c.5%6 An Act Relatin to Grants and Interest-free Loans for
Preliminar Plannin of Pollution Abat'ement Facilities

38 N.R.S.A. 412 was repealed and superseded to provide criteria and
schedules for grant's and loans to municipalities, municipal corpora-
tions, regional planning commissions, and council of governments
for planning of pollution abatement facilities. See Chapter 5,
this volume.
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P.L. 1969 c.547 An Act to Clarif the Interest Cost for Local Indus-
trial Recreational Bonds

30 M.R.S.A. 5331 Z! was amended to remove 6/0 ceiling on interest
rate for bonds. See Vol. I, p. 35.

P.L. 1969 c.551 An Act Relatin to Permits For Dred in and Erection of
Causewa s Docks etc. in Tributaries of Great Ponds

Requ.irement for permits to dredge, build marinas, docks or cause-
ways in Great Ponds was extended to tributary rivers or streams
of Great Ponds. See Vol. I, p. 94.

P.L. 1969 c.558 An Act' Re ealin Pro ert Tax Certificate Re uirement
for Re istration of Watercraft

Modifications of procedures for registering watercraf t. See Vol.
I, p. 110; Chapter 8 this volume.

P.L. 1969 c.566 An Act Relatin to Easements in Lands

33 M.R.S.A. 667, 668 was added to define conservation restrictions
and power of governmental bodies to obtain and enforce such re-
strictions, See Chapter 6 this volume.

P.L. 1969 c.567 An Act Relatin to Waste Dischar e Provisions

P.L. 1969 c.569 An Act Relatin to Prere uisites for the Insurance
of Mort a es b the Maine Industrial Buildin Authorit

Maine Recreation Authorit and the Munici al Securities
A royal Board

Act provides for coordination of State guaranteed loans and muni-
cipal revenue producing bonds with license requirements of the EIC.
See Vol. I, p.35; Chapter 5 this volume.

P,L. 1969 c.570 An Act Prohibitin Du in of Out of State Waste Matters

Complete text p.627 this Chapter. See also Chapter 5 this volume.

38 M.R. S.A. 414 LB! was amended
State's water pollution control
granting applicant a license to
volume.

to make financial ability to meet
standards a consideration in EIC's

discharge. See Chapter 5, this
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P.L. 1969 c.571 An Act to Re ulate Site Location Develo ment Substan-
tiall Affectin Environment

Complete text p. 623 this Chapter, See also Part II, this Chapter.

P.L. 1969 c.572 An Act Relatin to the Coastal Conve ance of Petroleum

Complete text p. 624 this chapter. See also Chapter 5 and 8 this
volume.

P.L. 1969 c.581 An Act Relatin to Water ualit Standards

12 N.R.S,A. 2108 was added to provide for designation of spawning
beds in inland waters. See Vol. I, p.102.

P.RS.L. 1969 c.239 An Act to Authorize General Fund Bond Issue in the
Amount of 0 000 000 for Removal and Abatement of
Prohibited Dischar es of Oil from Coastal Water,
Lands Ad oinin the Seacoast of the State or Waters
Drainin Into the Coastal Waters of the State in the
Advent of an Oil Pollution Disaster Declared b the
Governor

Bonds are to be issued to fund Maine Coastal Protection Fund �8
M.R.S.A. 551 as added by P.L. 1969, c.572! . See p.62% this chapter.
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II REMARKS � SITE SELECTION BILL

Environmental protection, and particularly protection of the Maine

Coast, was the popular "cause" in l969, as it is in 1970. The fact that

large areas of the Maine Coast are free from any zoning, planning, or
l

any other land usage regulations was dramatically emphasized by the pro-

posed aluminum plant at Trenton: only a negative vote on a loan guarantee
2

under the Municipal Industrial and Recreational Obligations Act prevented

the construction of t' he installation there.

The Special Session of the 100th Legislature  January 1970! passed a
3

Site Selection Bill giving the Environmental Improvement Commission broad

authority to regulate all land development projects which may substantial-

ly affect the environment. The conservation aspects of this legislation

are apparent. What is not so obvious is problems which will be encounter-

ed in its implementation,

We are indebted to two practicing attorneys for highlighting what

will be some of the problems in this law. The critique is in the form

of a letter which might be sent to a typical client. Beyond the prob-

lems suggested in the "letter" which follows, the Site Selection Act

suffers from a major problem discussed generally in Chapter Six: There

is no provision for planning, comprehensive or otherwise. This creates

* Louis A. Wood, member of Verrill, Dana, Philbrick, Whitehouse and Put-
nam, and Peter G. Rich, member of Linnell, Perkins, Thompson, Hinckley
and Thaxter.

l. See Chapter Six, this volume.

2. 30 M.R.S.A. 5325-5303  Supp.! . See also Vol. I, p.35.

3. 38 M.R.S.A. 481-488 as added by P.L. 1969, c.571,



at least two problems:

l. Each application to the EIC must be treated ad hoc, unrelated to

any pattern of development. For example, it would seem that a

heavy industry proposed for a purely residential and recreational

area would have to be approved if it met the criteria of financial

capacity; traffic movement ~uto public roads; [no direct] adverse

affect on the environment; and suitable soil types.

2. The third criterion is so broadly worded  see text at end of this

chapter! that highly indirect effects upon environment, existing

property values, and the like, could be deemed a basis for refusing

approval. But if the EIC attempts to implement this criterion

fully, incorporating the full range of factors from the purely

aesthetic to the economic, then there is more than a little risk

that the lack of prior planning may create serious problems.

Further, if the Legislature seriously intended the third criterion

to be applied as written, it is at least questionable whether the EIC

a body chosen for competence in the field of pollution measurement and.

control -- is the appropriate agency. Perhaps the orientation of EIC is

expected to shift to meet the new challenge.

5

en Letter From a Le islative A ent to his CLient a Develo er of

Business and Residential Pro erties

The letter concerns "AN ACT to Regulate Site Locations of Develop-

ments Substantially Affecting Environment", presently Sections 081, et

seq., of Title 38 Maine Revised Statutes.

5. Louis A. Wood and Peter G. Rich.
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April 1, 1970

Mr. Jack Armstrong
All American Builders, Inc.
Pownal, Maine

Dear Jack.

I know I promised to give you a report on that site location bill
right after the Special Session of the Legislature in February, but frank-
ly, I have been embarrassed to tell you how broad its application is. The
bill fairly flew through the Legislative halls and was signed by the Gov-
ernor before most of us could explain what it really meant to the Legisla-
tors. Conservation is running high, wide and handsome; I am sure none of
us could have toned it down anyhow. Usually we get a look at a bill before
it is thrown into the Legislat'ive hopper, but not this one; it was really
kept under wraps.

At any rate, 1et me tell you about the site location law. It becomes
effective May 9, 1970. This effective date is what really forced me to
sit down and write you this letter, although it is really painful, because
most everything you do from now on will have to be clear'ed through the En-
vironmental Improvement Commission. Remember that development you were
involved in in Portland recently when you had to go before the Planning
Board, the City Council, the Zoning Board of Appeals, the Harbor Commiss-
ioners, the WetlandsControl Board and the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers?
-- well, if it had been this year you would also have to see the Environ-
mental Impr'ovement Commission which would consider the same matters as
those other boards considered.

Section 481, the preamble of the Act, sets the stage for what follows.

$081. Findings and purpose
The Legislature finds that the economic and social wellbeing

of the citizens of the State of Maine depend upon the location of
commercial and industrial developments with respect to the natural
environment of the State; that many developments because of their
size and nature are capable of causing irreparable damage to the
people and the environment in their surroundings; that the location
of such developments is too important to be left only to the deter-
mination of the owners of such developments; and that discretion
must be vested in state authority to regulate the location of de-
velopments which may substantially affect environment.

As a general proposition, not many people could argue with this statement'
of purpose. The preamble goes on to say that the State, acting through
the Environmental Improvement Commission, may exercise the police power
of the State "to control the location of those developments substantially
affecting local environment' in order to insure that such development will
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be located in a manner which will have a minimal adverse impact on the
natural environment of their surroundings."

A. Developments Covered

Under Section 482 of the law a "development which may substantially
affect environment" is defined, and this particular definition is crucial
to the application of the law. Let me break the definition into the four
separate categories that are treated. A "development which may substan-
tially affect environment" is any commercial or industrial development
which:

1. requires a license from the Environmental Improvement Commission;
or

2. occupies a land area in excess of twenty �0j acres; or
3. contemplates drilling for or excavating natural resources, exclud-

ing certain types of gravel pits or pits of less than five �!
acres; or

occupies on a single parcel a structure or structures in excess
of a ground area of 60,000 square feet.

l. Re uires a License From EIC
In connection with the first definition of such a development, at

this time only the industrial or commercial developments which require a
license to discharge waste into the waters of this State are brought with-
in the application of the Act. Later on when the Commission establishes
ambient and emission air standards, as well as designates air regions, an
applicant for a license for an additional air contamination source will
also be subject to the proof with respect to site location required by
this Act, no matter how small or innocuous his project is.

2. Occu ies Land Area Over 20 Acres
The second definition is going to cause you a real problem because

most' of your land developments, business or residential, cover at least
twenty �0! acres of land.

3. Drillin or Excavatin Natural Resources
The third definition is not going to both your operat'ion any. But

its interesting that' the Legislature just' got through setting up a Mining
Commission, one of whose functions is to protect the environment.

Structures Coverin 60 000 S .Ft. of Ground
The fourth definition will cause you as much of a problem as the

second definition. Most any moderately sized shopping center or housing
development  be it for apartments or single residences! will have over
60,000 square feet of ground area covered by buildings.

B. Requirements For Approval

Now that you know what a development is, let me tell you what you have
to prove to the EIC. The Act in Section %8% requires that any person in-
tending to construct or operate a development which may substantially af-
fect local environment shall first apply to the EIC. The EIC may initiall
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approve the application without hearing, but it may call a hearing and
"The Commission shall approve a proposal whenever it finds that"

"l. E'inancial capacity. The proposed development has the financial
capacity and technical ability to meet state air and water pollution con-
trol standards, has made adequate px'ovision for solid waste disposal, the
control of offensive odors, and the securing and maintenance of sufficient
and healthful water supplies'

"2. Traffic movement The proposed development has made adequate
provision for loading, parking and traffic movement from the development
area onto public roads.

"3. No adverse affect on natural environment. The proposed devel-
opment has made adequate provision fox' fitting itself harmoniously into
the existing natural environment and will not adversely affect existing
uses, scenic character, natural resources or property values in t: he muni-
cipality or in adjoining municipalities.

Soil types. The proposed development will be built on soil types
which are suitable to the nature of the undertaking."

As you can see, you are going to have your hands full to make the
proof required by t' he Act, and the Act states that the burden of proof
shall be on the applicant The Act also says that the Commission shall
have a complete verbatim transcript kept of all hearings. This is im-
portant since the procedure for appeal states t'hat a dissatisfied appli-
cant may appeal directly to the Supreme Judicial Court where the hearing
shall be on the record only, and the Court shall decide whether the Corn-
mission acted legally and within the scope of its authority and whethex
the order' is supported by substantial evidence.

C. Problems of Developers

Many people, myself included, thought t' he Act would only apply to
large industrial sites with smoke pouring forth and open sewage and waste
f'lowing into the neighborhood trout pond. Certainly the Act covex's much
more ground; moderate sized housing developments, shopping centers, truck
terminals, warehouses, good sized office or apartment buildings, and mod-
erate sized business developments will be included because they are either
situated on a parcel of land containing over twenty �0! acres or having
over 60,000 square feet of ground area covered by structures. By the way,
you are a Director of the local municipal development commission, and all
that vacant land the commission hopes to sell certainly looks like a "de-
velopment" to me. Zven though there's been some land sold, what's left
is over twenty acres. You had better tell your fellow directors they
should apply to the EIC before they spend any more money on streets or
utilities in the industrial park or buy any moxe land to add to it. I
don't see how any prospective developer, private or public, whether he
now owns land or proposes to buy land, can afford to disregard this Act.
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Obviously you can see that some developers, for instance your local devel-
opment commission, cannot possibly foresee what the exact business or in-
dustry will be at some later time, but it would be ridiculous to buy the
land and improve it now if the EIC were to say at some later date that it
objected. It seems to me that prospective developers and land purchasers
are going to have to go t:o the EIC to get preliminary approval and then
later on go back to require their purchasers to go back to the EIC to get
approval of specific land uses. It seems that the EIC has authority to
give such preliminary approvals because the Act in Section 98% allows or-
ders subject to conditions deemed advisable by the EIC. Should you make
the mistake of beginning construction or operation of a development with-
out first notifying the Commission, they may order you to cease work; and
further, after hearing, they may order you "to restore the area affected
by such construction or operation to its condition prior thereto or as
near as may be, to the satisfaction of the Commission." Obviously, Jack,
you'd better notify the Commission.

D. Projects Affected

Section 488 attempts to define the applicability of .the Act and pro-
vides in effect that the Act will not apply to any development:

l. in existence or in possession of applicable State or local licen-
ses or under construction on January l, l970; or

2. the construction and operation of which has been specifically
authorized by the Legislature prior to May 9, l970; or

3. to public service corporation transmission lines.

There is a real problem as to those projects which have commenced
construction after January l, l970 or have not obtained applicable State
or local licenses prior to that date, but as you can see, there appears
to be no problem with a project which was in existence and operation or
has State or local licenses prior to January l, l970. I' ve heard it said
the Act is unconstitutional because of retroactive effect, in good con-
science, I can't suggest this to you because I think all the applicability
section does is to grant some exemptions; it doesn't seem to make the Act
effective earlier than the date all general legislation becomes effective,
that is, Nay 9, l970.

GENERAL

After you receive this letter, I imagine you will be calling me, and
we can discuss this further. As I pointed out to you earlier, it seems
the better part of valor to make application to the EIC in just about all
your pending developments, whether you have a prospective tenant or not,
since t' he Act is so broad.

One last word about the EIC. I am sure you realize that this is
composed of a ten-member board with two members each from manufacturing
interests, municipal government, the public generally, persons knowledge-
able in matters relating to air pollution, and the conservation interests.
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I should tell you that a quorum for meetings of the EIC is just three mem-
hers. I wou1d hope that we could get nearly all ten commissioners when
your developments come up for hearing, I certainly wouldn'0 want your de-
velopment judged by a smal1 number of commissioners who might not under-
stand all your problems.

It also appears to me that the EIC is going to be about the busiest
Commission in State Government this next year what with all of the devel-
opment that is supposedly coming into the State after years of encourage-
ment: by the DED. I am wondering whether the EIC can hold all the hear'ings,
hire all the investigative personnel, do all the necessary travelling,
print up all the necessary verbatim records and live within its Legisla-
tive budget of $20,000.00 for the year. Perhaps the EIC can use other
moneys appropriated by the Legislature for its water and air pollution
activities.

1 recommend that we sit.' down and go aver all of your current and pro-
posed developments and make a decision as to when and how we apply. Since
the EIC has not formulated any rules and regulations, it is hard to tell
which direction they will take. The EIC is a fairminded group of individ-
uals, as you know, and I would expect them to come out. with reasonable
rules and regulations at an early date. Meanwhile, we are somewhat up in
the air.

Of course, if this site location act' doesn't work out in practice,
to everyone's satisfaction, the Legislature meets again in 1971. I hope
I can do a better job for you next time.

Sincerely yours,

August A. House, IXI, Esq.

Enclosure: Copy of Site Location Act



ARTICLE 6, SITE LOCATION

OF DEVELOPMENT

tj C8i. Findings and purpose

tj Cgs. Dsgnitfons

As used in this subchapter:

tj 686, Enforcement

jf 683. NOtificadOn required

Applicability

i 969-7o

8 C.aoa
t6,aaa

Pere««zl Services
All Other

Effective kfny 9, f970

Sec. s, R. S., T. 38, c. 3. sub-c. I, Art, 6, additional. Eat<chat<ter I of
chapter I of Tit'te 38 oi the Revised Ststates, as amernle<l, is farther amen<led
by adding a new Article 6, tu res<i as follows.

The Legislature finds that the economic and social wellbeing of the citizens
of tbe State al bfainc depend upon the location of cominercisl snd industrial
develop<nants with respect to the natural envir<minent of the State; that
many developments because of their size and nature are capable of causing
irreparable damage to the people and the environment in their surroundings;
that the location of such develop<nants is too iinportant ta be left onlv to the
detcrtninatian of the oirners of such developments; and that discretian inust
be vested in state authority to regulate tbe location ol developments which
may substantiaHy affect environ<nant.

Tbe purpace af this subchapter ls ta provide a Ecxibic and practical means
by v<hieb the State, acting through the Environmental Improvement Com-
mission, in consllltation with appropriate state agencies, nuly exercise the
police power ol the State to control the location of those developments sub-
stantially affecting local environment in order to insure that such develop-
ments will be located in a manner which will have a minimci adverse itnpact
on the natural environment of their surroundings.

Commission, "Connnission" means the Environmental Improve<nant
Commission.

Developtnent which may substantfaHy affect environment. "Develop-
ment which msy substantiagy affect enviroarnent" raeans any commercial
or industrial development wlZch requires a license from the Environmental
Improvement Commission, or which occupies a land area in excess of so
~cres, or which contemplates drilling for or excavating natural resources,
excluding borrow pits for sand, Ell ar gravel, regulated by tbc State Highway
Cmnmission and pits of less than 3 serac, or which occupies on a single
parcel a structure or structures in excess ol a ground area of 6o,aoa square
feet,

Natural environtnent of ~ locshty. "Natural environment of a locality"
includes the character, quality and uses af land, air snd ~stere in thc area
likely to be affected by such development, and thc degree lo which such
land, air and waters are free from non-naturagy occurring contandnation.

Parson. "Persan" manna any person, Erm, corporation or other legal
entity.

Any person intending to construct or operate a development which may
substantially affect local enviroinnent shaH, before e.ommeneing construction
or operation, notify the eamnussion in writing of his intent and of tbe aature
~ nd lOCatian Of Such develepment. The Cammiaeian ShaH within <C daye Of
receipt of such notigcation, either approve the proposed location or schedule
~ hearing thereon in the manner hereinafter provided.

Hearings; orders t construction suspended

In the event that the conuniesion determines to hold a bearing on a notilics-
tian sub<nitted to it pursuant to section C83, it shall bold curb hearing within
3o days of such determination, end sbafi cause notice af the date, time and
place thereof to be given to the persan intending the development and in
addition shall give public aotice thereof by causing such notice to bc pub-
lished in soine ncuispaper of general circulation in the proposed locality, or
if noae, in the state paper; the date of the Erst publication to be at least ia,
~ nd thc last publication to bc at least 3, days before the date af the hearing.

At such hearing the conunission shall solicit and receive testimony to de-
termine ~bather such developinent will in fact substantially affect the en-
vironment or pose s threat to the public's health, safety or general welfare.
The cammissian shag approve a develop<nant proposal whenever it Ends that:

Financial capacity. The proposed development bae the Eaaacial capac-
ity and technical ability to meet state air and water pollution control stand-
ards, has made adequate provision for solid waste disposal, the control of
offensive odors, and the securing and maintenance ol sufEcient and healthful
water supplies,

s. Trefgc inovement, The proposed development hss made adequate
provision for loading. parking and trsfgc movement fram the developtnent
area onto public roads.

No adverse affect on naturxi enviranment. Tbe proposed development
bas made adequate provision for fitting itself harinaniously into the existing
natural environment and will not adversely affect existing uses, scenic char-
acter, natural resources or property values in the municipality or in adjoining
inunie.i psli ties.

Soil types. The proposed development will be buih on soil types which
are suitable to the nature of the undertaking.

At hearings held under this section the burden shaH be upon tbe person
proposing the development to affirmatively demonstrate ta ihe eo<n<nissian
that each of the criteria for approval listed in the preceding paragraphs have
been met. and that the public'i health, safety and general welfai'e will bc
~ dequately protected.

The cominission shall adopt, and msy amend and repeal rules for the
canduct ol hearings held under this section in the seine manner as provided
lor thc adoption, ainendment and repeal of rules of practice before it. A
coiaplete verbatim transcript shall be made of aH hearings held pursuant
to this section.

Within Cf days alter the cominiesion adjourns any hearing beld under
this scetian, it shaH make findings of fact and issue an order granting ar
denying permission to the person proposing such develop<nant to construct
or operate the same as proposed, or granting such permission upon such
terms and conditions as the commission may deem advisable to protect and
preserve the environment and the public' ~ health, safety and general welfare.

Any person who has natihed the coininission, pursuant to section C83, of
hie intent to create a development substantially affecting local environment
shaH. upon receipt of notice that the commission has determined to hold ~
hcarinj; under this section, iinmodiately defer or suspend construction or
operation with respect ta such development until the cormnission has issued
its order after such hearing.

tf 683. Failure to notify cammissian; hearing; injunctions; orders

The commission iaay at any time with respect to any persan who has com-
menced construction or operation of any development v<ithaut having first
notified the commission pursuant to section 683. schedule and conduct a pub-
lic hearing lu the nmnner provided by section cgc with respect to such
development,

The commission inay request the Attorney General to enjoin any persan,
who has coinmcnced construction or aperation of any develop<nant viithout
having first natified the cotnmission pursuaat to section f83, from further
construction or operation pending such hearing and order. Within 3o days
of such request the Attorney General shall bring an appropriate civil action.

In tbe event that the eominission shall issue an order, denying a person
commencing construction or operation of any development without Erat hav-
iiig natigcd the cominisciail purauant to section 683, permlecian ta continue
such eonstructian or operatian, it may further order such person to restore
the area affected by such constuetion ar operation to its condition prior
thereto or ae near as may be, to the satisfaction of the commission,

All orders issued by the commission under thi ~ subchapter shaU be enforced
by the Attarney General. If compliance with any order af tbe commission
is not bsd within the time period therein specified, the coinnnssian shalt
iininediately notify the Attorney General of this fact. Within 3o days there-
after thc Attorney General shag bring an appropriate civil action designed
to secure compliance with such order,
8 68I. Judicial review

Any person, with respect to whose development the commission bas issued
an order after hearing pursuant to sectian 686 msy within 3a days «ftcr aotice
of such order, appeal therefrom ta the Supreme Judicial Court. Notice al such
appeal shall be given by the appellant to the comiaission, The proceedings
shall not be de nova Review shall he limited to the record of the hearing
before and the order of the co<nmiseioa. The court shag decide v bather the
commission acted regularly and within the scape of its authority, and whether
the order is supported by substantial evidence, and on tbe basis of such deci-
sion may enter judgment affirming or nullifyiag such detcrminatiou.

This subchapter shall not apply ta any development in existence ar in
possession af applicable state or local licenses to operate or under construc-
tion oa January i, tylo or to any develop<neat the construction and operation
of which has been spec%cally authorized by the Legislature prior to the
effective date hereof, or to public service eorporadon trans<nisman Ense.

Sec. 3. Appropriation. There is appropriated fram the C<eneral Fund the
sum uf gaza,aaa to the Environmental Jmprovement Commission to carry oat
the purposes of this Aet. Any unexpended iialanee et the end of Jn<se 3a,
tgya shell he carried  «<ward t«jane 30, i97<. The breakdown shall t>e as
follows.

EVVIttO'X%I ETTA[. Ik[PROVEMENT COkfhlIEEION



624.

Chapiey 572

Powers and duties of the commission

Operation without license prohibited

De in itious

AN ACT Relating to Caagtzl Conveyance o  Petroleum.

Be it snorted by th» Prop e nf the State nf lHain», sz follows:

Sec. i. R. S., T. 38, e, 3, sub-c. II-A, additionaL Chapter 3 al Title 3g o 
the Revised 'Statutes lz amended by adding a new snhchzpter II-A, to read
az follows:

SUBCHAPTER H-A

OIL DISCHARGE PREVENTION AND POLLUTION CONTROL
Pindings; purpose

The Legislature finds and declares that the highest and best uses of the
seacoast of the State are as a source of public, snd privgte recreation and
solace from the pressures of an industrialized society, and as a source of
public use and private commerce in Sshing, lobstering and gathering other
marina life used snd useful in food productian and other coinmercial
activities.

Tbe Legislature further finds snd declares that the preservation of these
uses is a matter of the highest urgency and priority and that such uses caa
only be served effectively by maintaining the coastai waters, estuaries, tidal
fiats, beaches and public lands adjoining the seacoast in ss close to a pristine
condition as possible taking into account multiple uss accommodations nec-
essary to provide the broadest possible promotion of public aad private in-
terests with tbe least possible conflicts in such diverse uses.

The Legislature further finds and declares that the transfer of oil, petro-
leum products and their by-products between vessels and vessels and onshore
facilides and vessels witbia the jurisdiction of tbe State aud state waters is
a hazardous undertaking; that spills, discharges and escape of oil, petroleum
products and their by-products occurnng as a result af procedures iavolved
ui the transfer snd storage of such praducts pose threats of great danger and
damage to the marine, estuarine and adjacent terrestrial enviromnent of tbe
State; ta owners and users of shorefront property; to pubSc and private
recrestian; to c tisane of the State and other interests deriving livelihood
frais marine-related activities, 'arul to the beauty of the Maine coast: that
such hszai'ds have frequently occurred in the past, are occurring now and
present future threats of potentially catastrophic prOportions, all of which
~ ie expressly declared to ba inimical to tbe paramount interesm o  the Stats
as herein sst forth and that such state interests outweigh any economic bur-
dens imposed by the Leghlatnrs upon those engaged in transferring oil,
petroleum products and their by-products and related activities,

The Legislature intends by the enactment o  this legislation to exercise
the police power of the State through the Environmental Improveinent Com.
mission by conferring upon said commission the exclusive power to deal
with the hazards snd threats af danger and damage posed by sucb traaafers
snd related act vit ss; to reqture the prompt containment and removal of
pollution occasioned thereby; to provide procedures whereby persons sufFer-
mg damage from such ocrurrencas may be promptly made whale; and to
estabbsh a fund to provide  or the inspection and supervision of such activi-
ties and guarantee the proaipt payment of reasonable damage claims resulting
t here front.

Tbe Legislature further finds and declares that the preservation o  the
public uses referred ta beraia is of grave public interest and cancern to the
State in promotiag its general wel are, preventing disease, promoting health
and providing for the public safety, and that the State's interest in such preser-
vation outweighs any burdens cf absolute liability hnposed by the Legislature
upon those engaged in trsnsfemng ail, petroleuin products and their by-prod-
ucts snd related activities.

The following words and phrases as used in this subchapter shall, unless
a ddferent meaning is plainly required by the context, have the fo  owing
ineaning i

i. Barrel. "Barrel" shall incan ye U.S. gallons at 6a degrees Fahrenheit.

Board. "Board" shall mean the Baard of Arbitration.

Cammission. "Commission" shall mean tbe Environmental Improve-
ment Commission.

Discharge. "Discharge" means any spilling, leaking, pumping, pour-
ing, emitting, emptying ar duinping,

Fund. "Fund" shall incan the Maine Coastal Protection Fund.

6. Oil, "Oil, petroleum products snd their by-products" means oil of
any kind snd in any farni including, but nat liinlted to, petroleuin, fuel oil,
sludge, oil refuse, oil mixed with other wastes, crude oils and aU other liquid
hydrocarbons regardless of specific gravity.

Oil terininsl facility. "Oil terminal facility" means any facility of any
kind snd related appurtenances, located in, on or under tlie surface o  any
isnd or water, inc uding subinerged lands, which is used or»apabls of being
used for the purpose of transferriag, processing or refining oll, petroleum

products and their by-products, or for the purpose of storing the same, but
does aot include any facility used or capable of being used to store no more
than 5ao barrels. nor any facility not engaged in the transfer af oil, petroleum
products or their by-products to or froin tidal watem of the State. A vasss!
shall be considered an oi  terminal facility only in the event of z ship to ship
transfer of oil, petro!earn products and their by-products, and only that
vessel gaing to or corning froin the place of trans er snd the ail terminal
 s»iiity.

8. Operate ar operator. "Operate or operator" shall mean any person
owning or operating an oil terminal facility whether by  ease, contract or
any other  orm o  agreement.

Person. "Person" shall mean individual, partnership, joint venture,
corporatioa or any group of the faregoing organized or united for a busi-
ness purpose.

io. Transferred. "Trans erred" shall include bath onloading and o   aad-
ing between terminal and vessel and vessel ta vessel.

ii. VesseL "Vessel" includes every description of watercra t or other
contnvance used, or capable of being used, as s means of transportation on
water, ivhetber self-propelled or otherwise and shall include barges and tuga.

Pollution and corruption of waters and lands of the State prohibited

Tbe discharge of oil, petroleum products ar their by-products into or upas
any coastal waters, estuaries. tidal flats, beaches and lands adjoining the
seacoast of the State, or into any river, stream, sewer, surface water drain
or other waters that drain into the coastal waters of the State  s prohibited.

The powers and duties coaferred by this subchapter shall be exercised by
tbe Environmental Improvement Cominission and shall be deemed to be an
essential governmental function in the exercise of tbe police power of the
State,

Jurisdiction. The powers and duties of the commisshnt under tbi ~
subchapter shall extend to the areas described in section 5/3 anil ta a
distance of iz miles froin the coastline o  the Stato.

Licenses Licenses required under this subchapter shall be secured
frain the commissian subject to such terins snd candit ous as are sct forth ia
tins subchapter.

No person shall operate ar cause to be operated an oil terminal facility-as
defined in this subchapter without s license.

Expiration oi licenses, Licenses shall bs issued on aa annual bssi ~
and Shall aspire On Deeeinber 3iat annually, SubjeCt tO Such tenne and
canditioas as the commission may determine are necessary to carry out the
purposes of this subchapter.

s, Renewal of licenses, As s condition precedent to the issuance or re-
newal of a license the commission shall require satisfactory evidence that
the applicant has or is in the process of iinplementing state and federal plans
and regulations for control of pollution related ta oiL petroleum products
and their by-products and tbe abateinent thereof when a d scharge occurs.

Exemptionx The Legislature finds and declares that the likelihood of
significant damage to marine, estuarine and terrestrial enviroomem, due to
spills o  oil, Petroleum products snd their by-products by the  ollenving classes
of persans, is remote due ta the liinlted nature af their operatians and the
small quantities stored, aad accordingly ezempts the same Irom the licensing
requireinents imposed by this section.

h. Marines. Persons engaged in the business of servicing the fuel re-
quirernents o  pleasure craft, fishing boats and other commercial vessels,
where the purchaser and the consumer sre the same entity snd the serviced
vessel ils � feet ar less in overall length.

Certain vessels included. Licenses issued to sny terminal  acility shall
include vessels used to transport oil, petroleum products and their by-products
between the facility and vessels within state waters.

jj 5y6, Regulatory pow ers of commission

The commission shall from titus to time adopt, amend, repeal and enforce
reasonable rules snd regulations necessary to carry out the intent of this
subchapter.

i. Procedure for adopeing rules snd regulations. The conunission shall
post notice of proposed rules and regulations by pubgsbing an attested copy
of such nonce in the state paper, and such other daily papers pub  shed ia
the State as it believes will bring the proposals to the attest an of a I in-
terested parties, at least   days prior to holding s public hearing,

A Such notice shall in addition contain the time, date and plaos af tbe
public heating,



B. The commission may establish reasonable rules and regulatioas gov.
erning the conduct of public hearings under this subchapter including
adjonrnmcnts end coatiaaations thereof.

C. Rules snd regulations adopted by the conunission shall become e fcc-
tive tg days after Baal adjournment o  the public hearing.

D. Rules aad reguistloas of the connnission shall be seasonably priated
and made available to interested psrdes.

s. Emergeacy rules snd regulations without hearing. Upon Boding by
the camadssion that an emergency exists requiring immediate rules, regula.
tioas or orders to effectively deal with such emergency, tbe conmussion may
without hearing adopt such rules and regulations and issue such 'orders which
shall have the force and egect of lew, but any rules, reguletioas ar orders
issued under authority of this subsection shall be nuB aad void go days
thereafter unless sooner adopted in accordance with subsection t.

g. Enforcement of rules and regulatione. Rules, regulatioas and orders
issued by the couanissioa under this subchapter shall have the farce and
egect of lavr.

Extant o  regulatory powers. The commissioa shall have the pmrer
to adopt rules snd regulations including but not lhaited to tbe foBowhtg
matters i

A. Operating snd inspection requirements far facilities, vessels, personnel
~ nd other matters relating to liceasee operatioas under this subchapter'.

B, Procedures aad methods of reporting discharges and other occurreaces
prohibited by this subchapter.

C. Pracedaree, methads, means and equipment to be used by persons
~ ubject to regulations by this subchapter.

D. Procedures, methods, means and equipment to be used in the recaoval
o  oil and petroleum pollutants,

E. Development ead implementatioa of criteria and plans to meet oil and
petrafwun pollution occurrences of various degrees and hinds,

F. The establishment frocn time to time o  control discricts comprising
sections of the Maine coast and the establishment of rules and regulations
to meet the particular requirements o  each such district.

G. Reqaircmsats for the safety and operation of vcesch, barges, rugs,
cnotor vehidcs, motor sad equipment aad other equipment relatmg to the
use ead operation of terminals, facB ties and rcBncnes snd the approach
and depsrctcrc.from teradnels, facilities snd rogueries.

H. Such other rules end reguhttione as the exigencies «f aay condition
tnsy require or such ss msy reascumbly be accessary ta carry out the latent
of this subchapter.

Emergency proclamation; Goveraor's powers

Whenever any disaster or catastrophe exists or appears imraineat arising
frmn the discharge of oil, petroleum products or their by-products, the Gov-
ernor ahaB by proclacnatian declare the fact and that an emergency exists ia
any or aB sections of the State, N the Governor is tenporargy absent tram
the State ar is otherwise unavailable, the next person ia the State who would
act as Governm' if the ofgce of Governor were vacant shall, by proclamation,
declare the fact and that an emergency exists fa any or eg sections of the
State. A copy of such proclamation shaB be Bled with the Secretary of State.
The Governor shall have general direction and control o  the Environmental
Improvement Commisefoa and shag be responsibi ~ for carrying out the pur-
poses of thi ~ subchapter,

In perfornuag hie duties under this subchapter, the Governor i ~ authorized
aad directed to cooperate with sB depsrtcnente snd agencies of the Federal
Government, with the o Bees and agencies of ether states snd foreign coua-
triee, and the political subdivisions theres , and with private agencies in all
matters pertaining to s disaster or catastrophe,

In pcrfonning bis duties under this subchapter, the Governor is further
authorised aad empowered:

t, Orders, rules end rcgujatioas, To make, acacnd end rescind the acc-
essary orders, rules ead regulatians to carry aut this subchapter within the
jim ts of the authority conferred upon hha snd not iacaascstent with the
rules, reguiatioas sad directives o  the President of the United States or of
any federal'department or agency having spec Brolly authorised emergency
functions.

Delegation o  authority. To delegate any authority vested in him
under this subchapter, and to provide  ar the eubdelegation of any such
~ uthority.

Whenever the Governor is satisged that an emergency no loager exists, he
shaB terminate the proclamation by soother proclamation effecting the sec-
tions o  the State covered by the original proclamation, or any pert thereof.
Said proclamation shall be published in such newspapers of the State and
pasted in such pisces as the Governor, or the person actiag in that capacity.
dawns «ppropriete.

Civil defense, Thc provisiom of Title sg, chapter 6t. as they shall
apply to eminent domain and compensation, mutual afd, immunity, sid ia
emergency, right af way, enforcement snd campensat aa shaB apply to dh
eaters or catastrophes prachdmed by the Governor under this subchapter.

g geg. Removal of prohibited dischargee

Any person discharging oil, petroleura products ar their by-praducts in the
manner prohibited by section gag shaB immediately undertehe to retnove
such discharge to tbe commission's.satisfaction. Notwithstanding the «bove
requirement the commission may undcrtehe tbe removal of such discharge
end may retain agents end contracts for such purposes who sbaB operate
under tbc direction of the commission.

Any unexplained discharge of oil, petroleum products or their by-products
within state jurisdiction or discharge of oil, petroleum products or their by-
products occurriag in waters beyaml state jurisdiction that far any reescm
peaetrstes within state jurisdiction shall be removed by ar nader the direc-
tian of the commission. Aoy expenses involved in tbe removal of discharges,
whether by thc person causing the same, the person reporting the same or
the commission by itself or through its agents or contractors shsB be paid ln
tbe first instance frocn tbe Maine Casstsi Protection Fund hereinafter pro-
vided for end any reimbursetaents due said fund shag be cogected in ac-
cordance with the provisions o  section gg t.

j  gee, Personnel and equipment

The commission shali establish and maintain at such ports within the
State, and other pisces es it shall determme, such cenployeea and equipment
ss in its judgment msy be necessary to carry out the provieians of this sub-
chapter. The commission cosy employ, subject to the Personnel Law, and
prescribe tbe duties of such employees, The salaries of curb employees aud
the cost of such equipment shaB bc paid from the Maine Coastal Protection
Fund established by this subchapter. The conanission and the Maine Miniag
Bureau shsB periodicaBy consult with each other relative to procedures for
the prevention of oil discharges into the coastal waters of the State from
ogshore driBing production facilities.  aspectioa snd enforcement employees
of the comcnissian in their line of duty under this subchapter sbsB have the
powers of a constable.

jj ggo. Enforcement, pensltiss

Whenever it appears after investigation that there is a vioisffoa of any
rule, reguletioa, order or license issued by the commission, the commission
shell proceed in accordance with the provisions of section 66r, subsection s.

Whoever violates any provieioas of this subchapter or any rule, regulatiaa
or order of the commissian made hereunder shaB be punished, by a Bne of
aot lese than gtoo nor more than ggooo, Each dsy that any violation shall
continue shsB constitute s separate offense. The provisions of this section
shall not apply to any discharge proraptly reported snd removed by a licensee
ia accordance with the rules, regulations and orders of the commission.

jj ggt, Meme Coastal Protecaon Fund

The Maine Coastal Protection Fund is established to be used by the corn.
mission as a nonlspeing, revolving fund for carrying out the purposes of this
subchapter. The fund shall be limited to the sam of Se,sacr~. To this sum
shall be credited aB license fees, peaaltics and other fees and charges related
to tins subchapter, eral to this fund sbsB be charged aay and eB expensm
af thc comnnseion related to this subchapter, including administrative ex-
penses. costs of remavsl of discharges o  pollutants, end third party damages
covered by this subchapter.

gfoneys in th» fund, not needed currently to meet the obligations of the
comcnisslon ia the exercise of its rcspoasfbgitfes nader tins subchapter shag
be deposited with the Treasurer af State to the credit of thc fund, and may
be invested ia such manner as is provided for by statute. Interest received on
surh investment shaB be credited to the Maine Coastal Protection Fund.

r. Research snd development. The Legislature msy egocste not more
than gcso,oao per annum af the smaaat thea currendy in the fund to be devoted
to research and develapmeat ia the causes, effects snd removal of poguHon
caused by oil, petroleuta products snd their by-products on the mariae en.
vironment. Such sBocations shsH be made in accordance with the provisions
o  section 3gg.

Third party damages. Any person clairniag to have suffered damages
ca real estate or personal property or lass of income directly ar indirectly as
a result of s discharge of oil, petraleum products or their by-praducts pro-
hibited hy section gag xnsy apply within 6 taontbe after the occurrence o 
swh discharge to the commission stating Che ecnount of damage be claims to
have suffered as s result of such discharge, Tbe commission shall prescribe
appropriate farms sod details for such applications, The commissicm msy,
upon petition, aad for good cause showa, waive the 6 months limitation for
Bhng damage ciauns.

A. If the dsicnsnt, the commission aad the persoa causiag the discharge
can agree co the damage claim, the commission shag cert  y the amaunt
of the chdm and the name of the clairaant to the Treasurer of State and
the Treasurer of State shall pay tbe carne from the Maine Coastal Petro-
leum Fund.



B. If the claimant, the commission and the person causing the discharge
cannot agree as to tbc ainaunt of the damage claiin, the claim shaB forth-
with be transmitted for action to the Board of Arbitration as provtfed in
this subchapter.

C. Third party damage claims shag be stated in their entirety in one
application. Damages omitted from any c!aiin at the time the award is
inade sba	 be deemed waived.

D. Damage clahns arising under the provisions of this subchapter ahaB
be recoverable only in tbe manner provided under this subcbaper, it being
the intent of the Legislature that tbe remedies provided in tlus subchapter
are exclusive,

Board of Arbitration. The Board of Arbitration shall consist of 6
persons, one to be chosen by the person determined in the first instance by
tbe comnussiou to have caused tbe discharge, one to be chascn by the com-
nussion to represent tbe public interest and one person chosen by the i!rat
s appointed members to serve as s neutral arbiuator. Tbe neuuel arbitrator
shall serve as chairman. If the s arbitratore fait to agree upan, select and
name tbe neutral arbitrator within io days after their appoinbnent then the
couunission shall request the American Arbitration Association to utgise its
procedures far the selection of the neutral arbitrator.

A, No member af tbe can+nice!an shaB serve as an arbitrator.

B. Arbitrators shall be ~ by their principe!s within io days after
the coimnission receives notice of c!aims arising fram a discharge prohib-
ited by section 6'. If either party shall fail to select its arbitrator within
th» said io days tbe other party shaB request the American Arbitration
Association to utilisc ite procedures for tbe selectfon of such arbitrator aad
the e arbitrators shall praceed ta select tbe neutral arb!trator as provided
in this section.

C. One Board of Arbitrators shaB be established ioi and hear and de-
termine aB chums ar!sing from ar re!ated to a common sing! ~ discharge.

D. Hearings before Boards of Arbitrators shall be informal, aad tbe rules
of evidence prevailing in judicia! proceedings sbaB not be binding, The
board sludi have the power ta administer oaths and to require by subpoena
the attendance and testimony of w!tneaees, the production of boots, rec-
ords snd other evidence re!at!vs or pertinent to the issues represented to
them Ear determinatian.

E. Determ!nations nude by ~ inejority of tbe board shag be dual, and
such determinations msy be subject to review by a Justice o  the Superior
Court but only as to ma«ere relating ta abuse of discretion by the board.

F. Representation an the Board af Arbitration shall not be deemed an
admission of liability for tbe discharge.

Funding,

A. Annual license fees shel! be determined on the basis af i/i cent per
barrel af oil, petroleum products ar their by-products transferred by the
applicant during the licensiag period and sbaB be paid monthly on ths
basis of records certified to the cominission. License fees shall be paid to
ibe connnission snd upon receipt by it credit«l to the bfaine Coasts> Pro-
tection Fund.

B. Whenever the balance in the fund hss reached the limit provided under
this subchapter license fees shall be proportionately reduced to cover only
administrative expenses aad sums allocated to research and deva!opmeat.

Disbursements from fund. Moneys in ths Maine Coastal protection
Fund shaB bc disbursed for the following purposes and no others;

A. Costs incurred by tbe fund in the abateinent of a prohibited discharge
including 3rd party claims when the person permitting the same shall
have failed to prainpdy report the discharge as required by rules and regu-
!atioas of the commission, and such costs where the person perinitting tbe
prohibited discharge i ~ not a licensee.

B. !n tbe esse of a licensee pramptly reporting a discharge ss required by
this artie!e, casts involved in the abatement of any single prohibited dis-
charge including 1rd party ciairas in excess of grf,ooo, over snd above
psymenis received under any federal program.

C. Bequests for reimbursement to the fund for the above casts if not paid
within lo days oi d«nand shall be tumed ov« to the Attorney Oeneral
for co!lectioa.

Waiver of reiinbursement. Upon petition of tbe person determined to
be !iable ior reimburseinent to the fund for abatement costs under subsection
6, the commission may, after hearing, waive the right to reirnburseinent to
the fund if the comnussion finds that the occurrence uiss the result of any
of tbe foi!owing:

A. An art of war.

B. An act of government, either State, Federal or municipal.

C. An act of God. which shall mean an >nforseeab!e act exc!naively oc-
casioned by the vio!ence of nature without tbe interference of any human
~ galls!i.

Upon such dnd!ng by the commission bnmediate credit therefor' shaB be
~ ntered for the party involved. The findings af the conunission shall bc coa
clue!vs as it is the legislativ~ intent thai waiver provided in this subsection
is a privgege conferred not ~ right granteiL

Liabilities of licensees

Licensee shaB be liable, A licensee shall be liable for all acts and
omissions of its servants and agents, and ca«dere destined for the Bcensee's
faciTities from the time such carrier she!i eater state waters until sucb tiine
~ e the carrier shaB leave state waters.

s. State need not p'lead or prove negBgence. Because it is the intent of
this subchapter to provide tbe means for rapid and egestive clean-up and to
nunimise direct damages ae weB as indirect damages and tbe proliferation of
6rd party claiins, any licensee, agent or servant including carriers destined
for or !savin!i a !icensee's facility while within state waters perinits or suffers a
prohibited discharge or «her poguting condition to tate place shaB be liable lo
the State of Sfeine for aB costs of Bean-up or other damage incurred by the
State. ln any suit to enforce Haiins of the State under this section, it sbaB
nm be necessary for th» State to plead or prove negligence in any' form or
meaner on tbe pert of the licensee, the Stets need anly ji!esd and prave the
fact of the prohibited discharge or other polluting coruhtion and that it oc-
curred st facilities under the control of tbe licensee or was attributable to
carriers or others for whom the Bcenaee is responsible as provided in this
subchapter.

$ $63. interstate Compact, authoHty

ln accordance w!th subchapter II the Governor id this State is authorised
and directed m execute supplementary agreements with any one or more of
the states carnprisiag the New Bng!and Interstate Water Polhttian Coatrol
Commission snd the United States for the purpose of implementing and
carrying aut tbe provisions, limitations, qua!iiicatiane and intent of this sub-
chapter.

A, Administrative expenses, persimnel expenses aad equipment costs of
the commission related to the enfarcsinent of thi ~ subchapter.

B, AB costs iavolved in the abatement of pollution related to tbe dis-
charge of oil, petroleum products and their by-products covered by this
~ ubchspter.

C, Sures agocated to research and deva!opinent in accordance with tbie
~ ectloll,

D. Payment of 6rd party claims awarded iu accordance with this section,

E. Payment of costs of arbitration and arbitrstors,

F, Payincnt of costs af insurance by the State ta extend or implemeat the
benefits o  the fund.

6. Reimbursements to Maine Coastal Protection Fund. The coimniseion
shag recover ta the use of the fund a!l sums expended therefrom, inc!uding
overdrafts, for the foilowing purposes; provided that recoveries resulting from
damage due ta an oil pagution disaster declared by the Governor pumuant to
section 6<I shall be apportianed between the Maine Coastal Protection Fund
and the General Fuml so as to repay the loll costs to tbe Geneca! Fund of any
bonds issued as a result of such disaster.

Reparts ta the Legislature

The cammissioa shall include in its reconunendatians ta each Legislature
as required by section 36t specific recomniendatioas reletiag to tire operation
of this subchapter, specifically including a license fee formula ta reflect indi ~
vidual licensee experience, snd fee schedule based upon volatility and toxicity
of petro!curn products and their by-products.

Budget approval

The comirussioa shaB submit to each Legislature its budget rer.ommenda.
~ for disbursements from the fund in accordance with tbe provisions of

section 66 t. Upon approval thereof the State Controger shall authorise ex-
penditures therefrom as approved by the conmission.

f! 666, Municipal ordinances; powers limited

Nothing in this subchapter shaB be construed to deny any municipality, by
oi'dinsnce or by law, from exercising police powers under any general or
~ pecia! sct; provided, however, that ordinaacee and by!awe in furtherance
af the intent of thi ~ subchapter and protecting the general welfare, pubBc
health and public safety shaB be valid unlace in direct cong!et with the pm-
visions of this subchapter or any ru!e, regulaticm or ardor of the camnuesion
adopted under authority of this subchapter.
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Chapter 571

This subchapter, being necessary for the general welfare, the public health
and the public safety of the State and ity inhabitants, shall be Ifberally con-
strued to effect the purposes set forth under this subchapter. No rule, regula-
tion or order oi the commission shall be stayed pending appeal under the
provisions of this subchapter.

Sec. s. R. S., T. 88, jj 4i5, einended, The first and end sentences of the
rd paragraph of section 4<6 of Title 38 of the Revisc<l Statutes, as enacted
y section 4 of chapter 43i of the pubiie laws of i969, are amended to reed as

foHawe:

There shaH be no discharge of grease, oil, gasoline, kerosene or related prod-
ucts into the inland waters <sv inso tie nesgsnai eea of this State. Any person,
corporation or other party that discharges, or permits to be discharged,
grease, oil, gssobne, kerosene and related products inta the inland waters as

of this State shsil remove same from said waters.

Sec. 3. Expenditu'es. Moneys not exceeding 88oo,ooo which accrue to
the fund prior ta June 30, <97< froin legislative appropriatioas, license fees,
penalties and ather  ees snd charges related ta this Aei, msy be expended by
the coinmission for tbe purposes described in such legislation.

Sec. 4, Appropriation. There is appropriated from tiie Oenersi Fund the
sum oi 830aaa to cairy out the purposes of this Aei. The breakdown shall
be as follows:

ENVIRONMENTAL IhIPROVEMENT COMMISSION

Any unexpended 1<sienese remaining at June 30. <970 silsli terri to June
30, i97I.

Effective hfay 9, 1970

Chapter 570

AN ACT Prohibiting Dumping of Out-of-State Waste Matter.

Emergency preamble. Whereas, Acts of the Legislature do not become
effective until go days after adjournment unless enacted as emergenrim; and

Whereas, there is an incressiag national demand for isnd areas to be used
for the public snd private diimping of waste matter I and

Whereas, there are large areas in the State oi Maine whkh sre of interest
ta other states, municipalities and private interests for use ss du<npiag areas;
and

Whereas, the usc of Maine land ss sites for the dumping 0  usste matter
fram aut-o[-stste sources will greatly increase the levels af pollution in
Maine soil snd waters and ihrestcn the health, saiety snd weiier» of the
people o  the State nf hisine; snd

Whereas, the State of Maine is currently without express statutory author-
ity to exclude such waste and other loathsome products as are being, and msy
be from time to time, brought into the State; and

Whereas, the passage of this Act will enhance the appartunity for the
State af Maine to prevent said pollution, reduce said threat to the health,
safety and welfare of the people of the State of Maine, snd exclude said
waste matter; snd

Whereas, in the judgment of the Legislature, these facts create an emer-
gency within the meaning of the C<mstitution oi the State of Maine and
require the following legislation as immediaiely necessary for the preservation
af tbe public peace, health and safety; now, therefore,

Be ft enacted by the Peopie of ths State of hfafns. as faUowe:

R. S., T, if, ij ss63, additional. Title ij of the Revised Statutes is emended
by adding s new section 2253, ta read as follows:

As used in this section, "waste niatter" means garbage, refuse, solid or
hquid waste, ashes, rubbish, industrial and coinmercial waste, and all other
refuse of every description, ~bather loose, in c<mtainers, compacted, baled,
bundled or otherwise.

No person, firm. corparation or other legal entity shall deposit, or sense or
permit to be deposited, any waste matter in any structure or on any land
within the State, which waste matter originated outside the State.

Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the tranaportagon of
waste nmtter into the Stats for use ae a raw materiel for the production of
new commodities which are not waste rnatter as defined.

Whoever shall violate this section shall be punished by a Sne of not less
than Ssoa nor more than Ss,ooo for each violation. Each day that such viola-
tian continuee or exists shall constitute a separate offense,

The Superior Court, upon complaint of the Attorney General, the murdci-
pal off<oem of any municipality, or any local or state health ofacer, shall have
jurisdiction to restrain or enjoin violations 0  this section, and to enter
decrees reqmring the removal from the State of waste matter depasited in
violation of this section. In any such civil proceeding neither an aaegation
nor proof of unavoidable or substantial and irreparable injury shall be re-
quh'ed to obtain a tstnparary restrahdng order or mjunction, nor shall bond
be required of the plaintiff; and tbe burden of proof shall be on the defendant
to stuns thee tbe waste matter involved orfgmeted within the State.

The Legislature anding that waste matter of the nature hereinafter de-
scribed poses no threat to the envirmunent of this State, the provisions of ttus
section shall not be construed ta Prohibit persons, firma, corporations and
other legal entities now or previously depositing waste matter on property
within the State owned on January i. igjo by them, whish waste nmtter
originates from property owned by them adjacent to the border of the State,
from contmuing to so deposit waste matter of the earns nature as has bairn
so deposited; except that tbi ~ provision shall not apply to solid waste after
December 3<, igji,

Einergeney clause, In view of the emergency cited in the preamble, this
Act shaH take effect when approved,

AN ACT to Regulate Site Location of Daveloptncnt
Substantially Aif ecting Environment.

Be ft enacted by the Psopie of ths State of hfnine, as follows;

Sec. i. R. S., T. 38, $ 36i, amended. The 6th and 7th paragraphs of
section 36i of Title 38 of th» Revised Statutes, as amended by section a of
chapter 475 of the public laws af i967, are further amended to read as follows:

It shag be the duty of the commission, sa et<sdy, i<sveeeigase nsvd fsesss
ta eiase snead ea ebe Sevsena responsible foi site ~, «iny» nn<f

ieebie aw<f ' wieb the p<ebfie ', et
exercising the police povrsr of the State, to amtrol, abate and prevent

< he pollution oi the sir, vis<eve wsterw en<i eosstsi t}sts and prevent diminutian
of the highest and best use of the natural environment of the State by the

ev etsesee» ef nieif<ai sewage, ~ waste eiisl ashes
sbetan . end ~ ' iev ae cise ensue eve <fee<4<nansei ee the p<sMie

beaisb <ss so enintnt Ssb ev eq<seeie kite, ee the fwnetie<sbie ansi eeet<aint
«ee vf vsiii eiv, rivers. wateve <snd eeeeeH <4ate. The commission shall make
recommendations to each subsequent Legislature with respect to the cisssi-
gcation of <.he vivevs waters and coastei Sets sad sections thereof within the
State, based upon reasonable standards of quality and use.

The eomi<iission shall mate rccammendatioos ia each Legislature with
respect to the control, abatement and prevention of poHut<on of the eir, rivets
waters, awd coastal Rats and eeetiene si<eseef other aspects of thc neutral
environ<nant within the State fev the t<wspm e<f raising sbe eis<ssif<e< ' ev
~ ebeseef So the bigbees tseesibis. eiassif< ' ~ fer as

~ tieaii< feasible, each endo ' seiaee ee snesbeds, e<sste en<4
sbe eeeeing of titus fbsnee fav est<at<fiance for the beneat of the citieene of this
State.


